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Abstract
This thesis will discuss the fundamental process of high temperature plasma formation, con-
sisting of the Townsend avalanche phase and the subsequent plasma burn-through phase. By
means of the applied electric eld, the gas is partially ionized by the avalanche process. In
order for the electron temperature to increase, the remaining neutrals need to be fully ionized
in the plasma burn-through phase, as radiation is the main contribution to the electron power
loss. The radiated power loss can be signicantly aected by impurities resulting from inter-
action with the plasma facing components. The parallel transport to the surrounding walls is
determined by the so called connection length in the plasma.
Previously, plasma burn-through was simulated with the assumptions of constant particle con-
nement time and impurity fraction. In the new plasma burn-through simulator, called the
DYON code, the treatment of particle connement time is improved with a transonic ambipo-
lar model for parallel transport, by using the eective connection length determined by the
magnetic eld lines, and Bohm diusion model for perpendicular transport. In addition, the
dynamic evolution of impurity content is calculated in a self-consistent way, using plasma wall
interaction models. The recycling of the particles at the walls is also modelled.
For a specic application, the recent installation of a beryllium wall at Joint European Torus
(JET) enabled to investigate the eects of plasma facing components on plasma formation and
build-up of plasma current in the device. According to the JET experiments the Townsend
avalanche phase was not inuenced by the replacement of the wall material. However, failures
during the plasma burn-through phase, that could occur with a carbon wall, are not observed
with a beryllium wall. In order to obtain a deeper insight in these eects this thesis will present
detailed modelling of plasma burn-through.
For the rst time a quantitative validation of the simulation results to experimental data is
documented. The simulation results with the DYON code show consistent good agreement
against JET data obtained with the carbon wall as well as the beryllium wall. According to
the DYON results, the radiation barrier in a carbon wall is dominated by the carbon radiation.
The radiation barrier in the beryllium wall is mainly from the deuterium radiation rather
than the beryllium radiation, as far as the radiated power from other impurities (i.e. carbon,
nitrogen, etc) is not signicant. These issues are of crucial importance for the International
i
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) where the allowable toroidal electric eld for
plasma formation is limited to 0.35 V/m, which is signicantly lower compared to the typical
loop voltage ( 1 V/m) used in the current devices. Using the validated DYON code, predictive
simulations for ITER are given, showing a need for RF heating to allow reliable plasma burn-
through.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Nuclear Fusion
1.1.1 Thermonuclear Fusion
Fusion research aims to harness nuclear fusion energy on earth, and has drawn great interest
from many physicists all over the world since the early 20th century when the mechanism
of energy production in the sun was identied as nuclear fusion reactions. Various merits of
nuclear fusion energy, e.g. almost limitless fuel, no long-lived radioactive waste, no carbon
emission, and no possibility of use in nuclear weapons, make a nuclear fusion power plant one
of the most promising candidates for an alternative energy source. [1]
If a nucleus of deuterium (D) has a fusion reaction with a nucleus of tritium (T ), an - particle
(He2+) and a neutron are released with a total kinetic energy of 17:6MeV ,
D + T !  + n+ 17:6MeV : (1.1)
The cross section of a fusion reaction is small enough to be ignored when fuel nuclei have
low kinetic energy1, due to the repulsive Coulomb force resulting from the positive electric
charges of the nuclei. In order to generate a fusion reaction, it is necessary for the fuel nuclei
to overcome the repulsive force so that they approach each other up to the region where the
1The required kinetic energy of fuel nuclei for a fusion reactor is around 15keV. [1]
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nuclear force is dominant. By heating the fuel nuclei to a suciently high temperature, two
nuclei of high thermal kinetic energy can have access to such a close region, and then fusion
reactions occur at a certain reaction rate. This is called thermonuclear fusion.
For a commercial power plant, the generated power by fusion reactions should be high enough
to supply the required heating power for sustaining the fusion reactions i.e. ignition condition.
In order to satisify the ignition condition, in addition to the requirement of high temperature,
the density of fuel nuclei must be high enough to achieve a sucient fusion reaction rate, and
the energy generated by fusion reactions should be maintained suciently long in the reactor.
Assuming parabolic prole, the quantitative requirement for the ignition condition is [1]
n^^ET^ > 5 1021 [m 3keV s]: (1.2)
where n^, ^E, and T^ are the peak values of particle density, energy connement time, and the
temperature, respectively.2
In the sun, the tremendous gravitational force enables such a high density and a long energy
connement time. As an alternative way to conne the fuel nuclei, the concept of magnetic
connement fusion has been developed. For the range of temperature and density satisfying the
condition for thermonuclear fusion3, the fuel gas is fully ionized, consisting of positive ions and
electrons. The ionized gas at such a high temperature and density is called a fusion plasma.
One of the key features of plasmas is that the perpendicular motion of charged particles to
magnetic elds is impeded eectively. Hence, we can conne them by using magnetic elds.
There are various concepts of magnetic connement fusion devices. One of the most promising
concepts is a toroidal conguration called the tokamak ; many world leading fusion devices are
tokamaks.
1.1.2 Tokamak
Figure 1.1 shows the basic structure of a tokamak. The current owing through toroidal eld
coils produces a toroidal magnetic eld B according to Ampere's law (ignoring displacement
current),
O ~B = 0 ~J (1.3)
23 1021[m 3keV s] for at prole
3T = 10  20[keV ] and n  1020[m 3]
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By surface integration on ~S of which the normal vector is in z direction in Figure 1.1, we haveZ
(O ~B)  d~S = R 0 ~J  d~S (1.4)
(Stokes theorem) I
~B  d~l =
Z
0 ~J  d~S
2RB(R) = 0ITF ;
(1.5)
where ITF is the total current owing through the toroidal eld coils, which is located out of
the vessel i.e. ITF is the same for all radial position R. Thus, we can have toroidal magnetic
eld B as a function of radial position R and the toroidal magnetic eld at the magnetic axis
B(R0) only,
2RB(R) = 2R0B(R0)
B(R) =
R0
R
B(R0) ;
(1.6)
where R0 is the major radius at the magnetic axis. As shown in Equation (1.6), the magnitude
of toroidal magnetic eld B(R) is inversely proportional to the radial position R.
A current swing in the inner poloidal eld coils (primary transformer circuit) generates magnetic
ux swing in the iron transformer core, thereby inducing toroidal electric eld in the vacuum
vessel according to Faraday's law, 4
O ~E =  @
~B
@t
: (1.7)
By surface integration on ~S of which the normal vector is in z direction in Figure 1.1, we haveZ
(O ~E)  d~S =
Z
 @
~B
@t
 d~S: (1.8)
Using Stokes theorem for the term in the left-hand side and assuming that the stray magnetic
eld is not signicant for the term in the right-hand side, we can haveI
~E  d~l = Ul =  @PF
@t
(1.9)
where Ul is the toroidal loop voltage and PF is the total magnetic ux within the inner poloidal
eld coils. PF can be calculated as a function of the current in the inner poloidal eld coils
IPF . It is well know in electromagnetics that the magnetic ux in a solenoid sol is
sol = Asol0nturnIsol (1.10)
4Current swing in outer poloidal eld coils is also used in some devices e.g. JET.
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Figure 1.1: Basic structure of a tokamak with an iron core
where Asol is the area of the cross section of the solenoid and nturns is the number of turns per
unit length. Thus, PF is calculated by
PF = APF0nturnIPF (1.11)
Substituting PF in Equation (1.9) with PF in Equation (1.11), we can have Ul as a function
of IPF ,
Ul =  APF0nturn@IPF
@t
: (1.12)
The induced toroidal loop voltage generates plasma break-down (electron avalanche), plasma
burn-through (full ionization), the build-up of plasma current Ip, and the sustainment of Ip in
tokamaks.
The principal magnetic eld in tokamaks is the toroidal magnetic eld, but if there was only
the toroidal magnetic eld, then the loss of plasma out of the reactor would be signicantly
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Figure 1.2: Description of the drift motions in tokamaks
large due to the drift motions of particles. As shown in Figure 1.2, the intrinsic gradient and
curvature of the magnetic eld in tokamaks result in the 5B drift and the curvature drift, and
their velocities are calculated as [2][3]
velocity of 5B drift ~vD;5B = mv
2
?
2eB3
~B 5B
velocity of curvature drift ~vD;R = 
mv2k
eB2R2
~R ~B:
(1.13)
The resultant drift motion in Equation (1.13) depends on the charge and the direction of
magnetic eld. With the direction of toroidal magnetic eld given in the Figure 1.2, the ions
and the electrons drift upward and downward, respectively. The charge separations generate
an electric eld which is perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic eld as shown in Figure 1.2.
The perpendicular electric eld results in E  B drift, thereby making the charged particles
drift radially outward with the velocity, regardless of their charge, [2][3]
~vD;E =
~E  ~B
B2
: (1.14)
The EB drift causes signicant particle losses in toroidal systems. These are eliminated in a
helical conguration of magnetic elds, with so-called toroidally nested magnetic ux surfaces,
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so that the charge separations are prevented. In the Tokamak, the helical magnetic elds
are formed by the combination of the toroidal magnetic eld B and the poloidal magnetic
eld B, which are generated by the current in the toroidal eld coils and the plasma current
Ip, respectively. The relative magnitude of the two magnetic eld components, B and B,
determines the specic helical conguration of the magnetic elds. The conguration of the
composite magnetic eld lines is described by safety factor q. The safety factor q indicates
how many toroidal trips around the torus are required for a magnetic eld line to return to
the initial location on the poloidal cross section. The safety factor for a large aspect-ratio
(i.e. R0=r >> 1) tokamak of circular cross-section is calculated with r the distance from the
magnetic axis (R0), as [1]
q(r) =
r
R0
B
B
: (1.15)
Figure 1.3 shows the stabilization of horizontal displacement of a plasma in tokamaks. The
poloidal magnetic eld B results from plasma currents Ip owing along the torus. This makes
the inboard poloidal magnetic eld B(r1) stronger than the outboard B(r2). As a result, the
net hoop force Fhoop is directed radially outward, i.e. ~Fhoop  ~Jp  B(r1)   ~Jp  B(r2). In
addition, the torus shape of a plasma results in a tyre tube force, which makes a plasma ring
expand outward. To stabilize the horizontal displacement of a plasma, additional eld coils,
called outer poloidal eld coils (vertical eld coil) are installed in tokamaks. The currents ow-
ing in the outer poloidal eld coils generate vertical elds Bv, which compensate the imbalance
of the poloidal elds between inboard and outboard. i.e. strengthening the outboard poloidal
eld and weakening the inboard poloidal eld.
Vertical displacement is another important issue since it can result in an abrupt termination of a
discharge (disruption). Figure 1.4 shows how to stabilize the vertical displacement. The shifted
outer poloidal eld coils (P3U and P3L) make the vertical magnetic eld bent . This concave
vertical magnetic eld results in a restoring force on the plasma current i.e. ~FR = ~Jp ~Bv. The
radial component of the concave elds is inward above the midplane, and outward below the
midplane. This makes ~FR always directed toward the midplane.
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Figure 1.3: Stabilization of horizontal displacement of a plasma in tokamaks. The imbalance of
the poloidal magnetic eld (B(r1) B(r2)) is compensated by the vertical magnetic eld Bv.
Figure 1.4: Stabilization of vertical displacement of a plasma in tokamaks. The concave vertical
magnetic eld, produced by the shifted outer poloidal eld coils, generates the restoring force
~FR. P3U, P4U, P4L, and P3L correspond to the outer poloidal eld coils installed in JET.
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1.2 ITER and JET
1.2.1 ITER
The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is the agship facility for the
world's fusion program for the next twenty years. Seven partners (EU, US, Russia, Korea,
Japan, China, and India) signed the ITER Agreement ocially on 21 November 2006, and ITER
is now under construction in Cadarache5, aiming at completion in 2020. The goal of ITER is
to demonstrate fusion power output in excess of the required input power, demonstrating the
feasibility of a fusion power plant.
For a commercial power plant, output power must be suciently higher than the required
input power. One of the important parameters determining a fusion reactor's performance is
the fusion gain Q, which is dened by [1]
Q =
Fusion power (output power)
Heating power (input power)
=
VpnDnT < v >DT 17:6[MeV ]
PH
(1.16)
where Vp is a plasma volume, nD is deuterium ion density, nT is tritium ion density, and
< v >DT is a rate coecient for D-T fusion reaction.
In other power plants, such as fossil power plants or nuclear ssion power plants, the operation
duration available is not a signicant issue. However, it is a very important issue for a fusion
power plant, in particular the tokamaks, which are operated in pulse mode (at least so far).
In tokamaks, a high plasma current is necessary for ohmic heating and connement of energy
and particles. In most present devices, the required plasma current has been generated relying
on the inductive loop voltage. This results in short duration of the pulse (10  20 [sec] in
JET, and 1  2 [sec] in Mega Ampere Spherical Torus (MAST)) due to the intrinsic limitation
of magnetic ux swing available in ohmic transformers. It is obvious that such a short pulse
duration is not suitable for a power plant. Hence, continuous operation (or at least suciently
long pulse operation) is one of the key challenges for tokamak research.
As expained, Q and operation duration are the two key parameters for tokamak's performance.
From the performance's point of view, the ITER experiments aim to achieve two important
missions. The primary mission of ITER is to produce a Q=10 plasma being maintained for 400
5southern France
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seconds i.e. stationary operation. In the baseline scenario in ITER, the target plasma current
is 15 [MA], and is driven entirely by the ohmic transformer. For the second stage of ITER
operation, it is planned to drive plasma current in a non-inductive way using external current
drive e.g. Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD), Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD),
and Neutral Beam Injection (NBI). This operation scenario for ITER is called Advanced Toka-
mak (AT) scenario, and the goal is to produce Q=5 plasma for very long duration i.e. 3000 sec
in steady state condition without using ohmic transformer (Ul  0).
In addition to the goal in tokamak's performance, important technological issuesneed to be
demonstrated for a fusion power plant. The expected heat load at the plasma facing components
in a commercial fusion power plant is much greater than in the present devices. Safe operation
scenarios and an eective divertor6 design to endure the heat load should be demonstrated
in ITER. Tritium reproduction is another important issue since it does not exist in nature.
Tritium has to be produced by the reaction between lithium and a neutron,
Li6 + n(slow)!  + T + 4:8MeV;
Li7 + n(fast)!  + T + n  2:5MeV:
Fortunately, a neutron is one of the fusion products as shown in Equation (1.1). In ITER
experiments, it is planned to optimize the Lithium blanket design so that Tritium Breeding
Ratio (TBR) is higher than 1. Since we do not have much experience7 on the tritium injection,
extraction, and processing, the tritium treatment is also one of the important technological
missions, which have to be demonstrated in ITER.
Another key challenge in ITER is to demonstrate the viability of using large superconducting
magnets for all major coils i.e. central solenoid coil, toroidal eld coils, and poloidal eld coils.
In order to reduce the power loss resulting from ohmic heating in the coils, superconducting
coils are necessary for a fusion power plant using magnetic connement. One of the main
diculties arising from use of superconducting coils is that the coil's temperature must be kept
below 4 Kelvin ( 2690C) in order to maintain the superconductivity.
Figure 1.5 shows the structure of the superconducting coil which is planned for the central
solenoid in ITER. It should be noted that a bunch of superconducting strands(Nb3Sn) contain
copper strands and are enclosed by a copper casing. When voltage is applied to the coil, this
6Major heat exhauster
7Most fusion experiments have been performed using deuterium or hydrogen gas
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Figure 1.5: Superconducting central solenoid coil in ITER
induces current in the copper resulting in ohmic heating. The ohmic heating in the copper
can heat the superconducting strands above 4 Kelvin, breaking the superconductivity. This
requires a restriction of the current swing ISC=dt in the superconducting central solenoid,
thereby limiting the loop voltage available up to 14[V ] at the vacuum vessel centre. [4] [5]
For tokamak start-up, sucient toroidal loop voltage should be applied. However, the large ma-
jor radius (RITER0 = 6:2[m]) of ITERmakes the allowable toroidal electric eld only 0:35[V=m](
14[V ]=2RITER0 [m]). Compared to a typical toroidal electric eld for the start-up in the present
devices, e.g. 1[V=m]  18[V ]=2RJET0 [m] in JET (RJET0 = 3[m]), the toroidal electric eld
available in ITER is thus considerably smaller. Such a restriction of the toroidal electric eld
available may limit the operation space available, i.e. narrow range of prell gas pressure, low
magnetic error elds, and small impurity content[6]. In order to obtain more condence in the
start-up scenario at ITER, a predictive simulation of tokamak start-up is of crucial importance.
1.2.2 JET and ITER-like wall
Figure 1.6 shows the Joint European Torus (JET), the largest tokamak in the world. JET was
constructed at Culham8 in 1983 under the auspices of the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy
8Oxfordshire in the UK
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Figure 1.6: Joint European Torus (JET)
(CCFE). It is currently operated on behalf of the European Fusion Development Agreement
(EFDA) by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA).
Since 1983 when the rst plasma was generated, JET has been one of the world-leading fusion
devices, making many contributions to fusion research. For example, JET has the world record
of the highest fusion power. 16:1 [MW ] of fusion power, equivalent to Q = 0.62, was generated
by D-T experiments9 in JET in 1997 [1]. The D-T experiments in JET showed that the -
particles were conned and slowed down (i.e. heating the plasma), which was predicted only
by theory.
Since the ocial agreement of ITER construction in 2006, advanced researches for ITER have
been the most important priority in the present fusion devices, including JET. One of the
critical issues which have to be addressed for ITER is to study Plasma-Wall Interaction (PWI).
Most PWI data accumulated in tokamaks is with a carbon wall. Carbon Fiber Composite
(CFC) has been used as components of the rst wall10, as it does not melt. The carbon wall
tends to retain hydrogen isotopes, due to the chemical reactivity. The carbon wall has not
caused serious problems for the experiments using deuterium (or hydrogen) gas only. However,
950%  50% D-T mixture
10Previous JET, and other devices such as JT-60U, KSTAR, etc
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Figure 1.7: (a) ITER material conguration and (b) material conguration for the JET ITER-
like Wall project.[7]
this would matter when using tritium gas11. In ITER, the use of a carbon rst wall would lead
the in-vessel inventory of tritium to exceed the maximum allowable, limited by regulations on
the allowable radioactive material inventory. This requires ITER to be designed using non-
carbon material for the rst wall. As alternative materials for the rst wall, beryllium has been
selected in ITER due to the low retention of hydrogen isotope and low radiation level of Be in
the plasma [7]. For the divertor, which is a heat exhausting component on the wall, tungsten
has been selected due to the high melting temperature and low sputtering yield. (see Figure 1.7
(a))
It is of crucial importance to gain sucient experimental data on Plasma Facing Components
(PFCs) in ITER and to develop operation scenarios compatible with the requirements of the
wall. This has motivated the ITER-Like Wall (ILW) project at JET. The CFC tiles in the main
chamber wall have been exchanged with beryllium tiles and in parallel a tungsten divertor has
been installed as shown in Figure 1.7 (b). [7] [8]
The ILW installation was successfully completed in 2011. Figure 1.8 shows the picture of the
completed ILW. Since the operation had been resumed in 2011, JET experiments with the ILW
11Tritium transforms to stable non-radioactive helium through the radioactive decay with half-life 12.3 years.
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Figure 1.8: JET chamber with indicated main plasma facing components. [8]
have produced invaluable information on the wall material's behaviour and a technical basis
for the scenario development in ITER.
1.3 Brief explanation of tokamak start-up
Tokamak start-up consists of the three phases: 1. Plasma break-down phase (electron avalanche
phase), 2. Plasma burn-through phase (full ionization phase), and 3. Plasma current ramp-up
phase.
To initiate plasma break-down (electron avalanche) in a given fuel gas, seed electrons existing
in the gas must produce one more electrons through collisional ionizations of neutrals before
they reach the wall of the surrounding vacuum vessel. In order for electron avalanche to occur,
the seed electrons must be suciently accelerated by the induced toroidal electric eld so that
their kinetic energy is high enough to ionize neutrals.
In a tokamak, high toroidal loop voltage Ul is induced in the toroidal vacuum chamber by the
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voltage UPF in the inner (central solenoid) and outer PF coils. The relation between Ul and
UPF can be derived as shown following.
In electromagnetics, self-inductance L of a current loop is dened as
L =
Nloop
Iloop
(1.17)
where Nturns is the total number of turns, Iloop is the current in a loop, and loop is the magnetic
ux penetrating the loop. Substituting loop in Equation (1.17) with PF calculated in Equation
(1.11), the self-inductance of a inner poloidal eld coil LPF is
LPF = 0nturnsNturnsAPF (1.18)
where nturns is the number of turns per unit length ([#m
 1]), and APF is the area of the cross-
section of the inner poloidal eld coil. Assuming the dominant voltage in PF coils is consumed
by self magnetic induction, ignoring ohmic heating in the coil,
UPF = LPF
dIPF
dt
dIPF
dt
=
UPF
0nturnsNturnsAPF
;
(1.19)
we can substitute dIPF
dt
in Equation (1.12) with the term in the right-hand side in Equation
(1.19). Then we can obtain a simple relation between the loop voltage and PF coil voltage,
Ul =
 UPF
Nturns
: (1.20)
That is, the induced toroidal loop voltage is calculated by dividing the applied voltage in the
coil with the number of turns in the coils. For example, for a typical plasma break-down in
JET, the toroidal loop voltage is induced by the current swing in the central solenoid coil (P1)
and outer PF coil (P4). Then, the induced toroidal loop voltage is calculated as
Ul =
UP1
710
+
UP4
122
(1.21)
where the number of coil turns is 710 in the central solenoid and 122 in the outer PF coils,
respectively.
In addition to high electric eld, for electron avalanche (plasma break-down) the traveling
length of electrons has to be long enough to ensure sucient collisions with neutrals. Since the
electron's motion is guided by a magnetic eld line, magnetic eld lines in tokamaks dene the
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Figure 1.9: Schematic description of eective connection length Lf
traveling length of seed electrons. The average length of magnetic eld lines is dened by eec-
tive connection length Lf . Hence, ensuring suciently long Lf is one of the key requirements
for tokamak start-up. The quantitative requirement on Lf can be calculated by the Townsend
criterion 12.
If there was only toroidal magnetic eld during the tokamak start-up phase, the Lf would be
innity, which is ideal for plasma break-down. However, in the tokamak experiments, there can
be signicant stray magnetic eld, thereby reducing the eective connection length Lf i.e. open
magnetic eld lines (see Figure 1.9). In some tokamaks such as JET, an iron transformer core
is installed to reduce the stray magnetic elds (see Figure 1.1). However, most present devices
do not have an iron core due to the space limitation. In addition to the stray magnetic eld,
further decrease in Lf results from the error magnetic eld generated by eddy currents in passive
structures. This requires optimization of magnetic eld conguration with a combination of
PF coil currents. Figure 1.10 shows a hexapolar null conguration of poloidal magnetic elds,
which is usually used for plasma break-down in JET. Suciently long Lf is obtained at the
null point, and this enables plasma break-down near the centre of the vacuum vessel.
Electron avalanche is not the only requirement for tokamak start-up. To achieve the congura-
tion of closed ux surfaces, which is required for high performance in JET, the plasma current
must increase at least up to 0:1 [MA]. In order for plasma current to increase, background gas
must be fully ionized during the subsequent phase, which is called the plasma burn-through
phase.
12Townsend criterion will be explained in the next section in detail
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Figure 1.10: Hexapolar null conguration for plasma break-down in JET [9]
Figure 1.11 shows typical experimental data of the plasma burn-through phase in JET. In
this phase, the majority of the total power loss results from radiation and ionization. Since
the total power loss of the plasma is signicantly high until full ionization of the background
gas and impurities, high loop voltage is pre-programmed for plasma burn-through during the
early phase (0  100[msec]), as shown in Figure 1.11(b). The applied loop voltage accelerates
electrons, thereby increasing the electron density through collisional ionization of deuterium
atoms. Figure 1.11(c) shows interferometry data indicating the increase in electron density
during the plasma burn-through phase. The measured line radiations in Figure 1.11(d), (e),
and (f) are emitted from the background gas (D0) and impurities (Be1+ and C2+) in the plasma,
respectively. The decay after their peak implies that all are ionized to higher charge states.
Once the plasma is fully ionized, then the plasma current can increase even with reduced loop
voltage, as shown in Figure 1.11 (a) and (b).
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Figure 1.11: Typical experimental data during the plasma burn-through phase measured in
JET(#82003); (a) plasma current, (b) toroidal loop voltage, (c) electron density, (d) D al-
pha line emission, (e) Be1+ line emission, and (f) C2+ line emission
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1.4 Motivation of plasma burn-through modeling
In order to calculate the required electric eld for electron avalanche (Eavalanche) at a given prell
gas pressure p and eective connection length Lf , the Townsend avalanche theory [10][11] is
generally used as shown below 13,
Eavalanche[V=m]  1:25 10
4p[Torr]
ln(510p[Torr]Lf [m])
: (1.22)
The required Eavalanche for plasma initiation in the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) has also been calculated using Equation (1.22) as presented in the ITER
Physics Basis[4].
However, the Townsend avalanche theory is not sucient to explain all non-sustained break-
down discharges. In order for plasma current to increase, sucient ionization of the prell gas
(deuterium) and impurities, i.e. plasma burn-through, is necessary. Otherwise, most heating
power is lost through radiation and ionizations of the remaining neutrals, so that it prevents
electron temperature from increasing in the ramp-up phase of plasma current [10]. A number
of start-up failures in current devices result from the failure of plasma burn-through. For
experiments with the carbon wall in the Joint European Torus (JET), more than 85% of all
non-sustained breakdown failures occurred during the plasma burn-through phase [12]. These
start-up failures could be reduced by understanding key physics aspects of the plasma burn-
through phase.
Furthermore, due to the engineering issues in ITER, resulting from the use of superconducting
central solenoid coils, the maximum toroidal electric eld on-axis is limited up to 0:35 [V=m]
[5], which is much lower than the typical toroidal electric eld used for plasma burn-through
in current devices, e.g.  1 [V=m] in JET. Tokamak start-up using such a low electric eld
limits the operation space available for the range of prell gas pressure, magnetic error elds,
and impurity content [6]. This leads to urgent need of a predictive simulation for plasma
burn-through in ITER.
For reliable start-up using a low electric eld, RF-assisted start-up using Electron Cyclotron
Heating (ECH)[13][14][15] or Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH)[16][17] is planned in ITER [5]. How-
ever, launching excessive RF power into the vacuum vessel without a plasma or at a very low
13Equation (1.22) will be derived in the next chapter.
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plasma temperature can result in serious demage to the diagnostic systems, due to the low
absorption eciency of RF power. Hence, in order to estimate the minimum required ECH
power, understanding the plasma burn-through conditions (or requirements) is also important.
In most tokamaks, when determining an operational scenario for the rst plasma, the required
parameters have been found through trial and error methods, rather than a computational
simulation approach. As a result, our understanding of tokamak start-up and our prediction
abilities are very limited, even after 30 years of research. In order to approach a commercial
fusion power plant, tokamak start-up should not remain as `kitchen physics'. We should be able
to predict the required operational conditions using computational simulations. A comprehen-
sive understanding of plasma burn-through is also necessary for non-inductive start-up, which
is of crucial importance for a compact design of spherical torus. The plasma burn-through
modeling will make a contribution to deepen our understanding of the start-up in a spherical
torus, thereby establishing a basis of research on non-inductive tokamak start-up.
Although the plasma burn-through phase has been modelled before [6][18][19][20], important
physics models such as impurity treatment and particle (or energy) connement time were overly
simplied. Furthermore, the previous simulation results have not been validated against any
experimental data. This has motivated development of a new plasma burn-through simulator,
the DYON code, introduced in this thesis.
1.5 Scope of thesis
This thesis will rst review the electron avalanche physics (Townsend avalanche theory) in
chapter 2. The following research questions are addressed.
1. Can we simulate plasma burn-through, and can we improve the simulations performed
previously?
2. Impurities have a signicant inuence on plasma burn-through. Then, how can we simu-
late impurity evolution?
3. Can we validate the simulation against experimental data?
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The basic structure of plasma burn-through modeling is introduced in chapter 3. Fundamental
physics of deuterium burn-through is investigated in chapter 4. Chapter 5 explains the new
models developed in the DYON code for impurity treatment in detail. In chapter 6, for the rst
time, the simulation results are compared with the experimental data in JET, and the inuence
of a carbon wall and a beryllium wall are discussed. In chapter 7, the predictive simulations of
ITER, obtained by the DYON code, is provided. In chapter 8, main conclusion of the thesis is
presented.
Chapter 2
Review of electron avalanche
2.1 Introduction
Electron avalanche implies an abrupt increase in electron density in a gas. By the electron
avalanche process, a gas is transferred to a plasma. Hence, electron avalanche is also called
plasma break-down or plasma formation. It should be noted that during the electron avalanche
phase the degree of ionzation in this phase is low initially. One of the important consequences
of a low degree of ionization is that the dominant mechanism for electrons' collisions is electron-
neutral collision (i.e. billard-ball collision) rather than the collisions between charged particle
(i.e. coulomb collision) [10]. Hence, the electron dynamics is mainly determined by the electron-
neutral collision. This makes many concepts of general plasma physics such as Debye shielding
inapplicable.
The physical mechanism in the electron avalanche phase can be described by the Townsend
avalanche theory, which is well validated for laboratory plasmas. The Townsend avalanche
theory is also applicable to tokamaks, and it is used to estimate the operation parameters for
tokamak start-up [4][11][6]. In order to understand the requirements for tokamak start-up, it
is worth reviewing the Townsend avalanche theory.
In Section 2.2, the concept of the Townsend avalanche theory is reviewed, focusing on two
important coecients, i.e. the Townsend rst coecient  and the second Townsend coecient
. In Section 2.3, the application to the electron avalanche in tokamaks is introduced. The
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Figure 2.1: Visualisation of an electron avalanche, also known as a Townsend discharge. The
applied electric eld accelerates seed electrons to collide with other neutrals and release further
electrons, causing an avalanche. - from WIKIPEDIA
operational parameters for electron avalanche in tokamaks is discussed in Section 2.4.
2.2 Townsend avalanche theory
2.2.1 The rst townsend coecient
Electrons can be created naturally in a gas by ionization caused by cosmic x-ray background
radiation or beta decay, though the amount is extremely small. Electrons can also be articially
generated by the exposure of UV light at the cathode1. Such electrons play an important role
as seed electrons to trigger the electron avalanche process, thereby generating a plasma.
In a DC plasma, a seed electron is accelerated to the anode by the electric eld between
electrodes. If the seed electron is accelerated suciently to the ionization energy of background
neutrals, it can create other electrons by collisional ionizations. The electrons produced by the
collisional ionizations are also accelerated by the electric eld, and they make further collisional
1Photoelectric eect
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ionizations. This results in electron avalanche, as can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Flowing from the cathode at z = 0 to the anode at z = d, the electron ux  e increases
exponentially. By dening  as the number of the electrons produced by an electron in unit
distance, we can calculate the increase in the electron ux by a dierential equation below,
dne
dz
= ne : (2.1)
 is called the rst Townsend coecient. The physical meaning of  is how many collisional
ionizations can be made by an electron per unit distance. In order for an electron to make a
collisional ionization, the electron must collide with a neutral as well as have sucient energy
to ionize the neutral. Hence,  is the product of `the probability for an electron to collide with
a neutral over a unit distance (Pcollision)' and `the probability for an electron to have higher
energy than ionzation energy (Pacceleration)',
 = Pcollision  Pacceleration : (2.2)
Pcollision is inversely proportional to the average traveling length of an electron between colli-
sional events with neutrals. We dene e as the mean free path of an inelastic collision by which
an electron excites or ionizes a neutral, using kinetic energy. Then, the collisional probability
can be expressed as
Pcollision =
1
e
: (2.3)
In order for an electron to have the ionization energy, the electron must be suciently accel-
erated, traveling a certain distance without undergoing any inelastic collision. If an electron
collides with neutrals before having the ionization energy, the electron loses the kinetic energy
resulting in collisional excitation of the neutrals without ionization.
Pacceleration is the fraction of suciently accelerated electrons, of which the kinetic energy is
higher than the ionization energy, to the total electrons, i.e. Pacceleration = n
iz
e =n
total
e . Then,
we can calculate Pacceleration using 
 1
e in Equation (2.3). For this calculation, we should dene
nvirgine (z) as the number density of the electrons which have not experienced any inelastic
collision at a position z, i.e. the number density of `virgin electrons' at z. The rate of decrease
in nvirgine along the traveling path, dn
virgin
e =dz , can be calculated using 
 1
e and n
virgin
e ,
dnvirgine
dz
=   1e  nvirgine (z) ; (2.4)
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where the minus symbol means that the number of `virgin' electrons decreases traveling along
z direction toward the anode. iz is the required traveling length for an electron to obtain the
ionization energy "iz for a given electric eld E, i.e. "iz = izqE.
2 The number of virgin
electrons which will survive after traveling iz from a random position z1 is the number of
the electrons which will have "iz i.e. n
iz
e (z1) = n
virgin
e (z1 + iz). The electron density at z1,
nvirgine (z1), is the total electron density at z1, n
total
e (z1), since no electron has experienced any
collision yet between z1 and z1 + iz.
1
nvirgine
dnvirgine =  
1
e
dz
[lnnvirgine ]
nvirgine (z1+iz)
nvirgine (z1)
= [  z
e
]z=z1+izz=z1
[lnnvirgine ]
nize
ntotale
=  iz
e
Pacceleration =
nize
ntotale
= exp

  iz
e

(2.5)
By substituting Pcollision and Pacceleration in Equation (2.2) using Equation (2.3) and Equation
(2.5), we can have  as a function of e and iz,
 =
1
e
exp

  iz
e

:
By substituting iz with "iz=E, we can obtain the rst Townsend coecient  expressed as a
function of the prell gas pressure p and the electric eld E,
 =
1
e
exp

  Eiz
eeeE

=
1
e
exp

  "iz=p
eE=p

= pA exp

  B
E=p

;
(2.6)
where A and B are
A =
1
pe
; B =
"iz
pe
: (2.7)
e equals (nne)
 1 where nn is the number density of neutrals and e is the cross section of an
inelastic collision. Within a certain range of E=p, it is reasonable to assume e as a constant
[21]. The prell gas pressure p is nnTn.
3. Since the temperature of a prell gas for plasma
2For a hydrogen molecule H2, eective "iz = 25  30 eV.
3The temperature unit is Joule
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Gas A [cm 1 Torr 1] B [V cm 1 Torr 1] Range of E=p [V cm 1 Torr 1]
He 2:8 77 30  250
Ne 4:4 111 100  400
Ar 11:5 176 100  600
Kr 15:6 220 100  1000
Xe 24 330 200  800
H2 5:1 125 15  600
N2 11:8 325 100  600
O2 6:5 190 50  130
CH4 17 300 150  1000
CF4 11 213 25  200
Table 2.1: Constants A and B in the Equation (2.6) at the range of E=p [21]
experiments is about room temperature (300 K), the prell gas pressure is only subject to the
neutral density nn. Therefore, it is probable to treat pe as a constant, so that both of A and B
in Equation (2.7) are constants. The intrinsic "iz and e of the background neutrals determine
the constant A and B. Table 2.1 shows the list of A and B of various gas at a range of E=p.
Equation (2.6) reveals an important relationship between the prell gas pressure and the rst
townsend coecient . The blue solid line in Figure 2.2 shows that there is an optimum
pressure range for high . This can be explained by the dierent behaviour of Pcollision and
Pacceleration with p. Since 
 1
e is proportional to nn(/ p), Pcollision is simply proportional to the
prell gas pressure p as indicated by the red solid line in Figure 2.2. For a given electric eld,
Pacceleration is exp( constantp) as shown by the black solid line. That is, at an extremely low
pressure, even though an electron is easily accelerated due to the rare inelastic collisions with
neutrals, it is dicult to trigger electron avalanche due to the small number of collision events.
In contrast, at a high pressure, it is also dicult to generate collisional ionizations since the
collision frequency is too high to accelerate an electron.
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Figure 2.2: Townsend rst coecient 
2.2.2 The second townsend coecient
Electric eld E is a constant for a vacuum region before plasma break-down. Thus,  is a
constant between the electrodes. By using Equation (2.1), we have the electron density at z as
dne
dz
= ne
1
ne
dne = dz
ln
ne(z)
ne(0)
= z
ne(z) = ne(0)e
z :
(2.8)
From (2.8), we can see an electron starting from the cathode at z = 0 would be multiplied to
ed electrons, approaching the anode at z = d. During the avalanche process, ed   1 ions are
generated if the atomic number of the background neutrals is 1. The ions are accelerated to
the cathode by the electric eld. The energetic ions collide with the cathode, and secondary
electrons are emitted from the cathode by the ion impact. Figure (2.3) describes the secondary
electron emission from a cathode.
For plasma break-down without any UV light or additional electron source, the number of
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Figure 2.3: Secondary electron emission
generated electrons must be high enough to be self-sustaining. That is, the electrons have to be
generated in sucient numbers by the ion-cathode collisions. The second Townsend coecient
se is dened as the number of secondary electrons emitted by the impact of an energetic ion
at the cathode.
The number of secondary electrons, resulting from ed   1 ion-impacts, is se(ed   1). The
secondary electrons also experience collisions with neutrals and are multiplied to edse(e
d 1)
at the anode. It should be noted that the number of electrons arriving at the anode increases
with a ratio ,
 =
edse(e
d   1)
ed
: (2.9)
The number of ions arriving at the cathode also increases by the ratio of . Therefore, we can
have the total amount of electrons owing to the anode through the repeated processes,
n1e (d) = ne(0)e
d + ne(0)e
d + ne(0)e
d2 + ::: =
8<: ne(0)ed=(1  ) if  < 11 if   1 (2.10)
Finite number of electrons ariving at the anode through the (innitely) repeated process implies
the electron current would vanish after a certain number of repeated process. For a steady
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Solid Ion Energy [eV] se
W He+ 100 0:263
W Ar+ 10 0:096
W Ar+ 100 0:095
W H+2 100 0:029
W N+2 100 0:025
W O+2 100 0:015
Mo He+ 100 0:274
Mo Ar+ 10 0:115
Mo N+2 100 0:032
Mo O+2 100 0:026
Table 2.2: Secondary electron emission coecients se [21]
current, I(t) = I, the total amount of electrons n1e must be innite value as can be seen by
n1e =
Z 1
0
I(t)dt =
Z 1
0
Idt =1 : (2.11)
Therefore,  should be higher than (or equal to) 1 for a self-sustaining discharge. We can dene
the condition for plasma break-down as  = 1,
se(e
d   1) = 1 : (2.12)
Then, we can have the requirement on d
d = ln

1 +
1
se

: (2.13)
By subtituting  with Equation (2.6) and setting the break-down voltage Ub = Ed, the required
voltage for plasma breakdown is obtained,
Apd exp

  Bpd
Ub

= ln

1 +
1
se

(2.14)
Ub =
Bpd
lnApd  ln   ln(1 + 1=se) : (2.15)
As can be seen in Equation (2.15), the break-down voltage Ub is a function of the product pd
as well as the second Townsend coecient se. Table 2.2 gives a list of the secondary electron
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Figure 2.4: Analytical drawing of Equation (2.15); gas : He;Ar;H2; N2, cathode : W
emission coecients. By using Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, we can nd the required voltage for
plasma break-down as a function of pd. Figure 2.4 shows Ub(pd) drawn analytically using
Equation (2.15). In Figure 2.4, the cathode material was assumed to tungsten, and the ions
assumed to be singly ionized (Z = 1).
The curve of Ub(pd) is called Paschen curve, and we can understand the characteristic of DC
plasma break-down by the curve. In the range of high pd, the required Ub increases almost
linearly with pd. At a high prell gas pressure, electrons experience too frequent collisions to
obtain sucient energy from electric eld for background gas ionization. Accordingly, a high
electric eld is required for electrons to be suciently accelerated between the frequent electron-
neutral collisions. Electron avalanche is also dicult to initiate in the range of small pd. This is
due to the fact that electrons rarely collide with neutrals at a low prell gas pressure. Moreover,
if the distance between electrodes d is also too small, then the collision scarcity would be more
severe since the electron's traveling length is too short. For electron avalanche to occur with the
`scarce collision probablity', the applied voltage should accelerate a high fraction of electrons
over ionization energy of the neutrals. This results in steep increase in the break-down voltage
Ub at a low pd regime.
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As can be seen by Figure 2.4, the break-down voltage has a minimum at some intermediate
value pd = (pd)min. By dierentiating Equation (2.15) for pd, we can nd (pd)min, with which
the required voltage for plasma break-down is a minimum.
dUb
d(pd)
jpd=(pd)min = 0 (2.16)
Simplifying by substituting ln (1 + 1=se) with a constant C, we have
d(Bpd)
d(ln (Apd=C))
jpd=(pd)min = 0
B ln (Apd=C) B
(ln (Apd=C))2
jpd=(pd)min = 0
ln (A(pd)min=C) = 1
(pd)min =
eC
A
=
e
A

ln(1 + 1=se)

:
(2.17)
The value of (pd)min is a function of the gas and a weak function of the cathode material.
2.3 Electron avalanche in tokamaks
Electrons in a tokamak are accelerated by the toroidally induced electric eld. We dene iz
as the ionization rate of an electron i.e. the number of ionizations in a second by an electron.
iz is calculated by the product of the neutral density nn and the rate coecient of ionization
< v >iz i.e. iz = nn < v >iz. loss is dened as the transport loss rate of an electron i.e.
loss = 1=e where e is the mean time for an electron to arrive at the vessel wall. The evolution
of electron density can be calculated using iz and loss as
dne
dt
= (iz   loss)ne (2.18)
During the electron avalanche phase, the degree of ionization in the avalanche phase is only a
few percent, and the electron velocity is quickly saturated by collisions with the neutrals. Hence,
it is reasonable to assume that the neutral density nn and the rate coecients for ionization
< v >iz are constant. Since operation parameters determining the particle loss (the prell
gas pressure, the induced toroidal electric eld, and magnetic eld) do not change signicantly
during the avalanche phase, particle loss rate loss can also be assumed as constant. Then, we
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have
1
ne
dne = (iz   loss)dt
ln(
ne(t)
ne(0)
) = (iz   loss)t
ne(t) = ne(0)exp(iz   loss)t :
(2.19)
Equation (2.19) shows that if iz exceeds loss, the electron density ne increases exponentially
i.e. electron avalanche.
The requirement for electron avalanche can be found by iz = loss. In order to nd the criterion
for electron avalanche, we have to calculate iz and loss, respectively. This ionization process
in tokamaks is described by the Townsend avalanche theory [22] . One of the key features of the
Townsend avalanche theory is that the mean velocity of electrons u [m=s] is a function of E=p,
where E is the induced electric eld and p is the prell gas pressure (as long as E=p is smaller
than 2  104[V m 1torr 1] i.e. the limitation of run-away electron production). 4 According
to the Townsend avalanche theory, we can have the electron mean velocity ue as a function of
E=p, [11]
ue  43E [V=m]
p [Torr]
: (2.20)
The rst townsend coecient  [m 1] in tokamak experiments using the hydrogen isotope
as prell gas can be found by Equation (2.6), where A = 510[m 1torr 1], B = 1:25 
104[V m 1torr 1], [11]
 = p510 exp

  1:25 10
4
E=p

: (2.21)
Therefore, the ionization rate of an electron iz can be obtained as a function of electric eld
E and prell gas pressure p by using (2.20) and (2.21),
iz = ue
 43E
p
 p510 exp

  1:25 10
4
E=p

 21930 E  exp

  1:25 10
4
E=p

:
(2.22)
4If the E=p is higher than 2104[V m 1torr 1], (Equation (2.20)) is not valid due to the run away electrons
produced in higher E=p range.
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Equation (2.22) shows iz is about 20000[s
 1] for typical operation parameters in JET i.e.
E  1[V=m] and p  10 5[Torr].
The majority of electron losses during the electron avalanche phase are due to the drift motion
and the stray (or error) magnetic elds [11].
The drift loss results from the intrinsic 5B and curvature of the magnetic elds in a torus.
The vertical drift velocity vd is calculated by Equation (1.13),
vd = ~v5B + ~vR =
m
qB2
[v2k
~R ~B
R2
+
v2?
2
  ~B
B
5B] : (2.23)
Assuming typical parameters for JET(B = 2[T ], R = 3[m], a = 1[m] Te  10[eV ] and
v2k  v2?  3kTe2m ), we can estimate vd as 3:7[m=s]. Then, the characteristic time of vertical drift
loss d is
d =
a
vd
 270[ms] : (2.24)
During the electron avalanche phase, the magnetic eld has the open eld conguration, due
to the stray (or error) magnetic elds. The parallel transport of the particles along the open
magnetic eld lines, which are connected to the vacuum vessel, result in signicant particle
losses. The eective connection length Lf in tokamaks is calculated as [10]
Lf  0:25aB
B?
(2.25)
where 0:25 is a correction factor to take into account the distance between the actual avalanche
position and the wall. a is a plasma minor radius, and B and B? are the toroidal and
perpendicular magnetic elds, respectively. The electron loss due to the parallel transport can
be estimated using the eective connection length Lf and the mean electron velocity ue in
Equation (2.20). Assuming typical parameters for JET (B = 2[T ], B?  vertical magnetic
eld Bz = 0:001[T ], a = 1[m] E  1[V=m] and, p  10 5[Torr]) we can estimate z as 0:12[ms],
z =
Lf
ue
 0:12[ms] : (2.26)
Comparison of d in Equation (2.24) and z in Equation (2.26) shows that the drift loss in JET
is small enough to neglect compared to the parallel transport loss. Thus, the total particle loss
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rate loss can be approximated to z,
z[sec
 1]  ue
Lf
: (2.27)
It is necessary for electron avalanche that the ionization rate iz exceeds the electron loss rate
z. The electron loss rate z (= 1=e = 1=0:00012) is about 8333[s
 1], which is smaller than the
ionization rate iz  20000[s 1] calculated using Equation (2.22). This is consistent with the
fact that the operation parameters assumed for the calculation are the typical values generating
electron avalanche in JET.
By substituting iz = z with Equation (2.22) and Equation (2.27), we can have the required
condition for electron avalanche in tokamaks,
Lf = 1 : (2.28)
 is the number of ionization by an electron in a unit distance, and Lf is the traveling length
of an electron since the electron motion are guided toward the wall by the open magnetic eld
lines.
The rst townsend coecient  in (2.28) is substituted with (2.6), and the minimum electric
eld for electron avalanche can be obtained as,
Ap exp (
 B
E=p
)Lf = 1
Emin[V=m] =
Bp
ln(ApLeff )
: (2.29)
Substituting constantA andB withA = 510[m 1torr 1], B = 1:25104[V m 1torr 1] assuming
hydrogen isotope as prell gas, we can have
Emin[V=m] =
1:25 104p[torr]
ln(510 p[torr]Lf [m]) : (2.30)
Equation (2.30) was used to calculate the required electric eld for electron avalanche in ITER.
Figure 2.5 is the operation space for various eective connection length Lf , provided in the
ITER physics basis [4] published in 1999.
2.4 Discussion
Figure 2.5 indicates that there is an optimum intermediate range of prell gas pressure to
minimize the required electric eld for electron avalanche. In addition, Figure 2.5 shows that
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the required electric eld decreases as Lf increases. This implies that in ITER, where the
toroidal electric eld available is very low, it is important to reduce the stray (or error) magnetic
eld so that the eective connection length is maximized.
Although Equation (2.30) indicates the required electric eld as a function of p and Lf , it is
dicult to predict the accurate value of Emin due to the uncertainty of Lf , resulting from the
eddy currents. To obtain accurate values of eddy currents needs calculations, using all three
dimensional passive structures in tokamaks.
Figure 2.5: Minimum electric elds for electron avalanche in hydrogen isotope gas (solid lines)
and in helium (dashed lines), for various eective connection length Lf . The experimental data
for unassisted (ohmic) and RF-assisted start-up in DIII-D [11] and JT-60U [23] are superposed.
Proposed parameters for ITER start-up are also indicated. The shaded domain represent the
typical parameters for DIII-D start-up. The red dashed line labelled `Min.' is the lowest electric
eld at which unassisted start-up in DIII-D is possible.[4]
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It is well known that pre-ionization using external RF power in a gas enables electron avalanche
with a low electric eld [11]. In order to ensure a reliable tokamak start-up in ITER even
for a pessimistic Lf , ECH
5-assisted start-up [5] (or ICH6-assisted start-up [16][17]) has been
proposed.
5Electron Cyclotron Heating
6Ion Cyclotron Heating
Chapter 3
Plasma burn-through simulation
3.1 Introduction
It has been observed that most failures in tokamak start-up occur during the plasma burn-
through phase. However, our understanding of plasma burn-through is limited, and tokamak
start-up has relied on trial and error methods without investigation on the physics of plasma
burn-through. The plasma burn-through modelling is a very useful tool to understand the key
physics aspects in the burn-through phase, and it will make a contribution to ensuring a reliable
tokamak start-up and can be used in reducing ux consumption of the ohmic transformer at
the start of the plasma discharge in tokamaks. Plasma burn-through modelling can also be a
basis for the research on non-inductive start-up (or solenoid-free start-up), which are of crucial
importance for a fusion power plant.
In ITER, the allowable toroidal electric eld for start-up is limited up to 0:35[V=m] due to the
engineering issues explained in section 1.2. Since tokamak start-up using such a low E eld
is only possible for a narrow range of prell gas pressure, low magnetic error elds, and low
impurity content, RF-assisted start-up [5] has been proposed in ITER. In order to estimate the
required RF power, plasma burn-through in ITER was modelled [6] [20]. However, the previous
models were overly simplied, and furthermore, they have never been validated against exper-
imental data. In this section, the basic structure of plasma burn-through modelling and the
enhancement in the DYON code are introduced. The validation of the models and simulations
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with experimental data is presented in chapter 6 (section 6.3).
The detailed explanation on plasma burn-through modelling is provided in section 3.2, and
key features of the previous models are reviewed in section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the new
models in detail. Section 3.5 describes the plasma burn-through simulator, the DYON code.
Section 3.6 discusses the underlying assumptions in the DYON code.
3.2 Basic structure of plasma burn-through simulator
In this chapter, all physical quantities are expressed in SI units except for the prell gas pressure.
A prell gas pressure is indicated in [Torr]. Temperatures in the equations are written in
[Joules]. Whenever the temperature given is in [eV], this is explicitly stated.
3.2.1 Circuit equation for plasma current
Assuming a plasma as a circular current loop, the plasma current Ip can be calculated using
the circuit equation.
Ul = IpRp + Lp
dIp
dt
(3.1)
where Ul is a toroidal loop voltage, induced by the external coil voltage. In this section, the
self- inductance Lp and electric resistance Rp of a plasma are derived, respectively.
Plasma inductance
Inductance can be calculated from the relation of electric current and the stored magnetic
energy in electromagnetics,
1
2
LI2 =
Z
V
B2
20
dV (3.2)
Derivation of inductance requires surprisingly lengthy calculations depending on the coil geom-
etry, but it is well known that the electric inductance of a circular current loop is
L = 0R(ln
8R
a
  2 + Y ); (3.3)
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where a is a minor radius, R is a major radius, and Y is a function of the current prole in
the coil (plasma cross-section)1 . Y represents how much magnetic energy (= B2=2) is stored
within the coil. When the electric current is uniformly distributed over the surface of the coil
(no magnetic energy within the coil), Y = 0.
Equation (3.3) can be applied to calculate the inductance Lp of the plasma current. Lp can be
separated into two parts,
Lp = Le + Li: (3.4)
Le is external inductance which is related to the magnetic energy stored in the external volume
(outside the coil),
Le = 0R(ln
8R
a
  2) : (3.5)
The inductance Li represents the stored magnetic energy within the plasma volume, and is
dened as
Li = 0RY: (3.6)
Y (and in turn Li) for a plasma current can be derived using Equation (3.2),
1
2
LiI
2
p =
Z
plasma volume
B(x; y; z)
2
20
dxdydz; (3.7)
where B is the poloidal magnetic eld, produced by a plasma current. In order to integrate
B over the plasma volume, which is a torus, we should change the rectangular coordinate to
be suitable for the integration of the torus volume,
(x; y; z)! (R; r; )
dx dy dz ! Rd dr rd
(3.8)
where  and  are the toroidal and poloidal angle, and R and r are the length in directions of ma-
jor radius and minor radius, respectively. Then, assuming toroidal symetry, dB(R; r; )=d =
0, we can have
1
2
LiI
2
p =
Z a
0
Z 2
0
Z 2
0
B(R; r; )
2
20
Rrddrd
= 2
Z a
0
Z 2
0
B(r; )
2
20
Rrdrd :
(3.9)
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductance
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We assume a plasma current in a circular cross-section and assume poloidal symetry i.e.
dB(r; )=d = 0. Then, Equation (3.9) is
1
2
LiI
2
p = 4
2
Z a
0
B(r)
2
20
Rrdr : (3.10)
Using Ampere's law, i.e. OB = 0Jp, we can substitute Ip in Equation (3.10) with
Ip =
2aB(a)
0
; (3.11)
then, Li and Y can be obtained as
Li = 0R
R a
0
B(r)
2rdr
a2B2 (a)
Y =
R a
0
B(r)
2rdr
a2B2 (a)
(3.12)
In plasma physics, it is conventional to express the plasma inductance Lp using a dimensionless
normalized plasma inductance li
2,
Lp = 0R(ln
8R
a
  2 + li
2
) where li =
2
R a
0
B(r)
2rdr
a2B2 (a)
: (3.13)
In the case of a at prole of the plasma current, B(r) can be substituted using the constant
plasma current density Jp,
B(r) =
0Jpr
2
2r
: (3.14)
Then, li for a uniform plasma current is
li =
2
R a
0
(0Jpr
2
2r
)2dr
a2(0Jpa
2
2a
)2
=
2
R a
0
r3dr
a4
= 0:5 : (3.15)
Plasma resistance
We can derive the plasma resistance Rp assuming that coulomb collisions are dominant com-
pared to electron-neutral collisions. The derivation begins from the uid equation of motion
for electrons,
mene
d~ue
dt
=  ene( ~E + ~ue  ~B)  Ope + ~Fe i (3.16)
2In tokamak research, li is often called internal inductance.
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where ~Fe i is the friction force, which results from collisional transfer of momentum between
electron and ion, and ~ue is the uid velocity of electrons (~ui is ion uid velocity). Dening
momentum transfer frequency of an electron me i, ~Fe i can be expressed as
~Fe i = mene(~ui   ~ue) < me i >; (3.17)
where < me i > is an average value of 
m
e i in the uid. Assuming uniform electron pressure
(Ope = 0), parallel uid velocity to the electric eld and the magnetic eld (~uek~uik ~E, ~ue ~B =
0), and small electron inertia term (mene
d~ue
dt
= 0), Equation (3.16) can be reduced to
eneE = mene(ui   ue) < me i > (3.18)
The electric resistivity is a function of the electric current and the electric eld,  = E
J
. Sub-
stituting J and E with ene(ui  ue) and Equation (3.18), the electric resistivity e i due to the
e-i collisions can be obtained,
e i =
E
J
=
me < 
m
e i >
e2ne
: (3.19)
For a deuterium plasma, me i is a product of ni (ion density), 
m
e i (cross-section for collisional
momentum transfer), and ve (velocity of an electron),
me i = ni
m
e ive: (3.20)
me i can be calculated with the impact parameter b0 which is dened as a distance between an
electron and an ion when electrons have a 90 scattering coulomb collision. 3
b0 =
e2
40me(ve)2
: (3.21)
Then, me i equals b
2
0  (4 ln) ,
me i = (
e2
40me(ve)2
)2  4ln (3.22)
where (4 ln) is a correction factor to include the cumulative eect of many small-angle de-
ections. The coulomb logarithm ln is insensitive to plasma parameters (ln  10), and is
dened by ln(D=b0).
4
Substituting me i in Equation (3.20) with Equation (3.22), we can have
me i = ni  (
e2
40me(ve)2
)2  4ln ve
=
nie
4 ln 
420m
2v3e
:
(3.23)
3The derivation of b0 can be found in standard textbooks in classical mechanics.
4D is the Debye length.
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Since me i is a function of v
 3
e , < 
m
e i > must be calculated using a distribution function.
The detailed derivation of < me i > using Equation (3.23) for a Maxwellian distribution is
well described in [24]. Dening vthe =
p
Te=me, the average value of the momentum collision
frequency < me i > is
< me i >=
nie
4 ln 
6
p
23=220m
1=2(Te)3
: (3.24)
The plasma resistivity e i can be calculated by substituting the momentum transfer frequency
me i in Equation (3.19) with Equation (3.24),
e i =
me < 
m
e i >
e2ne
=
me
e2ne
 nie
4 ln 
6
p
23=220m
1=2
e (Te)3
=
m
1=2
e e2 ln 
6
p
23=220(Te)
3=2
:
(3.25)
In order to calculate an accurate plasma resistivity, e-e collisions should also be considered.
Spitzer and co-workers have found the correction factor for this as 0:51. Hence, accurate
resistivity in a deuterium plasma i.e. Spitzer resistivity s is
s = 0:51
m
1=2
e e2 ln 
6
p
23=220(Te)
3=2
 5 10 5  ln  T 3=2e [eV ]:
(3.26)
In the case of impurities in a plasma, s should be modied to Zfs where Zf is an eective
charge, dened as [1]
Zf =
P
A
P
z n
z+
A z
2P
A
P
z1 n
z+
A z
(3.27)
where subscript A represents deuterium or an impurity. z means an ionic charge state. Ac-
cordingly, nz+A indicates deuterium ion density n
1+
D or impurity ion densities n
z+
I with charge
state z.
Plasma resistance Rp is a function of plasma resistivity s and the size of the current loop
(cross-section A and length l),
Rp = Zfs
l
A
= Zfs
2R
a2
= 5 10 5  ln  Zf  2R
a2
 T 
3
2
e [eV ]
(3.28)
where R and a are the major and minor radius of the plasma.
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Figure 3.1: Energy ow in a plasma
3.2.2 Electron energy balance
It should be noted that plasma resistance Rp is a function of electron temperature Te and
eective charge Zf . In order to calculate Ip with (3.1), Te and Zf should be obtained by solving
the energy and particle balance equations.
Figure 3.1 shows how energy ows in a plasma through various heating and loss channels. The
net heating power i.e. Pheating   Ploss remains as the internal energy of the plasma, 32neTe and
3
2
niTi. Assuming a uniform plasma density and temperature, we can calculate the electron
energy balance equation,
3
2
d(neTe)
dt
= Poh + Paux   (Piz + Prad)  Pequi   P econv (3.29)
where Poh and Paux are ohmic heating and auxiliary heating such as ECH or ICH. Electron
power losses in Equation (3.29) consist of collisional ionization power loss Piz, radiation power
loss Prad, equilibration power loss Pequi, and convective transport power loss P
e
conv. Each term
is explained below in detail.
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Electron heating power
Ohmic heating Poh is the main electron heating source, and all ohmic heating power is assumed
to be absorbed by electrons without ion heating. Ohmic heating power per unit volume is
Poh =
I2pRp
Vp
; (3.30)
where Vp is the plasma volume [6].
Since most simulations in this thesis are for ohmic start-up cases (no RF assist), we set Paux = 0.
In order to provide more input power to ensure robust tokamak start-up, auxiliary heating such
as Electron cyclotron Heating (ECH) or Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH) is planned for ITER.
The auxiliary heating power Paux to the plasma is a complicated function of various plasma
parameters. For RF-assisted start-up for ITER, we will assume Paux as a constant (in time and
over the plasma volume) absorbed heating power.
Electron power losses
The collisional ionization process is a power loss mechanism from an electron point of view
since a free electron loses their kinetic energy as much as the binding energy of an electron in
an atom [6]. Therefore, collisional ionization power loss Piz is
Piz =
V An
Vp
X
A
< v >0!1+A;iz W
0!1+
A nen
0
A +
X
A
X
z1
< v >
z+!(z+1)+
A;iz W
z+!(z+1)+
A nen
z+
A (3.31)
where W
z+!(z+1)+
A is the ionization energy required to ionize an atom or a non-fully ionized ion
from z+ to an (z + 1)+. Here V An represents a neutral volume of species A within a plasma
volume. Since the ionization reaction of neutrals can occur only in the neutral volume within a
plasma volume, the dierent volume occupied by neutrals or ions must be taken into account.
The rst term on the right-hand-side in Equation (3.31) is the electron power loss required to
ionize neutrals. The second term is for further ionization of non-fully ionized ions to higher
charge states. The detailed explanation for V An (the neutral screening eect) will be discussed
in section 3.4.6.
< v >0!1+A;iz and < v >
z+!(z+1)+
A;iz are ionization rate coecients. In this thesis, the reaction
rate coecients and power coecients are expressed as < v >. Their superscript indicates
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the change of the ion charge in the atomic reaction, the subscripts represent the species of
the reaction particle and the kind of the reaction. For example, < v >
z+!(z 1)+
A;rec indicates a
recombination rate coecient of species A of which the ionic charge transits to (z   1)+ from
z+ through a recombination reaction. In the case of charge exchange reaction, the subscript
is cx. < v >z+A;line is a power coecient for line radiation and < v >
z+!(z 1)+
A;RB is a power
coecient for Recombination and Bremsstrahlung radiation. The rate coecients and power
coecients used in the burn-through simulation are obtained from Atomic Data and Analysis
Structure (ADAS) package5. The ADAS atomic rate coecients are based on the generalised
collisional-radiative theory, and the data can cover various range of plasmas e.g. space plasma,
industerial plasma, and the thermonuclear fusion plasma in current devices. It is assumed in the
ADAS data that the free electrons have a Maxwellian velocity distribution and the dominant
populations of impurities are in the quasi-equilibirium i.e. the ground and metastable states.
Further information about the rate and and power coecients in ADAS is available in H. P.
Summers's paper published in 2006 [25].
If there is a collisional excitation of an atom or an ion, a free electron also loses its kinetic
energy. In the case of optically thin plasma (no reabsorption of photons in the plasma), which
is assumed in this thesis, the amount of the electron power loss for collisional excitations is
equal to the subsequent line radiation power [6]. The electron power loss resulting from the
electron deceleration due to the background ions is also equal to the Bremsstrahlung radiation
power loss [6]. However, in the case of recombination, the radiation power loss is greater than
the electron power loss for the recombination reactions since the potential energy in an atom or
an ion is included in the total recombination radiation power [6]. Therefore, this amount must
be subtracted from the total recombination radiation power in order to calculate the electron
power loss. The total electron power loss through radiation is
Prad =
X
A
V An
Vp
< v >0A;line nen
0
A (3.32)
+
X
A
X
z1
(< v >z+A;line + < v >
z+!(z 1)+
A;RB   < v >z+!(z 1)+A;rec W (z 1)+!z+A )nenz+A :
As in Equation (3.31), the rst term and the second term in Equation (3.32) indicates the line
radiation power losses from the neutral and the non-fully ionized ions, respectively.
Electrons also lose energy through elastic coulomb collisions with ions, i.e. the equilibration
5http://open.adas.ac.uk
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process. The equilibration power loss Pequi is a power loss term from electron's point of view for
Te > Ti, which is typical for the plasma formation phase. The formula for Pequi is well known
as
Pequi = 7:75 10 34(Te[eV ]  Ti[eV ]) ne ln 
T
3=2
e [eV ]
(
X
A
X
z1
nz+A z
2
MA
) (3.33)
where MA is ion mass of each species in amu [6].
When electrons are transported out of a plasma, they take their kinetic energy to the surround-
ing wall i.e. convection loss. Electron convective transport power loss P econv can be calculated
using the connement time of electrons e as
P econv =
3
2
neTe
e
: (3.34)
In the model, ambipolar transport to the wall is assumed. Hence, e is equal to deuterium
connement time D in the model. The details of particle connement time will be discussed
in section 3.4.3.
3.2.3 Ion energy balance
Ions are assumed to be heated only by equilibration with electrons and lose energy through
charge exchange reactions and ion convective transport [6]. The ion energy balance equation is
[6]
3
2
d(niTi)
dt
= Pequi   PCX   P iconv: (3.35)
where the ion density ni and temperature Ti are dened to be
ni = n
1+
D +
X
I
X
z1
nz+I (3.36)
Ti = T
1+
D = T
z+
I : (3.37)
where n1+D and n
z+
I are deuterium ion density and impurity ion density with charge stage z+.
T 1+D and T
z+
I are deuterium ion temperature and impurity ion temperature with charge stage
z+.
The ion energy loss in a charge exchange reaction is equal to the energy dierence between the
energetic ion (a deuterium ion or an impurity ion) and the lower-energy deuterium atom [6],
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which is assumed to be at room temperature, i.e. T0 = 0:026[eV ]. In this model, deuterium
is assumed to be the only electron donor for charge exchange reactions. Therefore, charge
exchange reactions occur only in a deuterium neutral volume within a plasma volume, V Dn .
Accordingly, the ion power loss due to a charge exchange reaction is
Pcx =
V Dn
Vp
(
3
2
n0D(Ti   T0)
X
A
< v >1+!0A;cx n
1+
A ): (3.38)
As in Equation (3.34), the ion convective transport power loss P iconv can be calculated as
P iconv =
X
A
X
z1
3
2
nz+A Ti
D
; (3.39)
where D is the ion connement time.
3.2.4 Particle balance
As shown in Equations (3.31) to (3.39), there are many density terms in the computations of
electron energy balance and ion energy balance. This requires the particle balance equations
to be solved simultaneously. Figure 3.2 shows how particles ow in a plasma. The deuterium
neutrals are injected into a vacuum vessel by gas fuelling. In the model, we assume full disso-
ciated deuterium gas as an initial condition. The deuterium atoms are ionized by the induced
toroidal electric eld. The deuterium ions are transported out of the plasma, generating recy-
cling or sputtering at the wall. The deuterium neutrals released from the wall are ionized in
the plasma. Deuterium ions also capture free electrons (i.e. recombination) or bound electrons
from other deuterium atoms (i.e. charge exchange). The impurities resulting from the plasma
wall interaction are also important, but the particle balance is more complicated due to the
various charge states. The particle balance of impurities will be given in section 3.4.7.
Deuterium atom particle balance
Deuterium atoms are supplied by gas fuelling or generated by recombination. The deuterium
atoms are ionized by collisional ionizations or charge exchange with impurities. Since we assume
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Figure 3.2: Particle ow in a plasma
the backscattering coecient of a deuterium atom at the wall is 1, the transport term is not
included in the deuterium atom particle balance.
The particle balance equation of neutral deuterium atoms is given by:
dn0D
dt
=
1
Dn VV
(Vp < v >
1+!0
D;rec nen
1+
D
 V Dn < v >0!1+D;iz nen0D   V Dn
X
I
X
z1
< v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx n
0
Dn
z+
I ) +
 totalD;in
Dn VV
;
(3.40)
where the total inux of deuterium atoms  totalD;in is
 totalD;in = Vp
Y DD n
1+
D
D
: (3.41)
In Equation (3.40), Dn is a neutral volume coecient. 
D
n VV is the total neutral deuterium
volume including the neutral volume within the plasma volume. The formula of Dn is given in
section 3.4.6.
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Deuterium ion particle balance
Deuterium ions are produced by ionization or charge exchange between deuterium atoms and
impurity ions. Ion transport to the wall and recombination are ion particle losses. The particle
balance equation of deuterium ions is given by:
dn1+D
dt
=
V Dn
Vp
< v >0!1+D;iz nen
0
D  < v >1+!0D;rec nen1+D
+
V Dn
Vp
X
I
X
z1
< v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx n
0
Dn
z+
I  
n1+D
D
:
(3.42)
Electron particle balance
On the condition of charge neutrality, an electron density is calculated using each ion density
[6],
ne =
X
A
X
z1
znz+A : (3.43)
3.3 Review of the previous models
The zero dimensional energy and particle balance model for a burn-through simulation has been
presented by [6], [19], and [20]. However, the simpler connement time and impurity models
were deployed in earlier work.
3.3.1 Connement time model
In the 0D code [6], the energy connement time E was calculated with the INTOR scaling
law, in which E was simply proportional to electron density ne, i.e. E[s]  510 210ne[m 3]
where 0 is a multiplier(0  0:2  2). In addition, the particle connement time p was treated
as a constant parameter(p  5  50[ms]).
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3.3.2 Impurity model
The impurity content, which is one of the important parameters determining the burn-through
criterion, was assumed to be constant in the 0D code used in [6]. The evolution of an impurity
content in a plasma was treated in the SCENPLINT code [5][19][20] with an exponentially
growing function, i.e. for carbon impurities, nc=ne  0:013 + 0:03((1  exp( t[s]=0:25))).
3.4 New models for plasma burn-through simulation
The models used in the simulations for plasma burn-through have been extended. One of the
crucial features, which must be taken into account to calculate the particle connement time
in the burn-through phase, is the transition of magnetic eld conguration, i.e. the change
from the open eld line conguration to the closed ux surfaces (CFS). This transition results
in the change of dominant particle loss mechanism, i.e. the change of dominant particle loss
to perpendicular transport from parallel transport, hence, the dynamics of eective connection
length must be modelled as well.
In the new burn-through simulations, it is assumed that a parallel particle loss in the burn-
through phase is dominated by a convective transonic ambipolar ow along a magnetic eld
line to the vessel wall as used in divertor-SOL plasma simulations [26]. Accordingly, parallel
transport losses are calculated with a nite eective connection length Lf and an ion sound
speed Cs. Regarding the perpendicular particle loss, the Bohm diusion model is adopted. The
particle connement time is calculated by combining these transport mechanisms.
In the case of JET, it is generally observed that magnetic conguration forms closed magnetic
surfaces at around 100 [kA] plasma current. According to this, the evolution of an eective
connection length is modelled with an exponential term approaching an innite value from
100 [kA] of plasma current. In addition, once a toroidal electric eld is induced for plasma
break-down, there can be signicant eddy currents, thereby decreasing the eective connection
length. In JET, most eddy currents in this phase ow through the support ring of the divertor
tiles (MK2) due to its relatively low electric resistance. This eect is considered with a two
ring model, i.e. plasma current ring and MK2 current ring. The details of the calculation will
be presented in section 3.4.2.
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Secondly, the previous treatments of impurities were overly simplied. The impurity content in
the plasma is signicantly aected by the wall material and ion transport. Therefore, Plasma
Wall Interaction (PWI) must be included with more sophisticated models. In order to model
the impurity evolution in the burn-through phase, new models of particle transport and PWI
have been added to B. Lloyd's model.
Plasma Wall Interaction is modelled with a wall-sputtering yield according to the type of
incident ions. In a carbon-wall (used up to 2009 in JET), chemical sputtering is dominant, a
carbon sputtering yield due to a deuterium ion or an oxygen ion is assumed to be constant, based
on experimental data [27]. In the ITER-like wall (with a Be rst wall), physical sputtering is
dominant, and the formula for physical sputtering yield is presented in [28] and [29].
The recycling coecient of incident deuterium ions is modelled with an exponential saturation
function to take into account the dynamic behaviour of the deuterium recycling coecient.
The recycling coecients of impurities are assumed to be constant according to their volatility.
Detailed explanations on PWI models in the carbon wall and ITER-like wall are given in chapter
5.
Another important feature in the burn-through phase is a low electron temperature, less than
100 [eV ]. This requires sophisticated calculations of atomic reactions in each ionic charge state
of deuterium and impurities. By using the ADAS rate and power coecients [25], energy and
particle balance equations in each ionic charge state of deuterium and impurities are solved in
a matrix form.
As the electron density increases in the burn-through phase, the mean free path for neutral ion-
ization decreases, thereby reducing the neutral volume within a plasma. This neutral screening
eect is taken into account according to particle species. These more sophisticated energy and
particle balance equations for impurities will be presented in section 3.4.7.
3.4.1 Circuit equation for eddy current
When a loop voltage is applied by a transformer action in tokamaks, an eddy current is induced
in the vessel since the electric resistance of the vessel is comparable with that of plasma column.
Until the plasma resistance becomes much smaller than the vessel's electric resistance, the eect
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L[H] M [H] R[
]
Plasma 6:09 10 6 2:49 10 6 Rp(Te; Zf )
MK2 9:1 10 6 2:49 10 6 7:5 10 4
Table 3.1: Inductances and resistances of a plasma current ring and a MK2 current ring for
JET
of eddy current can be signicant. In the case of JET, the MK2 ring, which is the mechanical
support structure for the divertor, has the lowest electric resistance. The MK2 current IMK2
and plasma current Ip can be modelled with a two ring model,
Ul = IpRp + Lp
dIp
dt
+M
dIMK2
dt
Ul = IMK2RMK2 + LMK2
dIMK2
dt
+M
dIp
dt
(3.44)
where Ul is an applied loop voltage. Lp and LMK2 are self-inductances of a plasma current ring
and the MK2 current ring. Similarly, Rp and RMK2 indicate their resistances, respectively. M
represents a mutual inductance between the two current rings. The value of the inductances
and the resistances for JET systems are summarized in Table 3.1.
3.4.2 Dynamic eective connection length
The eective connection length without a plasma current is calculated using [11]
Lf = 0:25 aB
Bz
: (3.45)
However, this should be modied as a function of plasma current to simulate the burn-through
phase as one of the important features in this phase is the formation of closed magnetic ux
surfaces i.e. a signicant change of the eective connection length Lf . Since the mechanism
of the dominant particle loss, i.e. a parallel or perpendicular transport, is subject to Lf , the
dynamic model of Lf is of crucial importance.
It is generally accepted that a magnetic eld conguration becomes closed with increasing
plasma current, thereby overcoming the stray magnetic eld. To suppress the stray eld, the
plasma current must exceed the the eddy current on the vessel wall. In the case of JET, the
resistance of MK2 structure where most eddy current ows is 7:5 10 4[ohm], and the typical
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loop voltage during the burn-through phase in JET is about 25 [V ]. Hence, the eddy current
on MK2 structure is calculated to be about 33 [kA]. Based on this, we assume that the plasma
current from which the eld transition occurs is around Iref = 100 [kA], and the Lf is modelled
as a function of plasma current as shown below.
Lf = 0:25 a(t) B
Bz(t)
exp(
Ip(t)
Iref
) (3.46)
where B and Bz(t) are a toroidal magnetic eld and a magnetic eld in z direction, respectively.
Bz(t) is composed of vertical eld Bv and error eld Beddy (which is due to the eddy current in
a vacuum vessel in JET),
Bz(t) =
q
B2v +B
2
eddy(t); (3.47)
The mean vertical eld Bv at JET is approximately 10
 3[T ] at t = 0[s]. The contribution of
Beddy(t) near the middle point between the centre of a plasma column and the position of the
MK2 structure can be approximately calculated as,
Beddy(t) =
0
lMK2
IMK2(t); (3.48)
where lMK2 is the distance between the centre of a plasma column and the position of the MK2
structure.
3.4.3 Deuterium ion connement time
For an open eld conguration, the parallel transport loss can be assumed as a transonic
ambipolar ow along a magnetic eld line toward the vessel wall. Analogous to the plasma in
the Scrape-O-Layer (SOL), the deuterium connement time due to the parallel particle loss
D;k is calculated by dividing eective connection length Lf with the deuterium ion sound speed
Cs,
D;k =
Lf
Cs
; (3.49)
where
Cs =
r
Te + Ti
mD
; (3.50)
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where mD is deuterium ion mass, 2 1:66 10 27 [kg].
While perpendicular particle loss is small enough to be ignored when Lf is suciently short,
the perpendicular particle transport becomes dominant as eld lines are closed. In this model,
Bohm diusion is used to calculate the perpendicular particle transport [30]. The Bohm diu-
sion velocity is presented in [31],
vBohm(t) =
2DBohm(t)
a(t)
(3.51)
where
DBohm(t) =
1
16
Te[eV ]
B
: (3.52)
Accordingly, the particle connement time due to the perpendicular transport is
D;? =
a(t)
vBohm(t)
(3.53)
The connement time of a deuterium ion D is then obtained with Equation (3.49) and Equation
(3.53) as
1
D
=
1
D;k
+
1
D;?
: (3.54)
Figure 3.3 shows a simulation result of connement time in a typical JET discharge where
plasma current increases with time. As shown, the resultant connement time p is dominated
by parallel (before 0.1 second) or perpendicular (after 0.2 second) connement time, which
implies the dominant transport mechanism is changed from the parallel transport to the per-
pendicular transport as closed magnetic ux surfaces form. Not including transport on open
eld lines would greatly over estimate the energy and particle connement before t = 0:15 sec
in JET.
3.4.4 Impurity ion transport model
The parallel ow velocity of impurities at sheath entrance vz during the burn-through phase is
assumed to be the deuterium ion sound speed Cs. Justication of this assumption is given in
section 3.4.5. According to the assumption, impurity connement time due to parallel transport
I;k is also equal to D;k in the model, i.e. I;k = D;k.
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Figure 3.3: DYON simulation result of connement time for a typical discharge in JET. The
green line is the parallel connement time (by Equation (3.49)), and the blue line is perpendic-
ular connement time (by Equation (3.53)). The black line is a resultant particle connement
time calculated by Equation (3.54).
Since the Bohm diusion coecient DBohm is only dependent on an electron temperature, it
is valid for impurities as well. Using the Bohm diusion model, the perpendicular diusion
particle loss of impurities is the same with the deuterium ion's, i.e. I;? = D;?. Therefore, the
resulting impurity connement time is equal to the deuterium connement time in the model,
i.e.
I = D: (3.55)
In the model, all inux of impurity atoms result from wall sputtering or recycling due to the
outux of deuterium and impurity ions toward the wall, i.e. no impurity gas pumping and
pung. The total inux of neutral impurity atoms  0I;in [# of atoms per second] and the total
outux of ions  z+A;out [# of ions per second] are dened to be
 0I;in = Vp
X
A
X
z1
Y IAn
z+
A
A
 z+A;out = Vp(
nz+A
A
);
(3.56)
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where Y IA is the sputtering yield (or the recycling coecient) of impurity I due to the bom-
bardment of incident ion A as dened above. (Superscript I is the sputtered neutral impurity
atom, and A is the incident ion, including deuterium and impurities.)
3.4.5 Transonic ambipolar transport of impurity ions
The parallel forces Fz on an impurity ion for tokamak start-up can be calculated using the
parallel force equation. The details of the equation can be found in [26].
Fz =   1
nz
dpz
ds
+mz
vD   vz
k
+ zeE + e
dTe
ds
+ i
dTi
ds
(3.57)
where vD and vz are ow velocities of deuterium and impurities, respectively. Based on Spitzer's
analysis of the coulomb collision frequency [32], k is dened as a parallel collisional diusion
time,
k = 1:47 10
13Mz[amu]Tz[eV ](TD[eV ]=MD[amu])
0:5
nDz2 ln 
: (3.58)
where Mz is in [amu] and T is in [eV ]. e and i are coecients for the electron temperature
gradient force and the ion temperature gradient force, respectively [26], and they are given as
a function of z2 [33] [34] [35],
e = 0:71z2 (3.59)
i = 2:6z2: (3.60)
In order to simplify Equation (3.57), we dene the following assumptions.
1. The temperatures of electrons, deuterium and impurities decrease toward the vessel wall.
The values of their gradients are approximated to be
dTe
ds
=   Te
Lf
dTi
ds
=
dTz
ds
=   Ti
Lf
:
(3.61)
2. The impurity density nz decreases toward the vessel wall and the value of the gradient
are approximated to be
dnz
ds
=  nz
Lf
(3.62)
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Te 10[eV ] = 1:602 10 18[Joules]
TD = Tz 3[eV ] = 4:806 10 19[Joules]
nD 10
18[m 3]
Lf 1000[m]
ln  15
Table 3.2: Assumed parameters for the justication of ambipolar transport model for impurities
3. The ow velocity of background deuterium ions is the ion sound speed Cs
4. The electric eld acting on impurities is determined by the pre-sheath potential drop.
E =
0:7Te
eLf
(3.63)
5. Collisionality is strong enough so that the impurity inertial term can be ignored,
mz
dvz
dt
= 0: (3.64)
By substituting each term in Equation (3.57) with the assumptions above, the impurity velocity
vz can be derived
vz = Cs +
k
mzLf
(2Tz + 0:7zTe   0:71z2Te   2:6z2Ti): (3.65)
During the burn-through phase in JET, typical plasma parameters and eective connection
length Lf are shown in Table 3.2. With the given values, the rst term Cs, and the second
term in Equation (3.65) are calculated to be
Cs = 25000 [m=s]
k
mzLf
(2Tz + 0:7zTe   0:71z2Te   2:6z2Ti) =  5:173 + 2:43
z
+
2:08
z2
[m=s]
As shown above, the rst term, Cs, in Equation (3.65) dominates the second term. Therefore,
for the tokamak start-up phase, impurity ow velocity vz can be assumed to be background
ion's sound speed Cs,
vz = Cs:
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Figure 3.4: Mean free path for ionization for Deuterium, Carbon, and Oxygen. iz = vn=(ne <
v >iz)
3.4.6 Neutral screening eect deuterium and impurities
As electron temperature (or density) increases, the ionization mean-free-path of neutrals, A;iz,
is reduced, thereby preventing neutrals from penetrating into a plasma column, i.e. decrease
in the neutral volume within a plasma column, V An . Figure 3.4 shows that A;iz for deuterium,
carbon, and oxygen decrease as the electron temperature increases.
The dierent A;iz (i.e. dierent neutral screening eect) requires sophisticated particle balance
equations. For example, a charge exchange reaction is only available in a deuterium neutral
volume within a plasma volume, V Dn , since a deuterium atom is assumed to be the only electron
donor in this thesis. In addition, ionization and excitation of neutral A are limited to V An which
contains neutral A.
The neutral screening eect has been modelled in B. Lloyd's model [6]. However, the dierent
neutral volume between impurities was not explicitly taken into account in the model. In
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addition, V An is likely to be a function of the cross-section of a neutral volume as shown in
Figure 3.5 rather than a simple proportional function of A;iz, assumed in [6]. We dene the
neutral volume within a plasma volume as
V An =
8<: 2R(a2   (a  A;iz)2) if A;iz  aVp if A;iz > a
where  is the elongation of plasma cross-section.
For the sake of a compact expression, the neutral volume coecient is dened as An ,
An = 1 
Vp   V An
VV
; (3.66)
i.e. the total neutral volume including the volume within a plasma is An VV .
3.4.7 Impurity particle balance model
The general form of the modied impurity particle balance equations including the neutral
screening eect, sputtering, and recycling eects at the wall is shown below. The transport
of impurity neutrals is not modelled in the impurity particle balance since the backscattering
coecient of impurity neutrals is implicitly assumed to be 1 (no loss).
For the neutral density we use :
dn0I
dt
=   V
I
n
InVV
< v >0!1+I;iz nen
0
I +
Vp
InVV
< v >1+!0I;rec nen
1+
I
+
V Dn
InVV
< v >1+!0I;cx n
0
Dn
1+
I +
 0I;in
InVV
(3.67)
For the 1+ ionization stage :
dn1+I
dt
=
V In
Vp
< v >0!1+I;iz nen
0
I  < v >1!2+I;iz nen1+I + < v >2+!1+I;rec nen2+I   < v >1+!0I;rec nen1+I
+
V Dn
Vp
< v >2+!1+I;cx n
0
Dn
2+
I  
V Dn
Vp
< v >1+!0I;cx n
0
Dn
1+
I  
n1+I
I
(3.68)
For further ionization stages :
dnz+I
dt
=< v >
(z 1)+!z+
I;iz nen
(z 1)+
I   < v >z+!(z+1)+I;iz nenz+I + < v >(z+1)+!z+I;rec nen(z+1)+I
  < v >z+!(z 1)+I;rec nenz+I +
V Dn
Vp
< v >
(z+1)+!z+
I;cx n
0
Dn
(z+1)+
I
  V
D
n
Vp
< v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx n
0
Dn
z+
I  
nz+I
I
(3.69)
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Figure 3.5: The areas of green and yellow-green indicate a neutral volume of deuterium within
a plasma volume V Dn . The neutral volume of an impurity is indicated by V
I
n , i.e. yellow-green
region. The red region represents no neutral region into which neutrals cannot penetrate. The
sum of the two green regions and the red area equals the total plasma volume Vp. : (a) ions (b)
ions and deuterium neutrals (c) ions and neutrals of an impurity and deuterium (d) neutrals
of impurities and deuterium. The grey region (d) represents the vessel volume VV .
The corresponding matrix for impurity particle balance is shown below.
d
dt
0BBBBBB@
n0I
n1+I
n2+I
...
1CCCCCCA =
0BBBBBB@
A B 0 0 : : :
C D E 0 : : :
0 F G H : : :
...
...
...
. . .
1CCCCCCA
0BBBBBB@
n0I
n1+I
n2+I
...
1CCCCCCA+
0BBBBBB@
 0I;in
InVV
0
0
...
1CCCCCCA (3.70)
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where
A =   V
I
n
InVV
< v >0!1+I;iz ne
B =
Vp
InVV
< v >1+!0I;rec ne +
V Dn
InVV
< v >1+!0I;cx n
0
D
C =
V In
Vp
< v >0!1+I;iz ne
D =   < v >1+!2+I;iz ne  < v >1+!0I;rec ne  
V Dn
Vp
< v >1+!0I;cx n
0
D  
1
I
E =< v >2+!1+I;rec ne +
V Dn
Vp
< v >2+!1+I;cx n
0
D
F =< v >1+!2+I;iz ne
G =   < v >2+!3+I;iz ne  < v >2+!1+I;rec ne  
V Dn
Vp
< v >2+!1+I;cx  
1
I
H =< v >3+!2+I;rec ne +
V Dn
Vp
< v >3+!2+I;cx n
0
D
3.5 Description of the DYON code
The DYON code solves the circuit equation (plasma current and eddy current in MK2), energy
balance (electron and ion), and particle balance (electron, D atom, D ion, and impurities). In
the DYON code, it is assumed that the plasma during the burn-through phase has uniform
plasma current, density and temperature i.e. at prole assumption. The DYON code is
comprised of the system of ordinary dierential equations in time without any spatial variation.
The dierential equation system is shown below.
 Circuit equations
dIp
dt
=
IpRp   IMK2RMK2 + (M   LMK2)dIMK2dt
M   Lp
dIMK2
dt
=
IMK2RMK2   IpRp + (M   Lp)dIpdt
M   LMK2
(3.71)
 Energy balance equations
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dTe
dt
=
2
3
Pe
ne
  Te
ne
dne
dt
dTi
dt
=
2
3
Pi
ne
  Ti
ni
(
dn1+D
dt
+
X
I
X
z 6=0
dnz+I
dt
)
(3.72)
 Particle balance equations
Electron :
dne
dt
=
dn1+D
dt
+
X
I
X
z 6=0
z
dnz+I
dt
Deuterium ion :
dn1+D
dt
=
V Dn
Vp
< v >0!1+D;iz nen
0
D  < v >1+!0D;rec nen1+D
+
V Dn
Vp
X
I
X
z1
< v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx n
0
Dn
z+
I  
n1+D
D
Deuterium atom :
dn0D
dt
=
1
Dn VV
(Vp < v >
1+!0
D;rec nen
1+
D   V Dn < v >0!1+D;iz nen0D
  V Dn
X
I
X
z1
< v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx n
0
Dn
z+
I ) +
 totalD;in
Dn VV
Impurity atom and ions :
dnz+I
dt
= [Equation(3:70)] (C  7; Be 5; O  9; and N  8 dierential equations):
(3.73)
In the simulations, C, Be, O, and N are modelled. Hence, the impurity particle balance in each
charge stage comprise of 29 dierential equations.
In order to make the dierential equations suitable for numerical calculations, the energy bal-
ance for electron and ion are rearranged to the dierential equations for temperature as
3
2
d(neTe)
dt
= Poh + Paux   (Piz + Prad)  Pequi   P econv  Pe
3
2
(Te
dne
dt
+ ne
dTe
dt
) = Pe
dTe
dt
=
2
3
Pe
ne
  Te
ne
dne
dt
(3.74)
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Input Output
Prell gas pressure p(0), Plasma temperature Te(t), Ti(t),
Loop voltage Ul(t), Plasma density ne(t), n
0
D(t), n
1+
D (t),
Toroidal magnetic eld B, Impurity density in each charge state n
z+
I (t),
Vertical magnetic eld Bv(0) Plasma current Ip(t), eddy current in MK2 IMK2(t),
Major radius R(t), Minor radius a(t) Eective connection length Lf (t)
Table 3.3: Input and output in the DYON code.
and
3
2
d(niTi)
dt
= Pequi   PCX   P iconv  Pi
3
2
(Ti
dni
dt
+ ni
dTi
dt
) = Pi
dTi
dt
=
2
3
Pi
ni
  Ti
ni
dni
dt
=
2
3
Pi
ni
  Ti
ni
(
dn1+D
dt
+
X
I
X
z 6=0
dnz+I
dt
):
(3.75)
Table 3.3 shows the input and output variables of the DYON code. The input data can
be obtained by using the JET data. The prell gas pressure p(0) is measured by the pressure
gauge at t = 0 [sec]. The loop voltage Ul(t) is calculated by Equation (1.21) using the measured
poloidal coil voltage. Plasma major R(t) and minor radius a(t) is obtained from Experimentally
Constrained Equilibrium Fit (EFIT) data. The toroidal magnetic eld B is constant during
the discharge, and it is obtained from the JET data. The vertical magnetic eld Bv at 0 second
is assumed to be 1 [mT] for JET simulations. With the given input data, the DYON code
simulates the evolution of plasma parameters during the plasma burn-through phase. The
simulations are typically for 1 second, from 0 to 1 [sec] of the plasma discharge in JET.
The DYON code is written in MATLAB R2012a6. Since the density terms (ne, n
z+
D , and n
z+
I )
during the early burn-through phase ( 50 msec) increase much faster than the other plasma
parameters (Te, Ti, Ip, and IMK2), the dierential equation set is a sti system requiring an
implicit numerical method. ODE15s is an implicit ordinary dierential equation solver, which
is a built-in function in MATLAB R2012a. ODE15s uses the numerical dierentiation formulas
(NDFs), which is a multistep solver using the Backward dierences (BDF) combined with the
6http://www.mathworks.co.uk/products/matlab/
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additional term as shown below,
kX
m=1
1
m
Omyn+1   hF (tn+1; yn+1)| {z }
BDF
 k(yn+1  
kX
m=0
Omyn)| {z }
additional term
= 0
where
F (t; y) =
dy
dt
h = 4t
Order k 1 2 3 4 5
NDF coecient  -0.185 -1/9 -0.0823 -0.0415 0
k =
kX
j=1
1
j
Omyn = Om 1yn   Om 1yn 1 and O1yn = yn   yn 1:
(3.76)
The NDFs is more ecient than BDF since it can have bigger time step size than BDF with the
same truncation error. The truncation error and stability of the NDF can be compromised by
changing order k indicated in Equation (3.76). The higher order k has the smaller truncation
error, but worse stability. In ODE15s, by changing the k during the computation process,
the time step size is maximized under a certain limitation of truncation error, maintaining the
numerical stability. Using ODE15s for DYON simulation, a typical computation time for JET
discharge during 0  1 second takes less than 10 minutes with a normal laptop computer (2.5
GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM).
3.6 Discussion
In this section, the governing equations for plasma burn-through modelling, summary of the
previous models, and description of the new models and the DYON code are presented in detail.
Plasma burn-through modelling, including the DYON code, assumes uniform plasma parame-
ters i.e. 0D model. This assumption is reasonable during the plasma burn-through phase since
the closed magnetic ux surfaces, which make a major contribution to the gradient of plasma
parameters, are not yet fully formed due to the low plasma current during the early start-up
phase.
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For plasma resistance, Spitzer resistivity is used assuming that coulomb collisions are dominant.
This assumption can be justied by giving a sucient initial degree of ionization for which
coulomb collisions are dominant over electron-neutral collisions. The quantitative calculation
for the initial degree of ionization is given in Section 6.3 of this thesis.
We assume room temperature for the neutral energy without calculation of neutral energy
balance. In JET experiments, deuterium gas at room temperature is injected into the vessel,
and the cross-section for momentum transfer through billiard-ball collision is much smaller than
coulomb collision.
We assume fully dissociated D gas, and this is a reasonable assumption for Te(0) = 1 [eV ], the
initial condition in the simulation. The dissociation energy per D atom Pdis is just 2:26 [eV ].
Compared to D ionization energy 13:6 [eV ], this is small. Moreover, radiation power loss is
much greater than D ionization energy i.e. Prad > Piz > Pdis. This has been checked in the
simulations by adding 2:26 [eV ] to D ionization energy; the simulation results did not show any
visible dierence. Hence, the D dissociation energy can be ignored in the simulation.
The two ring model used in the DYON code is a simplied model for JET. This is a reasonable
model for JET due to the iron core which reduces the stray eld signicantly. The iron core
enables the loop voltage calculation for plasma current and MK2 current using Equation (1.21).
Hence, it should be noted that for applications to other tokamaks, a 2D (or 3D) electromagnetic
code should be incorporated into the model to compute the stray elds.
Even though one of the key improvements in the DYON code is impurity treatment using
sputtering models at the wall, the PWI models are not introduced in this chapter. The detailed
explanation on the PWI models are given in chapter 5.
Chapter 4
Physics of deuterium burn-through
4.1 Introduction
The criterion for plasma burn-through in tokamaks was rstly published by Hawlyruk [18].
The minimum loop voltage for plasma burn-through was computed for TFTR, the tokamak
at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory in USA, using a 0D model. For a deuterium
plasma, it was qualitatively discussed that the criterion of the plasma burn-through increases
with the prell gas pressure and the impurity content. Although the basic physics of plasma
burn-through was described in [18], the following points should be improved.
The paper gives no physical explanation of the Radiation and Ionization Barrier (RIB), which
determines the criterion for plasma burn-through. The RIB will be explained using a concept
of critical degree of ionization in this chapter. Furthermore, the magnitude of the RIB and the
required electric eld to overcome the RIB, ERIB, will be derived in an analytical way.
Impurities during the plasma burn-through phase result from complex plasma wall interactions.
This makes analytical investigation on plasma burn-through extremely complicated. To gain
an insight into the key physics aspects in the plasma burn-through phase, it is worth starting
the investigation of a pure deuterium plasma. Furthermore, according to recent observations in
JET with the ITER-like wall, deuterium radiation can be critical for plasma burn-through with
a beryllium wall. Hence, this chapter describes the burn-through process of a pure deuterium
plasma. We discuss the required condition for plasma current ramp-up in section 4.2. Then,
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the requirements for plasma burn-through is discussed in section 4.3. The eects of impurities,
which constitute the wall materials in tokamaks such as carbon and beryllium, on the burn-
through criterion will be discussed in the next chapter (chapter 5).
4.2 Condition for plasma current ramp-up
Assuming no eddy current in the passive structure, the plasma current Ip in tokamaks can be
calculated with the circuit equation
Ip =
1
Rp
(Ul   LpdIp
dt
) (4.1)
where Rp, Ul, and Lp are plasma resistance, loop voltage, and plasma inductance, respectively.
In order for Ip to increase continuously for a given Ul, which is approximately constant in the
Ip ramp-up phase, Rp must be decreasing continuously. According to Spitzer resistivity, Rp
decreases with increasing electron temperature Te [1], i.e. Rp / T 
3
2
e . Therefore,
dTe
dt
> 0 (4.2)
is a necessary condition for Ip ramp-up (
dIp
dt
> 0).
Whether or not Te increases is determined by the equation of electron energy balance,
Pe =
3
2
d(nekTe)
dt
=
3
2
kTe
dne
dt
+
3
2
ne
dkTe
dt
; (4.3)
where Pe is the net electron heating power, determined by the ohmic heating power POh (for
cases without assist from additional heating) and the total electron power loss PLoss, i.e. Pe =
POh PLoss. As separated into the two terms in Equation (4.3), the net electron heating power
Pe is consumed by increasing ne or Te, i.e.
3
2
kTe
dne
dt
> 0 or 3
2
ne
dkTe
dt
> 0.
The diagrams used in this section are obtained by DYON simulations for a pure deuterium
plasma (Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5) or by using an analytical formula (Figure 4.3). The plasma
parameters assumed in the DYON simulations are given in Table 4.1. In order to simulate
the cases of successful and failed plasma burn-through, two dierent prell gas pressures are
assumed, 5 10 5[Torr](Success), and 7 10 5[Torr](Failure) in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4. In
4.5, a wider range of prell gas pressures (1 10 5, 3 10 5, 5 10 5, and 7 10 5[Torr]) is
used to show the eects of prell gas pressure on plasma burn-through.
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The change of the electron power balance during the plasma burn-through phase is described
in Figure 4.1 using DYON simulation results : (a) the power consumption for successful Ip
ramp-up (blue) and failed case (red), and (b) the corresponding plasma currents. As shown,
Pe is positive for the successful case, and goes to zero in the failed case during the Ip ramp-up
phase. Whereas the power consumed by the increasing ne (chain lines) is dominant in the
plasma burn-through phase (i.e. t = 0  0:015[sec]), it is small enough to be ignored in the
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Figure 4.1: DYON simulation results for pure deuterium plasmas for two dierent prell pres-
sures 5  10 5 [Torr] (success) and 7  10 5 [Torr] (failure). The colors of lines in (a) and
(b) indicate successful Ip ramp-up (blue) and failure (red). The solid lines represent the net
electron heating power Pe. The dashed lines and the chain lines are the amount of Pe consumed
by increasing Te and increasing ne, respectively. The corresponding plasma currents Ip are rep-
resented by the blue solid line (Ip ramp-up) and the red solid line (non-sustained break-down)
in (b). In order for Ip to increase, Pe must be positive in the Ip ramp-up phase.
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Figure 4.2: DYON simulation results for pure deuterium plasmas for two dierent prell pres-
sures 5  10 5 [Torr] (success) and 7  10 5 [Torr] (failure). The solid lines and the dashed
lines in (a) show POh and PLoss in successful (blue) and failure (red) cases, respectively. (b)
is an expanded gure from the burn-through phase in (a). It is determined by Pe during the
plasma burn-through phase whether Pe is positive for the Ip ramp-up phase.
Ip ramp-up phase (i.e. t > 0:015[sec]) as shown in Figure 4.1 (a) i.e. blue solid line  blue
dashed line. Therefore, Pe in the Ip ramp-up phase can be approximated to be Pe  32ne dkTedt .
Accordingly, in order for Te increases, Pe must be positive in the Ip ramp-up phase, i.e.
Pe > 0: (4.4)
In this simulation, the deuterium recycling coecient Y DD is assumed as 1. In the case that Y
D
D
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Plasma parameters Input values
Toroidal magnetic eld B 2:3 [Tesla]
Vertical magnetic eld Bv 0:001 [Tesla]
Initial plasma current density Jp(0) 382:5 E(= Ul=2R) = 405:8 [A m 2]
Initial Eddy current IMK2(0) 0 [A]
Initial electron temperure Te(0) 1 [eV ]
Initial ion temperature Ti(0) 0:03 [eV ]
Prelled gas pressure p(0) Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 : 5 and 7 10 5 [Torr]
Figure 4.5 : 1; 3; 5, and 7 10 5 [Torr]
Initial D atom density n0D(0) 2:78 1022  p(0) [Torr]
Initial degree of ionization iz(0) 0:002
Initial Be content n0Be(0) 0
Initial C content n0C(0) 0
Initial O content n0O(0) 0
Initial N content n0N(0) 0
Y DD 1
Fuelling eciency No additional fuelling
Plasma major radius R 3 [m]
Plasma minor radius a 0:5 [m]
Internal inductance li 0:5
Loop voltage Ul 20 [V ]
Vacuum vessel volume 100 [m3]
Table 4.1: Plasma parameters assumed for DYON simulations. (Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5)
is higher than 1, the power consumed by the increasing ne would not be 0. However, Equation
(4.4) is still a necessary condition for the increase in Te unless the power consumed by the
increasing ne becomes signicant.
Figure 4.2 shows DYON simulation results of Poh and PLoss in the cases of Ip ramp-up success
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(blue) and failure (red), respectively. In the successful case, POh (blue solid line) exceeds PLoss
(blue dashed line), i.e. positive Pe in the Ip ramp-up phase. However, POh (red solid line)
and PLoss (red dashed line) overlap in the failed case, hence Pe is zero. Figure 4.2(b), which
is enlarged from Figure 4.2 (a), shows that the behaviour of Pe in the burn-through phase are
clearly dierent in the two cases. It is determined by the behaviour of Pe during the plasma
burn-through phase whether Pe in the Ip ramp-up phase is positive. Hence, Pe during the
plasma burn-through phase should be investigated to derive the requirement of Ip ramp-up, i.e.
the criterion of plasma burn-through.
4.3 Criterion for deuterium burn-through
The total electron power loss, PLoss consists of the three power loss terms, i.e. radiation and
ionization power loss Prad+iz, equilibration power loss Pequi, and convective transport power
loss P econv.
1 In the case of a pure deuterium plasma assumed in this section, they are calculated
as shown below [6][36].
PLoss = Prad+iz + Pequi + P
e
conv
Prad+iz = Vp < v >rad+iz (Te)nen0D
Pequi = Vp  7:75 10 34(Te   Ti)nen
1+
D ln 
T
3=2
e MD
;
P econv = Vp 
3
2
nekTe
e
;
(4.5)
where n0D is a deuterium atom density, n
1+
D is an deuterium ion density, Vp is a plasma volume,
MD is a deuterium ion mass in [amu], e is the electron particle connement time, and
< v >rad+iz (Te) is the power loss coecient due to the radiation and ionization, obtained
from ADAS package [25].
In contrast to Pequi and P
e
conv, which monotonically increase with ne, Prad+iz has a maximum
value at a certain degree of ionization since n0D decreases as ne increases. In this section,
we dene the peak value of Prad+iz as the Radiation and Ionization Barrier (RIB), and the
degree of ionization at the RIB is dened to be the Critical Degree of Ionization for plasma
burn-through, iz(tRIB).
1The details on each term are explained in chapter 3.
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The RIB is of crucial importance since the required POh for Ip ramp-up is mainly determined
by the RIB. As will be shown, the magnitude of Prad+iz is dominant in PLoss during the plasma
burn-through phase. This implies that PLoss also has the maximum value at iz(tRIB). Hence,
once the POh exceeds the PLoss maximum, PLoss decreases signicantly as ionizations proceed.
This enables Te to increase, so that ionizations continue to increase up to 100%, i.e. full
ionization.
During the plasma burn-through phase, the density of deuterium atoms n0D(t) decreases, thereby
increasing ne(t). When the deuterium atom density within a plasma volume decreases, neutral
particles ow into the plasma volume from the ex-plasma volume, giving a dynamic fuelling
eect. This eect maintains a neutral density within a plasma volume as much as the ratio of
plasma volume to total neutral volume (= Eective vessel volume VV , in which all neutrals are
accessible to the plasma). The eective reduction of neutral density in Vp is
Vp
VV
ne(t). Hence,
in the case that the deuterium recycling coecient Y DD is 1 and there is no gas pumping or
pung, n0D(t) is a function of ne(t),
n0D(t) = n
0
D(0) 
Vp
VV
ne(t) ; (4.6)
where n0D(0) indicates the initial density of deuterium atoms, which is proportional to the prell
gas pressure. By substituting n0D in Prad+iz(t) in Equation (4.5) with n
0
D(t) in Equation (4.6),
Prad+iz(t) can be written as a quadratic function of ne(t),
Prad+iz(t) = Vp < v >rad+iz (Te)ne(t)n
0
D(t)
= Vp < v >rad+iz (Te)ne(t)

n0D(0) 
Vp
VV
ne(t)

= Vp < v >rad+iz (Te)
VV n0D(0)2
4Vp
  Vp
VV

ne(t)  VV n
0
D(0)
2Vp
2 (4.7)
Therefore, as ionizations proceed, ne(t)n
0
D(t) in Equation (4.7) has a maximum value. Figure 4.3
(a) indicates the change of ne(t)n
0
D(t) with the normalized ne(t), i.e. (ne(t)Vp)=(n
0
D(0)VV ). As
shown in Figure 4.3 (a), ne(t)n
0
D(t) has the maximum value,
VV n
0
D(0)
2
4Vp
(4.8)
when ne(t) is equal to
VV n
0
D(0)
2Vp
: (4.9)
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Figure 4.3: (a) shows the change of ne(t)n
0
D(t) with the normalized ne. Since ne(t)n
0
D(t) can be
substituted by ne(t)(n
0
D(0) ne(t)) in the case of a recycling coecient(= 1:0), it has a maximum
value as ne(t) approaches Equation (4.9). (b) indicates electron power loss coecient due to
the radiation and ionization of deuterium, < v >rad+iz, obtained from ADAS. < v >rad+iz is
strongly dependent on Te only.
The power coecient < v >rad+iz (Te) is a function of Te. Figure 4.3 (b) shows < v >rad+iz
(Te) obtained from ADAS [25]. The product of ne(t)n
0
D(t) and < v >rad+iz (Te) results in the
change of Prad+iz, thereby the change of PLoss in Figure 4.2. The increase in PLoss during the
Ip ramp-up phase in Figure 4.2 results from the increase in < v >rad+iz (Te).
The degree of ionization in the plasma burn-through phase can be calculated using
iz(t) =
ne(t)
ne(t) + n0D(t)
: (4.10)
The degree of ionization at the RIB, iz(tRIB), is then obtained by substituting n
0
D(t) and ne(t)
using Equation (4.6) and Equation (4.9) as shown below.
iz(tRIB) =
Vvn0d(0)
2Vp
VV n
0
d(0)
2Vp
+

n0D(0) 
Vp
Vvn
0
d
(0)
2Vp
VV

=
VV
VV + Vp
(4.11)
The plasma volume is limited by the vessel volume, i.e. Vp  VV . This implies that iz(tRIB) is
always higher than 50%. In the case of JET, where VV is  100[m3]2 and initial plasma volume
2Further explanation on VV is provided in section 6.4.6.
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Vp = 14:8  59:2[m3] (major radius R = 3[m] and minor radius a = 0:5  1[m]), the critical
degree of ionization iz(tRIB) is 87:1  62:8%, respectively.
The DYON simulation results of Prad+iz are shown in Figure 4.4(a). Prad+iz in the successful
Ip ramp-up case (blue) has a maximum and decreases immediately after the peak. This is
consistent with Equation (4.7), since nen
0
D decreases with increasing ne after the peak point as
shown in Figure 4.3(a). Prad+iz falls with increasing degree of ionization from 0:008[s], tRIB,
when the critical degree of ionization is achieved. Accordingly, Te begins to increase from
tRIB, and the increase becomes steep after Prad+iz falls suciently around 0:015[s] as shown in
Figure 4.4(c). Because the neutral particles are strong sinks of electron energy, the increase in
Te is impeded (Te  constant) until the neutrals are fully ionized.
As shown in Figure 4.4 (b) the degree of ionization in the successful case (blue) approaches
100% which is larger than the iz(tRIB) 87:1%, calculated using Equation (4.11) where a is
0:5[m], as assumed in the DYON simulations. On the other hand, the degree of ionization in
the failed case does not exceed 87:1%. Hence, Prad+iz does not fall abruptly, and Pe approaches
0, thereby resulting in the failure of the Ip ramp-up.
Figure 4.5 shows DYON simulation results of (a) plasma current, (b) degree of ionization, and
(c) electron power losses for dierent prell gas pressures. The Ip ramp-up is delayed until
almost 100% degree of ionization is achieved in the low prell gas pressure cases (1  10 5,
3 10 5, and 5 10 5[Torr]), and the delay is extended with increasing prell gas pressures.
The Ip ramp-up fails at a prell gas pressure over 7  10 5[Torr]. This indicates that above
a prell gas pressure of 7  10 5[Torr] the given loop voltage is not sucient to achieve the
critical degree of ionization, iz(tRIB), as shown in Figure 4.5 (b). That is, the maximum prell
gas pressure available for plasma burn-through with the given 20[V ] loop voltage exists between
5 10 5[Torr] and 7 10 5[Torr].
For the low prell gas pressure cases, the corresponding peak values of Prad+iz in Figure 4.5(c)
indicate the RIB. As shown in Figure 4.5 (c), Piz+rad is dominant in PLoss during the plasma
burn-through phase, and the peak of PLoss coincides with the RIBs. Therefore, the required
electric eld for plasma burn-through is mainly determined by the Piz+rad. It should be noted
that the RIB rises as prell gas pressure increases in Figure 4.5 (c). This is due to the fact
that neutrals are strong energy sinks. That is, the larger number of neutrals at a high prell
gas pressure results in higher Prad. In addition, there are more neutrals to be ionized at a high
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Figure 4.4: DYON simulation results for pure deuterium plasmas for two dierent prell pres-
sures 5  10 5 [Torr] (success) and 7  10 5 [Torr] (failure). The blue line and the red line
indicate the case of successful Ip ramp-up and failed ramp-up, respectively. (a) shows Prad+iz.
The corresponding degree of ionization is indicated in (b). The critical degree of ionization
iz(tRIB) is 87:1% as calculated using Equation (4.11) where minor radius a is assumed to be
0:5[m]. Whether or not a degree of ionization can go over iz(tRIB) is critical for Ip ramp-up.
(c) and (d) show electron temperature and density, respectively.
prell gas pressure, thereby increasing Piz.
The increase in RIB can also be seen in Equation (4.7). Equation (4.7) indicates that the
maximum Prad+iz(tRIB) is
Prad+iz(tRIB) =
VV < v >rad+iz (Te)n
0
D(0)
2
4
: (4.12)
n0D(0) is proportional to the prell gas pressure p(0). Hence, Prad+iz(tRIB) also increases pro-
portionally with the square of p(0), if Te is identical at the tRIB. Since Te during the plasma
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Figure 4.5: DYON simulation results for a pure deuterium plasma for various prell pressures.
The gures show (a) the plasma current, (b) the degree of ionization, and (c) various electron
power losses at dierent prell gas pressures, 1 10 5, 3 10 5, 5 10 5, and 7 10 5[Torr].
The assumed loop voltage and plasma parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Under the given
condition, a critical prell gas pressure for Ip ramp-up exists between 510 5 and 710 5[Torr].
Prell gases are almost fully ionized in the cases of successful Ip ramp-up while they are not
fully ionized in the cases of failure. The colored lines in (c) indicate PLoss (dashed red), Pequi
(dashed green), P econv (dotted cyan), and Prad+iz (chain blue), respectively. As shown in (c),
Prad+iz is dominant in PLoss during the burn-through phase, and its peak values coincide the
RIB. The RIB increases with prell gas pressure, thereby increasing PLoss maximum. That is,
the higher the prell gas pressure, the larger the PLoss maximum.
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burn-through phase does not vary signicantly as shown in Figure 4.4 (c), Equation (4.12) is
another indication for the increase in RIB with prell gas pressure.
The required electric eld to overcome the RIB, ERIB, can also be calculated using Equation
(4.12), i.e. POh = Prad+iz(tRIB). Since the ohmic heating power POh is Vp(E
2=s), the required
electric eld ERIB is
E2RIB =
sVV < v >rad+iz (Te)n
0
D(0)
2
4Vp
ERIB = 0:011
s
VV < v >rad+iz (Te)
VpT
3=2
e
 n0D(0)
(4.13)
where s is Spitzer resistivity, i.e. s = 5  10 4  T 3=2e [eV ][1]. These results will be used
in chapter 6 of the thesis (section 6.5), which describes the operation space for plasma burn-
through at JET.
4.4 Summary and discussion
In this chapter, key physics aspects in the plasma burn-through phase for pure deuterium are
investigated with the DYON code. The criterion for plasma burn-through is explained with
the Radiation and Ionization Barrier (RIB) and the critical degree of ionization iz(tRIB).
It is shown that dTe=dt > 0 is necessary for Ip ramp-up in the current ramp-up phase. In order
for Te to increase, the background gas must be fully ionized i.e. plasma burn-through. The
requirements for plasma burn-through are investigated using the DYON simulations assuming
a pure deuterium plasma, and the required electric eld is derived in an analytical way.
It should be noted that impurities resulting from the plasma wall interaction at the wall can
inuence the requirement of plasma burn-through. Signicant impurity content would require
higher toroidal loop voltage. The eects of impurities are modelled in the DYON code. The
PWI models for the carbon wall and the ITER-like wall in JET are introduced in chapter 5,
and the operation space obtained by Equation (4.13) are compared with the DYON simulation
results in chapter 6.
Chapter 5
New models for the carbon wall and
the ITER-like wall in JET
5.1 Introduction
In order to achieve the required degree of ionization during the plasma burn-through phase,
the total heating power of the plasma (ohmic heating) must exceed the maximum of the total
electron power loss. The electron power loss in the burn-through phase is dominated by the
radiation and ionization power losses. Since the impurities can result in signicant radiation
and ionization power loss until they are fully ionized [4], not only the burn-through of the
prell gas (Deuterium) but also the burn-through of the impurities from the rst wall is very
important. In section 5.2, the experimental results obtained in JET are analyzed to show the
eects of the dierent rst wall on the Radiation and Ionization Barrier (RIB).
Previously, the eect of impurities on plasma burn-through in ITER has been simulated assum-
ing a constant content of carbon and beryllium [6]. In order to simulate the impurity eects in
the burn-through phase, the evolution of impurity densities should be calculated considering
Plasma Wall Interaction (PWI) eects. In this chapter, we present the new models for the
carbon wall and the ITER-like wall (Be/W) in JET . The dynamic recycling coecient model
and additional gas fuelling model are introduced in section 5.3. The sputtering models for the
dierent wall conditions are explained in section 5.4.1 (carbon wall) and section 5.4.2 (beryl-
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lium wall), respectively. The DYON simulation results for the dierent walls are compared in
section 5.5.
5.2 Impurity eects on plasma burn-through at JET with
carbon wall and ITER-like wall.
The ionization power loss and the radiated power loss are functions of the product of electron
and deuterium atom densities, i.e. nen
0
d. Hence, both power loss terms change as ionization
proceeds. The radiation barrier, which is dened as the maximum of the radiated power
loss during the plasma burn-through phase, is directly measurable using bolometry. Hence,
the radiation barrier is very useful to see the dependency of total electon power loss on the
impurity from the wall. In this section, the eects of impurity inux on the radiation barrier
in the carbon wall JET and the beryllium wall JET are compared.
In order to calculate the impurity inux, we need to know the electron temperature Te since the
inverse photon eciency is a function of Te. The Te at the peak of a specic line emission can
be obtained by using the fractional abundance in non-coronal equilibrium. In section 5.2.1, the
details about this method are explained. In section 5.2.2, the correlation between the impurity
inux and the radiation barrier in JET is presented.
5.2.1 Fractional abundance of impurity in non-coronal equilibrium
The impurity inux  z+I [m
 2s 1] can be calculated using a specic line emission from the
impurity, I[nm][photons m 2s 1], and the corresponding inverse photon eciency SXB(Te),
SXB(Te) =
< v >iz
br < v >exc;lm
(5.1)
where < v >iz and < v >exc;lm are the ionization rate coecient and the excitation rate
coecient for transition from state l to m, resulting in the subsequent release of a spe-
cic line emission, and br is the branching ratio for the particular optical transition, i.e.
SXB = ionizations/photon. Hence, the particle inux into the charge state can be calcu-
lated by photomutiplier tube data measuring a specic line emission, i.e.  z+I [m
 2s 1] =
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Figure 5.1: (a) and (b) show the fractional abundance of C2+ and Be1+, respectively. In both
gures, each line indicates the assumed equilibrium or particle connement time : solid black
(Coronal equilibrium), dashed red (p = 50[ms]), and dashed blue (p = 10[ms]).
I[nm][photons m 2s 1]  SXB[nm](Te) [26]. The photomultiplier tube data measures the
number of photons, integrated along a line of sight. In this section, the averaged value of the
photomultiplier tube data measured along two orthogonal lines of sight, i.e. vertical and hori-
zontal lines of sight, is used for the impurity inux calculation. The values of SXB used in this
thesis are adopted from the Atomic Data and Analysis Structure(ADAS) package [25].
In order to calculate the impurity inux at a specic moment, the corresponding electron
temperature Te is required as SXB is a function of Te. However, the measurement of Te during
the burn-through phase is not accurate due to the signicant diagnostic errors in this phase.
During the plasma burn-through phase, the dominant charge state of the impurity rises as
Te increases. This results in a maximum in time (peak) of a specic line emission of the
impurity. In coronal equilibrium, the fractional abundance of the charge state of the impurity
is determined by Te. Hence, the corresponding Te at the peak of the photon emission can be
obtained using the fractional abundance. However, in the case of the plasma burn-through
phase, coronal equilibrium is not valid due to the signicant particle transport along the open
magnetic eld lines. In order to estimate the correct Te at the peak of the line emission, the
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fractional abundance should be calculated by the particle balance of each charge state including
particle transport. For this calculation, we assume that all neutrals are backscattered and ions
are recyclied to neutrals at the wall with 1 recycling coecient. According to this assumption,
neutral inux is only from ion recycling, and the particle balance equation can be simplied as
shown below.
0 =   < v >0I;iz n0I+ < v >1+I;rec n1+I +
X
z
nz+I
nep
0 =< v >
(z 1)+
I;iz n
(z 1)+
I   < v >z+I;iz nz+I + < v >(z+1)+I;rec n(z+1)+I   < v >z+I;rec nz+I  
nz+I
nep
(5.2)
where p is the particle connement time for ions, and < v >
z+
I;iz and < v >
z+
I;rec indicate the
rate coecients for ionization and recombination, respectively. The connement time p during
the burn-through phase can be approximately calculated as shown below.
p[sec] =
Lf [m]
Cs[m=sec]
(5.3)
where Lf is an eective connection length[10],
Lf [m] = 0:25 a[m] B[T ]
B?[T ]
; (5.4)
and Cs is the sound speed,
Cs[m=sec] =
s
Te[Joule]
mD[kg]
: (5.5)
mD is the mass of deuterium. In the case of the burn-through phase in JET, we can assume
that the minor radius a = 0:8[m], the toroidal magnetic eld B = 2:3[T ], the stray magnetic
eld B? = 10 3[T ], and Te = 5  10[eV ]. The resultant p is 29[msec] when Te = 5[eV ]
and 21[msec] when Te = 10[eV ]. According to this, it can be justied that p during the
burn-through phase in JET is between 10 and 50[msec].
Figure 5.1 shows the fractional abundances of C2+ and Be1+ for p values of 10[msec] and
50[msec]. Compared to the case of coronal equilibrium (p = 1), the peaks of C2+ and Be1+
are shifted to higher Te due to the transport eect. According to Figure 5.1, the range of Te at
the peak of C2+ and Be1+ are 5:2  6:7[eV ] and 1:5  1:9[eV ], respectively.
5.2.2 Radiation barrier versus impurity inux in JET
The inux of C2+ and Be1+ are calculated by using photomultiplier tube data (465[nm] of C2+
and 527[nm] of Be1+) and SXB values. Based on the range of Te in Figure 5.1, Te at each peak
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Figure 5.2: (a) shows the radiation barrier at dierent C2+ inux calculated by the
Te(tC2+peak) = 6[eV ] in the carbon wall JET. The error bars of C
2+ inux are for Te(tC2+peak) =
5:2 or 6:7[eV ]. (b) indicates the radiation barrier at dierent Be1+ inux calculated by
the Te(tBe1+peak) = 1:7[eV ] in the ITER-like wall. The error bars of Be
1+ inux are for
Te(tBe1+peak) = 1:5 or 1:9[eV ]. The linear correlation coecients for the carbon wall and the
ITER-like wall are 0:89983 and 0:0061026, respectively.
of the line emission are assumed as the mean values, 6[eV ] (C2+) and 1:7[eV ] (Be1+).
 2+C [m
 2sec 1] = I465[nm][photons m 2s 1] SXB465[nm](6[eV ]) (5.6)
 1+Be[m
 2sec 1] = I527[nm][photons m 2s 1] SXB527[nm](1:7[eV ]) (5.7)
In this calculation, ne is assumed to be 10
18[m 3], however the dependence of SXB on ne is
small enough to be ignored. The calculated impurity inux and the radiation barrier measured
by bolometry in JET are presented in Figure 5.2. The error bars in Figure 5.2 correspond to
the range of Te obtained in Figure 5.1.
It should be noted that the linear correlation coecient in the carbon wall JET is 0:9 while
it is only 0:0061 for the ITER-like wall. This implies that the radiation barrier was strongly
aected by the carbon inux in the carbon wall JET, but the eect of beryllium inux is not
important in the ITER-like wall.
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5.3 Deuterium recycling coecient and gas fuelling
Once deuterium ions arrive at the vessel wall, they are retained or they release deuterium atoms
from the wall. The fraction of the deuterium atom inux to the deuterium ion outux is dened
by the deuterium recycling coecient Y DD . In the burn-through phase, this deuterium recycling
coecient can be higher than 1 if the wall is saturated from the previous discharges. However,
if the deuterium retention at the wall is not saturated, the incident deuterium ions are retained
rather than being recycled, i.e. Y DD is lower than 1. The deuterium recycling coecient,
which was somewhat higher or smaller than 1, approaches 1 as Plasma Wall Interaction (PWI)
processes proceed. In order to take this change of deuterium recycling coecient into account,
an exponential saturation function is used as shown below.
Y DD (t) = c1   c2(1  exp( 
t
c3
)) (5.8)
According to Equation (5.8), the dynamic behaviour of the deuterium recycling coecient
Y DD (t) is adjusted by the combination of constants c1, c2, and c3. The initial value of the
deuterium recycling coecient Y DD (t = 0) is determined by c1, and Y
D
D (t) approaches c1  c2 as
t increases. The temporal change of Y DD (t) is adjusted by c3.
It is observed at JET experiments that during the plasma burn-through phase the carbon wall
releases deuterium atoms into the plasma, while the beryllium wall pumps them out from the
plasma [12]. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the dierences in deuterium recycling coecient used in the
DYON simulations for the carbon wall and the ITER-like wall. For DYON simulations with
the carbon wall, the exponential decay model was used. However, for DYON simulations with
the ITER-like wall, the exponential growing model is used.
Figure 5.3 (b) indicates the gas fuelling used in the simulations for the carbon wall and the
ITER-like wall. There was no gas fuelling model in the simulations for the carbon wall, con-
forming with the JET experiments with the carbon wall. However, deuterium gas is injected
around 0:1 [sec] in JET experiments with the ITER-like wall. This additional fuelling is mod-
elled in the DYON simulation for the ITER-like wall. In the simulation the eciency of the gas
dosing to fuel the plasma can be adjusted to provide a match to the measured plasma density
rise.
The D recycling and additional gas fuelling inuence the particle balance of deuterium atoms
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Figure 5.3: (a) D recycling coecient and (b) Gas fuelling used in the DYON simulations with
a carbon wall or ITER-like wall
as shown below [36],
dn0D
dt
=
1
Dn VV
(Vp < v >
1+!0
D;rec nen
1+
D
  V Dn < v >0!1+D;iz nen0D   V Dn
X
I
X
z1
< v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx n
0
Dn
z+
I ) +
 totalD;in
Dn VV
:
(5.9)
The total inux of deuterium atoms  totalD;in is
 totalD;in = Vp
Y DD n
1+
D
D
+  effD;in (5.10)
where on the right hand side the rst and second terms are D recycling and additional gas
fuelling, respectively.
5.4 Sputtering models
Figure 5.4 shows the particle balance including plasma wall interactions. A prell gas of the
vacuum chamber provides deuterium (D) atoms. The D atoms are ionized, and D ions recombine
with free electrons to return to neutrals. Deuterium ions are also transported to the wall,
resulting in recycling of D atoms or sputtering of impurity atoms. Impurity atoms are ionized,
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and can recombine with free electrons reducing their charge state. Impurity ions are also
transported to the wall; the impurity wall-sputtering generates additional impurity atoms.
[26].
The electron power losses due to the radiations and ionizations, i.e. Prad + Piz, are dominant
in the total electron power loss during the plasma burn-through phase. Since Prad + Piz are
signicantly aected by impurity content [5], a treatment for impurity evolution is of crucial im-
portance. In order to take them into account, impurity transport and PWI eects are included
in the DYON code. In this section, Y sputtered or recycliedincident represents an impurity sputtering yield
(or a recycling coecient) due to deuterium ion or impurity ion bombardment. Here, the super-
script indicates the sputtered (or recycled) impurity, and the subscript represents an incident
ion, including deuterium and impurities.
5.4.1 Sputtering models in the carbon wall
For sputtering, the species of the dominant impurity is determined by the wall material. In
JET experiments with the carbon-wall, hydrocarbon such as CD4 is a major impurity [26].
While a physical sputtering yield is a function of incident ion energy [26], a chemical sputtering
yield is weakly dependent on incident ion energy. For the carbon wall, chemical sputtering
dominates physical sputtering when incident deuterium ion energy is lower than 100[eV ] [27],
which is a typical ion temperature in the burn-through phase. In addition, in laboratory plasma
experiments the carbon sputtering yield due to the low-energy deuterium ion bombardment,
Y CD , has been measured to be less than 0:03 [27] when a substrate temperature is around 500[K]
[27], which is similar to the wall temperature in JET. Based on this, Y CD in the burn-through
simulation of the carbon-wall JET is assumed to be a constant and equal to 0:03.
Oxygen is another primary intrinsic impurity in tokamaks. Oxygen is not only a strong radiator
in a plasma, but it can also lead to a high level of carbon content [26]. When there is oxygen
bombardment on a carbon surface with an energy of a several tens of eV , carbon monoxide
CO is dominantly emitted with sputtering yield about 1:0 [37]. Therefore, it is assumed that
an oxygen atom and a carbon atom are ejected from the wall by oxygen ion bombardment, i.e.
Y OO  1:0 and Y CO  1:0.
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Once impurity ions arrive at the vessel wall, they are assumed to be recycled to a neutral
impurity according to their recycling coecient Y II which is assumed to be the same for all
ionic charge states. The oxygen recycling coecient, Y OO , and the carbon recycling coecient,
Y CC , are assumed to be 1 and 0, respectively, according to their volatility. Figure 5.5 describes
the sputtering model used for the carbon wall. The sputtering yields and recycling coecients
used in the model are summarized in Table 5.1.
The DYON simulation results using the wall-sputtering model for the carbon wall have shown
good agreement with the experimental data of JET with the carbon wall as will be presented
in section 6.3.2 [36]. However, it should be noted that the chemical sputtering model used was
Figure 5.4: Particle balance in a plasma during the plasma burn-through phase. CX is charge
exchange reaction between D atoms and impurity ions; it is assumed that only D atoms are
an electron donor in charge exchange reactions. Iz is impact ionization by free electrons, and
Recom is Recombination reaction. Wall is the surrounding plasma facing component; in this
study the wall material is carbon or beryllium.
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Figure 5.5: PWI models used in the DYON simulations with a carbon wall.
Sputtered(recycled) atom  incident ion D1+ Cz+ Oz+
D0 Equation (5.8) Y DC = 0 Y
D
O = 0
C0 Y CD = 0:03 Y
C
C = 0 Y
C
O = 1
O0 Y OD = 0 Y
O
C = 0 Y
O
O = 1
Table 5.1: Sputtering yields and recycling coecients.
a simplied model, without considering some issues such as chemical sputtering by neutrals,
physical sputtering, and a-CH lm formation on the wall surface. These can increase the carbon
sputtering yield.
5.4.2 Sputtering models for the ITER-like wall
One of the main dierences of the beryllium wall compared to the carbon wall is that physical
sputtering is dominant due to its low threshold energy [38]. It is well known that a physical
sputtering yield is a function of incident ion energy. The Bohdansky formula for physical
sputtering yield has been given as [28],[29]
Y = Q Sn() g() (5.11)
where Q is a yield factor and Sn is nuclear stopping cross-section which is given by
Sn =
3:441
p
 ln (+ 2:718)
1 + 6:355
p
+ (6:882
p
  1:708) : (5.12)
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 is dened to be E0=ETF where E0 and ETF are the ion wall-impact energy and the Thomas-
Fermi energy, respectively [28],[29]. Assuming a typical sheath formation of negative potential
at the wall [26], the ion wall-impact energy E0 can be calculated as 2kTi + 3kTe, i.e. ion's
energy gain within a sheath is approximately 3kTe. The function g() is dened to be
g() = (1  2=3)(1  )2; (5.13)
where  is dened to be Eth=E0 [26]. Eth indicates the threshold energy for physical sputtering.
Although there was a small air leak ( 1:510 6 [Torr m3=sec]) in JET during the 2011/2012
experimental campaigns with the ITER-like wall, the oxygen level in the residual gas in the
vacuum vessel remained lower than in JET with the carbon wall [39]. This implies the oxygen in
the air forms a BeO monolayer on the wall. Figure 5.6 describes the wall-sputtering models used
in the DYON simulation for the ITER-like wall. Deuterium, carbon, oxygen, and beryllium
ions are modelled to be incident ions on the BeO wall (or pure Be wall), resulting in Be (and
O) sputtering due to the wall erosion. Since the threshold energy of the tungsten divertor
signicantly exceeds the range of incident ion energy during the burn-through phase, (e.g.
Eth of tungsten is 220[eV ] with D ion bombardment. [26]), tungsten sputtering is not taken
into account here. The physical sputtering yield is subject to the oblique angle of incident
ions. However, it is dicult to nd the eective oblique incidence angle for 0D simulations. In
addition, a rapid evolution of the eld line angles or even the magnetic geometry during plasma
formation from open to closed eld lines makes it dicult to assess the incidence angle. For a
starting point of this study, we assume normal incidence. In this case, the Bohdansky formulae
agrees well with more sophisticated models, such as TRIM [40].
The BeO layer contacting the plasma would be eroded by the plasma. It is assumed that the
surface of the Be wall is oxidized rst, and the BeO layer is removed by ion bombardments
after a certain erosion period, changing the BeO wall to the pure Be wall. Including the eects
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of the BeO layer erosion, the impurity inux due to the physical sputtering is modelled as
 0Be;in = Vp
X
A
X
z1
(CBeOY
BeO
A + (1  CBeO)Y BeA )
nz+A
p
 0O;in = Vp
X
A
X
z1
CBeOY
BeO
A
nz+A
p
 0D;in = VpY
D
D
n1+D
p
 0C;in = Vp
X
z1
Y DD
nz+C
p
(5.14)
where superscript and subscript of Y indicate the sputtered (or recyclied) species and an inci-
dent ion, respectively. For example, Y BeOD is BeO sputtering yield due to D ion bombardment.
CBeO is dened as the BeO erosion coecient, which is used to model the transition from BeO
wall to Be wall at the end of the BeO layer erosion time erosion. CBeO is 1 before erosion and
decreases to 0 after erosion. erosion is adjusted to be 60 [msec] based on obtaining agreement of
the synthetic data for bolometry and Be1+ photomultiplier tube signals against the measured
data. The parameters required to calculate physical sputtering yields of the BeO wall (or pure
Be wall) are given in Table 5.2.
The incident ions are also recycled as neutrals at the wall with a fraction, called the recycling
coecient. It is observed at JET that during the plasma burn-through phase the carbon wall
releases deuterium into the plasma, while the beryllium wall pumps them from the plasma [12].
Hence, (as given in section 5.3) for DYON simulations with the carbon wall, an exponential
decay model was used i.e. Y DD = 1:1 ! 1. However, the deuterium recycling coecient with
the ITER-like wall is modelled to grow and approach 1 during the plasma burn-through phase.
That is, the exponential growing model is used for DYON simulations with the ITER-like wall
i.e. Y DD = 0:9 ! 1. This is consistent with the outgassing observed after discharges with the
ITER-like wall [41].
5.5 Simulation results of the DYON code
In order to investigate the PWI eects on the Radiation and Ionization Barrier, plasma burn-
through in the carbon wall and the beryllium wall is simulated using the DYON code [36].
Identical conditions (prell gas pressure = 5  10 5[Torr], loop voltage = 25[V ]) are used for
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Figure 5.6: PWI models used in DYON simulations with ITER-like wall
Incident ion / target D1+ / Be D1+ / BeO Bez+ / Be Cz+/Be Oz+ / Be
Eth[eV ] 10 29 23 40 70
ETF [eV ] 282 444 2208 4152 6970
Q 0:22 0:13 0:77 1:6 1:3
Table 5.2: Parameters for physical sputtering yield of beryllium in the ITER-Like Wall [26],[42]
the simulations except the wall sputtering models. Since chemical sputtering yield is not subject
to an incident ion energy, the sputtering yield in the carbon wall is assumed to be constant
as described in section 5.4.1. In the case of beryllium wall, the PWI eects are dominated by
physical sputtering [38]. The physical sputtering yield is a function of Te and Ti. The formula
for physical sputtering given in section 5.4.2 is used for the simulation. Figure 5.7 shows the
simulation results in the carbon wall (left) and the pure beryllium wall (right). The sputtering
yields in the simulation are shown in Figure 5.7 (e).
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results in the carbon wall and the beryllium wall under the identical
conditions are presented: (a) Plasma current, (b) electron density (blue) and deuterium atom
density (red), (c) electron temperature (blue) and ion temperature (red), (d) radiation power
losses and ohmic heating power (dotted black: total radiation power loss, solid blue: deuterium
radiation, solid red: beryllium radiation, solid black: carbon radiation, dashed blue: oxygen
radiation, and dashed red: ohmic heating power), (e) sputtering yield (solid black: carbon sput-
tering due to incident deuterium ion, solid blue: beryllium sputtering due to incident deuterium
ion, solid red: self-sputtering yield), (f) impurity densities in each charge state.
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Sputtered  incident D1+ Bez+ Cz+ Oz+ N z+
D0 Equation (5.8) 0 0 0 0
Be0 Equation (5.11) Equation (5.11) Equation (5.11) Equation (5.11) 0
C0 0 0 1 0 0
O0 (BeO wall) Equation (5.11) Equation (5.11) Equation (5.11) Equation (5.11) 0
O0 (Pure Be wall) 0 0 0 0 0
N0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 5.3: Sputtering yields and recycling coecients assumed for the plasma burn-through
simulation in the ITER-Like Wall
As shown in Figure 5.7 (d), for both the the carbon wall and the beryllium wall, ohmic heating
power is comparable to the total radiation power loss until the radiation barrier is overcome.
Consistently, it is not until the radiation barrier is overcome that Te begins to increase, since the
signicant radiated power losses impede Te from increasing. As can be seen in Figure 5.7 (c),
it is only after 0:05[sec] and 0:01[sec] that Te rises steeply in the carbon wall and the beryllium
wall, respectively. This implies that the corresponding radiation barrier are located at 0:05[sec]
and 0:01[sec] as indicated in Figure 5.7 (d). The radiation barrier in the carbon wall JET
is dominated by the carbon radiation (solid black) whereas it is mainly from the deuterium
radiation (solid blue) in the beryllium wall rather than the beryllium radiation (solid red).
In other words, the radiation barrier in the beryllium wall is not dependent on the beryllium
content whereas it does depend on the carbon for the carbon wall. It should be noted that
these simulation results are consistent with the experimental results presented in Figure 5.2.
The maximum radiation from carbon is about 10 times higher than that of beryllium in Figure
5.7 (d), while ne and total impurity content do not dier much as shown in Figure 5.7 (b) and
(f). The signicant dierence in the radiation power losses results from the dierent radiation
power coecients of carbon and beryllium during the burn-through phase.
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5.6 Summary and discussion
The inux of C2+ and Be1+ during the plasma burn-through phase are calculated from experi-
mental observations assuming non-coronal equilibrium at the each peak of the line emission of
the impurities. The observed impurity inux in the carbon wall has a strong linear correlation
with the radiation barrier, but such a correlation does not appear in the ITER-like wall at JET.
This result is explained with the simulation results of the DYON code using the dierent PWI
models for the carbon wall and the beryllium wall. The radiation barrier in the carbon wall is
dominated by the carbon radiation. However, in the beryllium wall, the deuterium radiation
is dominant in the radiation barrier. For the beryllium wall, the beryllium impurities from the
rst wall do not seriously inuence on the plasma burn-through. This implies that the required
ohmic heating power for plasma burn-through will be lower in the ITER-like wall compared to
the carbon wall in cases where the prell gas pressures are identical.
Chapter 6
Comparison of experiments and
simulations
6.1 Introduction
Even though the plasma burn-through has been simulated previously [6][19][43], quantitative
validation of the models against experimental data has not been published extensively. One of
the main limitations are the available diagnostic data in tokamak experiments, together with
an adequate model to provide the simulations. In order to test whether the model incorporates
the key aspects of plasma burn-through physics, its validation process is necessary. Validation
of the model is also important for further applications such as ECRH heating power modulation
for ECRH-assisted start-up [44] and ferromagnetic eects in superconducting tokamak start-up
[45], all of which are based on the burn-through simulation.
The diagnostic system used for validation is introduced in section 6.2. Validation of the new
burn-through model against JET experimental data with the carbon wall will be presented
in section 6.3. The signicance of the new models introduced in chapter 3 will be shown by
the simulation results without these new models. In section 6.3.3, simulation results when the
parallel transport model or the MK2 current ring model is removed from the DYON code are
presented.
The Plasma Wall Interaction (PWI) models for the ITER-Like Wall in JET were introduced
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in chapter 5. The recent installation of the ITER-like wall (a combination of beryllium and
tungsten protection tiles) at JET [46] enabled us to validate the DYON simulations with ex-
perimental results with the beryllium rst wall. In section 6.4, the simulation results using the
PWI models for the beryllium rst wall are compared to JET data with the ITER-like wall.
In order to perform the DYON simulations, values for the initial impurity content, deuterium
recycling coecient, and fuelling eciency must be specied. However, the information about
these parameters is not available. To treat this problem, the eects of those parameters on
simulation results will be investigated through parameter scanning, and the results will be
discussed. The eects of the parameters assumed in the DYON simulation, i.e. initial impurity
content, deuterium recycling coecient, and fuelling eciency, are investigated in section 6.4.
In section 6.5, the operation space in JET, dened by the requirement to obtain a Townsend
avalanche and plasma burn-through, is presented. The computed (and derived using Equation
(4.13)) criterion for plasma burn-through for a pure deuterium plasma, a carbon wall, and a
beryllium wall are compared, and the operation space in JET is discussed. A discussion and
conclusions are given in section 6.6.
6.2 Diagnostic tools used for validation
Figure 6.1 shows EFIT (Equilibrium FITting code) data for the plasma equilibrium and the
lines of sight of the diagnostic tools, which are used for validation of the DYON code in JET. The
total radiation power loss is obtained from bolometry measurements. Thomson scattering data
is used to obtain the volume-averaged value of electron temperature and density. Interferometry
data is used for the volume-averaged value of the electron density. The emission rate of photons
which have a specic wavelength (465[nm] for C2+, 656[nm] for D alpha, and 527[nm] for Be1+)
are measured by photomultiplier tubes of which the lines of sight are vertical and horizontal,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6.1. The photomultiplier tube data is averaged using the two
measurements of the dierent lines of sight.
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JG11.339-3c
SURF Lx201.2
EFIT (Pulse No: 77210 t = 40.109798)
Interferometry    
Photomultiplier tubes
Thomson scattering
Figure 6.1: (a) cyan circle: The outermost ux surface obtained with EFIT at 109[ms] after
plasma initiation, (b) red solid lines: line of sight for interferometry, (c) blue solid lines: line
of sight for photomultiplier tubes, (d) black solid line: line of sight for Thomson scattering.
6.3 DYON simulations for JET with the carbon wall
6.3.1 Initial conditions for burn-through simulation
In order to perform DYON simulations, initial conditions should be given at the starting point
of the burn-through phase, i.e. the end of the electron avalanche. R. Papoular [22] has dened
electron avalanche (plasma break-down) as the realization of a critical electron density nec, from
which coulomb collisions dominate atomic and molecular collisions. Based on this, the initial
values required for the burn-through simulation in JET are given for the plasma parameters at
the transition of the dominant collisions.
According to the denition of the electron avalanche, the degree of ionization at the transition
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can be calculated:
nece i = (na   nec)e a (6.1)
where na is the neutral density, and nec is the electron density at the transition. The cross-
section for electron-ion collision e i and electron-atom collision e a are [22]
e i  1:5 10 16T 2e [eV ] (6.2)
e a  3 10 19T 0:5e [eV ]: (6.3)
Using Equation (6.1), the relation between nec, na, and Tec can be obtained,
nec
na   nec =
cre a
cre i
 3 10
 19T 0:5ec [eV ]
1:5 10 16T 2ec [eV ]
= 2 10 3T
3
2
ec[eV ] (6.4)
where the Tec is the electron temperature at which the critical electron density nec is achieved.
If we assume Tec is approximately 1 [eV ], then the consistent degree of ionization c is
c
1  c  c  0:002 (6.5)
where c = nec=na. Since the neutrals are assumed to be a room temperature ( 0:03[eV ]), nec
is calculated with the initial prell gas pressure p,
nec = 0:002na  0:002 2:78 1022p[Torr] (6.6)
where na  2:78  1022p[Torr]. nec enables us to calculate the plasma current density at the
transition point with the electron drift speed vDe( 43E=p) [11],
Jc = enec  (43E
p
)  382:5 E[V=m]: (6.7)
Table 6.1 summarizes the initial conditions for the burn-through simulation. The time to
achieve this initial condition in JET is short enough to be ignored [10]. Hence, the simulation
result can be directly compared to the JET data from t=0.
In order to compare the simulation results against one of the typical burn-through shots in
JET performed with the carbon wall, measured data from # 77210 are used as an input data
in the simulation. That is, measured loop voltage Vloop(t) (shown in Figure 6.2(b)) and EFIT
data such as major radius R(t), minor radius a(t), and plasma cross-section Ap(t) of a plasma
column in # 77210 are input data for the simulation. For the deuterium recycling coecient
Y DD in Equation (5.8), c1, c2, and c3 are assumed to be 1:1, 0:09, and 0:1, respectively. These
constants are optimized to match the simulation results with data from # 77210.
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Plasma parameters Initial values
Electron temperature Te(0) 1[eV ]
Ion temperature Ti(0) 0:03[eV ]
Deuterium atom density n0d(0) 2:78 1022p[Torr]
Electron density ne(0) 5:56 1019p[Torr]
Carbon atom density n0c(0) 0
Oxygen atom density n0o(0) 0:01n
0
d(0)
plasma current density Jp(0) 382:5 E[V=m]
Eddy current density IMK2(0) 0
Table 6.1: Initial conditions for the burn-through simulation in JET.
6.3.2 Validation of DYON simulations with the carbon wall
Figure 6.2 shows JET data and the simulation results between 0 and 0.5 second in #77210.
The plasma current in the simulation and JET data start to increase with the loop voltage
applied from t = 0 [sec] onwards. Both simulated and experimental Ip approaches 0:8 [MA] at
t = 0:5 [sec] showing very good agreement.
One of the important features in the burn-through phase is the radiation peak (barrier), which
results from the change of the total radiation power as shown in the bolometry data [47]. It
should be noted that the synthetic data for bolometry PBol (i.e. the total radiated power
loss) is not the same quantity as Prad, the total electron power loss due to radiation calculated
using Equation (3.32). Charge exchange radiation is not included in Prad since it is not the
power loss of electrons. The potential dierence in atomic structure is the source of charge
exchange radiation. PBol consists of line radiation PBOLline , radiation due to Recombination and
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Bremsstrahlung PBOLRB , and radiation due to charge exchange P
BOL
cx ,
PBol = VpP
BOL
line + VpP
BOL
RB + V
D
n P
BOL
cx
where
PBOLline =
X
A
V An
Vp
nen
0
A < v >
0
A;line +
X
A
X
z1
nen
z+
A < v >
z+
A;line
PBOLRB =
X
A
X
z1
nen
z+
A < v >
z+!(z 1)+
A;RB
PBOLcx =
X
I
X
z1
n0Dn
z+
I < v >
z+!(z 1)+
I;cx :
(6.8)
Here, Vp is a plasma volume and V
D
n is a deuterium neutral volume within the plasma, which
is explained in section 3.4.6. Since it is assumed in the DYON simulation that only deuterium
atoms are the electron donors for charge exchange, the charge exchange reactions are only
available in V Dn where deuterium atoms and impurity ions coexist.
Using Equation (6.8), the bolometry data is reproduced and compared with the measured value
in Figure 6.2. The simulated radiation barrier has a similar magnitude with the measured. In
addition, the total radiation power around the radiation barrier has a similar FWHM. These
imply that the model incorporates key physics aspects of the radiation power during the burn-
through phase.
The electron temperature and density indicated by the red solid lines in Figure 6.2 (d) and
(e) are measured by Thomson scattering [48]. The simulated electron temperature and density
approach similar values with the Thomson scattering data, showing reasonable agreement.
However, the simulated electron temperature and density have a discrepancy before around
0.15 seconds. Probably, this is due to the error of the EFIT data, which is used to calculate
volume averaged value with the raw Thomson scattering data. There can be signicant errors
in the EFIT data in the early phase of discharge such as the burn-through phase. This would
result in errors in the volume-averaged values. In addition, during the early phase, the signal for
Thomson scattering measurement is very weak, thereby resulting in signicant errors in data
analysis. The red dotted line in Figure 6.2 (e) is the electron density measured by interferometry
[49] in JET. Its descrepancy with the Thomson scattering data implies that there are errors in
the diagnostic data.
Figure 6.3 (a) shows the number of photons emitted by C2+. The red solid line is the measured
values and the blue solid line is the synthetic data, which is calculated from the simulated
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Figure 6.2: Each gure show simulation results and JET data of (a) Plasma current, (b) Loop
voltage, (c) Total radiation power, (d) Plasma temperature, and (e) Plasma density. In all g-
ures, red solid lines indicate JET experimental data and blue solid lines describe the simulation
results. The red dotted line in (e) represent electron density measured by interferometry.
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Figure 6.3: The blue solid line in (a) indicates the synthetic data of C2+ line(465[nm]) emis-
sion. The red solid line in (a) shows C2+ line(465[nm]) emission measured with the photomul-
tiplier tube in JET. The dierent units in the simulated data([p m 3sec 1]) and the measured
data([p m 2sec 1str 1]) are indicated in the left and right y-axis, respectively. The change of
C2+ line in the simulation results and the measured data show good agreement, thereby implying
that the DYON code computes the impurity evolution reasonably well. (b) shows the simula-
tional evolution of carbon, and (c) represents the enlarged gure between 0 and 0.05 second in
(b).
plasma parameters, i.e. ne, Te, and n
2+
c in Figure 6.3. The calculation of the synthetic data
uses
IAz+ = nen
z+
A PECA;z+(ne; Te)[p m 3sec 1] (6.9)
where PECA;2+(ne; Te) is a photon emissivity coecient, which is a function of electron density
and temperature. A and z+ indicate the corresponding particle species and the charge state.
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Here, A and z+ are C and 2+. The photon emissivity coecient of C2+ (465[nm] wavelength)
is obtained from ADAS [25].
As can be seen in Equation (6.9), the growth and decay of C2+ line emission result from the
change of n2+c . Hence, the change of the photon emission rate can give us important information
about the n2+c evolution. The peak value of C
2+ line emission and its decrease after the peak
point indicate that the maximum amount of n2+c exists at around this time and most C
2+
are ionized to higher charge states after the peak. The synthetic photon emission rate of the
C2+ line shows a similar time scale of growth and decay with those of the measured value. It
should be noted that the change of the synthetic C2+ line emission is available only with an
adequate model for impurity evolution. The similar behaviour of the synthetic data implies the
simulation can compute the evolution of C2+ with good accuracy.
In JET, observation of the carbon evolution in the burn-through phase is limited to C2+ due to
the lack of diagnostic data available for this phase. The burn-through simulation can provide
information of the impurities in other charge states. The simulated evolution of carbon ions is
presented in Figure 6.3 (b). As explained above, the peak of C2+ density is coincident with that
of the synthetic C2+ line. C3+ density increases as C2+ density decreases, and so on. Through
ionization of carbon ions, C6+ density becomes dominant from 0:15[s] onwards, indicating that
most carbon ions are fully ionized from that time. Figure 6.3 (c), enlarged from Figure 6.3 (b),
describes the process of carbon burn-through in detail.
6.3.3 Eects of the new model of parallel transport
One of the new features of the DYON code is the modelling of the particle losses parallel to the
magnetic eld lines. During the plasma burn-through phase, the magnetic eld lines can be
open. In that case, the parallel transport loss dominates the transport mechanism. Figure 6.4
shows a simulation result of the DYON code for #77210, showing the transition from parallel
transport to perpendicular transport. Hence, the simulation results are signicantly changed if
the parallel transport model is removed from the DYON code.
Figure 6.5 shows the dierence between the simulation results with and without the parallel
transport model. Particularly, the radiation barrier is signicantly reduced. The decrease in
the radiation power loss is due to the decrease in the deuterium outux to the wall, thereby
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Figure 6.4: The blue chain line and the red dashed line indicate the perpendicular connement
time, Equation (3.53), and the parallel connement time, Equation (3.49), respectively. The
resultant particle connement time is shown by the black line, Equation (3.54).
reducing the amount of the sputtered carbon. As the impurity evolution is computed including
the PWI eects in the DYON code, the change of the radiation power loss due to the change
of the particle transport is apparent. This is another important feature of the DYON code
compared to simulations using xed impurity content or fraction. Consistently, Figure 6.5 (e)
shows that the line emission of C2+ signicantly decreases without the parallel transport model.
The reduced radiation power loss results in an increase in the electron temperature (red solid
line in Figure 6.5 (b)). The decrease in the deuterium outux to the wall also reduces the
deuterium recycling from the wall, and this results in the decrease in electron density (red solid
line in Figure 6.5 (c)). The plasma current does not show signicant discrepancy since it is a
less sensitive parameter due to the self inductance term Lp
dIp
dt
in Equation (3.1).
Due to the low electron temperature during the plasma burn-through phase, the vessel resistance
can be comparable to the plasma resistance. This results in signicant eddy currents, reducing
the eective connection length. In the DYON code, the error elds are calculated with the eddy
currents owing on the MK2 support structure, i.e. current ring model for MK2 current. Figure
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Figure 6.5: The red solid lines in each gure show simulation results without the parallel trans-
port model: (a) Plasma current, (b) Total radiation power, (c) Plasma temperature, (d) Plasma
density, and (e) the synthetic data of C2+ line(465[nm]) emission. In all gures, the blue solid
lines describe the simulation results with the parallel transport model, which is compared with
the JET data in Figure 6.2 and 6.3.
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Figure 6.6: In (a), the red dashed line shows the eective connection length without the MK2
current model (i.e. single plasma current ring) in the DYON code, and the blue solid line
describe the eective connection length with the MK2 current model, i.e. two ring model (plasma
current and MK2 current). The red dashed line and the blue solid line in (b) show the particle
connement with and without the MK2 current model, respectively.
6.6 and 6.7 shows how signicant the eect of the eddy currents is. As shown in Figure 6.6 (a),
the eective connection length without MK2 current model is much longer. The increase in
the eective connection length without the MK2 model results in the decrease in the parallel
transport, which is the dominant transport mechanism during the plasma burn-through phase
(0  0:1[sec]). Hence, the resultant particle connement time during the burn-through phase
is longer when the MK2 current model is removed than when it is included, as shown in Figure
6.6 (b). As a result, the simulation results in Figure 6.7 are changed, following similar trend as
the simulation results without the parallel transport model.
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Figure 6.7: The red solid lines in each gure show simulation results without the MK2 cur-
rent(i.e. single plasma current ring): (a) Plasma current, (b) Total radiation power, (c) Plasma
temperature, (d) Plasma density, and (e) the synthetic data of C2+ line (465[nm]) emission.
In all gures, the blue solid lines describe the simulation results with the two ring model(plasma
current and MK2 current), which is compared with the JET data in Figure 6.2 and 6.3.
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6.4 DYON simulations for JET with the ITER-like wall
6.4.1 Validation of the new models
The recent installation of the ITER-like wall at JET enables us to validate the new models for
PWI at the beryllium wall. For the validation of the new models, one typical discharge in JET
has been selected (#82003), and compared to the DYON simulation results. Figure 6.8 shows
the DYON simulation results and the JET data with the ITER-like wall. The required input
parameters for the DYON simulation, i.e. prell gas pressure, loop voltage, plasma major and
minor radius, toroidal magnetic eld, and additional fuelling, are obtained from the measured
data. The parameters given to perform the simulation are summarized in Table 6.2.
The plasma current in the DYON simulation is in good agreement with the JET data. As
shown in Figure 6.8 (b), the toroidal loop voltage decreases abruptly at 0.1 second due to the
pre-programed use of a switching network to reduce the voltage from the ohmic transformer,
a typical operation scenario at JET. This results in the sharp decrease in the Ip ramp-up rate
around 0.1 second in Figure 6.8 (a). The measured loop voltage is used as an input for the
simulations.
Figure 6.8 (c) shows the total radiation power loss. In the simulations, the temporal behaviour
of the radiation barrier is used to adjust erosion, the transition time of a BeO wall to a pure
Be wall. The synthetic bolometry data can be well reproduced with erosion(=60 [msec]). For
this simulation, the initial carbon content n0C(0) is assumed to be 0:5% of prell deuterium
atoms n0D(0). As will be discussed later, the assumption of n
0
C(0) has a small contribution to
the magnitude of the radiation barrier. Also, both erosion and n
0
C(0) do not have a signicant
inuence on the evolution of other plasma parameters i.e. Ip(t); Te(t), and ne(t).
The Te and ne in the simulations and the measured Thomson Scattering data approach similar
values, but they have a discrepancy before 0.3 [sec]. The discrepancy is due to the limitations
of the Thomson Scattering diagnostic, which can have signicant error bars during the low
density phase such as the plasma burn-through phase. The interferometry data show a better
agreement with the density in the simulations during this early phase, as shown in Figure 6.8(e).
As ionization of deuterium and impurities proceeds, the photomultiplier tube data has a peak
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Figure 6.8: DYON simulation results with the new models for the ITER-like wall and JET data.
(a) Plasma current, (b) Loop voltage, (c) Total radiation power (Bolometry), (d) Electron tem-
perature (Thomson scattering), (e) Electron density (Thomson scattering and Interferometry).
The red lines (and the black line in (e)) indicate JET data for #82003, and the blue lines are
the corresponding DYON simulation results. The the condition given for the simulations is in
Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.9: The measured photomultiplier tube data and the synthetic photomultiplier tube data:
(a) number of photons emitted from Be1+ (527[nm]), (b) number of photons emitted from
D0(D alpha), and (c) number of photons emitted from C2+ (465[nm]). The red lines are the
photomultiplier tube data in JET for #82003, and the blue lines are the synthetic data, calculated
by DYON simulations.
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for each specic line emission, which is emitted from the deuterium atom or impurity ions in
a certain charge state. The synthetic volume emission of Be1+(527[nm]), D0(Dalpha), and
C2+(465[nm]) are calculated using Equation (6.9), and compared with the measured photon
ux in Figure 6.9 (a), (b), and (c). The temporal behaviour of the peaks in the synthetic data
is coincident with the measured data. This implies that the ionization process of deuterium
and impurities is reproduced correctly in the DYON simulations.
6.4.2 Beryllium sputtering in ITER-like wall
In the DYON simulations, the rst radation peak for Be1+ is reproduced showing a very good
temporal agreement with the photomultiplier tube data in Figure 6.10 (a). However, the rst
radiation peak is removed when the initial beryllium content is not assumed in the simulations,
as shown by the dashed black line in Figure 6.10 (b). This implies that the rst radiation peak
results from the initial beryllium content rather than physical sputtering. These particles are
probably the beryllium atoms bonded weakly at the wall due to the migrations of beryllium
during previous experiments.
The secondary radiation peak in the photomultiplier tube data for Be1+ is observed at around
0.07 [sec], as shown in Figure 6.9 (a). It should be noted that such a secondary radiation peak
does not appear for D0 and C2+ in Figure 6.9 (b) and (c). This is because the secondary
radiation peak results from the wall-sputtering rather than the initial impurity content. Wall-
sputtering can occur only if the incident ion energy exceeds the threshold energy. This implies
that the beryllium sputtering is delayed until the wall-impacting energy, 2kTi + 3kTe, exceeds
the threshold energy. The secondary radiation peak is reproduced with the physical sputtering
model, showing a good temporal agreement in Figure 6.10 (a). The solid black line in Figure 6.10
(b) shows the DYON simulation result without the physical sputtering model. The secondary
radiation peak does not appear without the physical sputtering model.
It is observed in many laboratory plasmas that the surface of beryllium tiles are easily oxidized
[7],[42],[50]. The high anity of Be to O tends to result in the BeO layer on the wall, which
has higher surface binding energy than the pure beryllium wall [42]. In Table 5.2, the threshold
energy of a deuterium incident ion for the physical sputtering on the BeO layer is 29[eV ], which
is much higher than that on a pure beryllium wall, 10[eV ]. The higher surface binding energy
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Figure 6.10: These gures compare the photomultiplier tube data (Be1+ (527[nm])) between
the measured data and the synthetic data, and show the signicance of the new models used
in the DYON simulations. The red solid lines are the photomultiplier tube data in JET for
#82003. The blue solid line in (a) is the synthetic data with the condition given in Table 6.2
(i.e. with physical sputtering model on BeO layer, erosion model of BeO layer, and initial Be
content). The black dashed line and solid line in (b) are without initial Be content or any
physical sputtering model, respectively. The black solid line in (c) is for pure Be wall. The
black solid line in (d) is without erosion model of BeO layer i.e. continuous BeO layer.
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Plasma parameters Input values
Toroidal magnetic eld B 2:7[Tesla]
Vertical magnetic eld Bv 0:001[Tesla]
Initial plasma current density Jp(0) 382:5 E[V=m]
Initial Eddy current IMK2(0) 0[A]
Initial electron temperure Te(0) 1[eV ]
Initial ion temperature Ti(0) 0:03[eV ]
Prelled gas pressure p(0) 4:3135 10 5[Torr]
Initial Deuterium atom density n0D(0) 2:78 1022  p(0)[Torr]
Initial degree of ionization iz(0) 0:002
Initial Be content n0Be(0) 0:01 n0D(0)[m 3]
Initial C content n0C(0) 0:005 n0D(0)[m 3]
Initial O content n0O(0) 0:001 n0D(0)[m 3]
Initial N content n0N(0) 0:001 n0D(0)[m 3]
Y DD c1 = 0:9; c2 =  0:1; c3 = 0:1 in Equation (5.8)
Fuelling eciency 10%
PWI model physical sputtering with BeO wall
Plasma major radius R(t) EFIT (R(0) = 3:0381[m])
Plasma minor radius a(t) EFIT (a(0) = 0:08519[m])
Internal inductance li 0:5
Loop voltage Vl(t) Measured in JET
Eective vacuum vessel volume 100[m3]
Table 6.2: Plasma parameters assumed for the plasma burn-through simulation (#82003) in
the ITER-Like Wall
in the BeO layer makes the physical sputtering more dicult than in the pure beryllium wall.
The simulation results using the dierent parameters for BeO and Be are compared in Figure
6.10 (a) and (c). The secondary radiation peak in Figure 6.10 (c) occurs much earlier, showing
a deviation from the measured value.
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Due to the erosion of BeO layer, the BeO sputtering model is switched to the Be sputtering at
erosion( 60[msec]). Figure 6.10(d) shows BeO sputtering without switching to Be sputtering
i.e. no BeO erosion model. The secondary peak shows a reasonable temporal agreement with
the measured, but it decreases slowly, without the sharp peak observed in the measured and the
simulated with the erosion model. Moreover, in this case the radiation resulting from oxygen
would be much higher than measured.
Based on the frequency of the uctuating radiation, it is found that the third peak around 100 
200[msec] in the photomultiplier tube data for Be1+ is probably due to an MHD instability in
the plasma, which is not modelled in the DYON simulation. Since a detailed investigation on
the MHD instabilities is beyond the scope of this thesis, this is not discussed further here.
6.4.3 Deuterium recycling coecient
As shown in Equation (5.8), Y DD (t) is adjusted by the combination of constants c1, c2, and c3.
In order to test whether Y DD is growing or decaying during the plasma burn-through phase, the
constants are assumed to be c1 = 0:9, c2 =  0:1, and c3 = 0:1 for the growing model, and
c1 = 1:1, c2 = 0:1, and c3 = 0:1 for the decaying model.
Figure 6.11 shows the dierent simulation results between the two sets of parameters used. The
decay model implies additional release of deuterium atoms during the plasma burn-through
phase. This results in a too high electron density in the simulation compared to the Thomson
scattering data in Figure 6.11 (a). The discrepancy is reduced by the growing model as indicated
with the blue solid lines in Figure 6.11 (a). This implies that some portion of incident deuterium
ions are retained at the wall rather than being recycled. Based on this, the growing model for
recycling is used for the simulations with the ITER-like wall in Figure 6.8. It should be noted
that for the carbon wall simulations the DYON simulation results with the decay model showed
better agreement with the JET data [36].
Figure 6.11 (b) gives another indication that the growing model is required for the ITER-
like wall. The synthetic data for the D alpha line using the growing model shows very good
agreement against the measured value for 0  0:2[sec]. However, with the decay model, the
synthetic data deviates signicantly from the measured value as shown in Figure 6.11 (b). This
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Figure 6.11: The gures show the eects of the deuterium recycling coecients. (a) electron
density (b) number of photons emitted from D0(D alpha) (465[nm]). The red lines are (a)
Thomson scattering data (b) the measured photomultiplier tube data in JET (#82003). The
blue and black lines are the DYON simulation results with the growing model or decay model of
Y DD , respectively.
gives a condence on the fact that such additional release of deuterium atoms during the plasma
burn-through phase is not probable in the ITER-like wall.
6.4.4 Gas fuelling
One of the main dierences in the JET operation scenario with the ITER-like wall is the use
of additional gas fuelling around 0:1[sec]. This is to compensate for the gas pumping eect
at the wall as seen with the new wall (Y DD < 1 before t = 0:2[sec]) [12]. The rst term in
Equation (5.10) is the inux of the deuterium atoms recycled at the wall, and the second term
is the additional gas fuelling  effD;in, which was not included (i.e.  
eff
D;in = 0) for the carbon wall
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simulations. In the simulations for the ITER-like wall,  effD;in is modelled as
 effD;in =  puffing 
GIM
D;in ; (6.10)
where  GIMD;in is obtained from the data of the Gas Injection Modules in JET [51] and  puffing
is a fuelling eciency. The gas injection module used for the fuelling at 0:1[sec] is located on
the top of the vacuum vessel in JET. The 4 main pumping ports, 2 Neutral Beam Injection
(NBI) ports, and 1 Lower Hybrid (LH) ports are on the outer midplane of the vessel. Since a
signicant fraction of the injected gas is pumped out immediately rather than being ionized,
the fuelling eciency must be evaluated for the eective inux of deuterium atoms. Figure
6.12 shows the dierences in the simulation results when assuming dierent values for  puffing
between 30% and 0%. Since gas injection is applied from 0:1[sec] as can be seen in Figure 6.12
(a), the simulation results does not show discrepancy until then. However, the electron density
with 30% fuelling eciency increases excessively from 0:1[sec] onwards as shown in Figure 6.12
(b). In contrast, without the fuelling model i.e. 0% fuelling eciency, the electron density in
Figure 6.12 (b) is much lower than Thomson scattering data. Scanning of the fuelling eciency,
it has been found that the simulation results with 10% fuelling eciency agree well with the
JET data. Based on this, 10% fuelling eciency is assumed for the simulations in Figure 6.8
and Figure 6.9.
6.4.5 Initial carbon content
Although all CFC tiles have been removed from the plasma facing components in the ITER-like
wall, the C2+ line emission is still observed in the JET data with ITER-like wall as shown in
Figure 6.9 (c). This requires the assumption of an initial (or residual) carbon content n0C(0)
for the ITER-like wall simulations.
The total carbon content assumed at plasma initiation is between 0  1% of the prell deu-
terium atom density n0D(0); n
0
C(0)  1016 [m 3]. This value is lower than the carbon content
during the main heating phase of JET plasmas, which is reported [52] as 0:1  0:2% of the
plasma density (in the range of 1019  1020 [m 3]) during the heating phase. Figure 6.13 (a)
shows the total radiation power loss in the simulations with n0C(0). Here, the initial carbon
content n0C(0) is assumed to be 0%, 0:5% or 1% of the initial deuterium atom density n
0
D(0),
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Figure 6.12: The gures show the eects of deuterium fuelling eciency applied after 100
[msec]. (a) D atom pung with the assumed fuelling eciency (black 30%, blue 10%, and
green 0%), (b) electron densities, obtained by DYON simulation (black 30%, blue 10%, and
green 0%) and measured by Thomson scattering (red) in JET (#82003).
respectively. As shown in Figure 6.13 (a), without n0C(0), the synthetic radiation barrier devi-
ates from (below) the bolometry data. The magnitude of the total radiation power loss in the
simulation with 1% n0C(0) exceeds the peak of the bolometry data. However, in the case of the
simulation with 0:5% n0C(0), the radiation barrier shows good agreement. Based on this, 0:5%
n0C(0) is assumed in the simulations.
Figure 6.13 (b) shows the consitituent radiated power losses in the case of the simulation with
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Figure 6.13: The gures show the eects of n0c(0) on the radiation barrier and the consitituent
radiated power. (a) bolometry data (red) in JET (#82003), and the simulated radiated power in
the DYON simulations (solid black 1%, solid blue 0:5%, and solid green 0% of n0c(0)). (b) the
constituent radiated power (solid blue: total radiated power, dashed red: Be, dashed green: D,
dashed black: C, dashed blue: O). For the simulation in (b), the n0c(0) is assumed to be 0:5%,
as given for the simulation in Figure 6.8 and 6.9.
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0:5% n0C(0). It can be seen that the radiation is dominated in turn by the radiated power loss
from deuterium, carbon, oxygen, and beryllium. The radiated power loss due to beryllium is
not signicant in the radiation barrier during the plasma burn-through phase.
6.4.6 Eective vessel volume
One of the underlying assumptions in the simulations is that all deuterium atoms are accessible
to the plasma. This implies that the vessel volume determines the neutral inux into the
plasma. However, deuterium atoms in large ports for diagnotics or additional heating and near
pumping ports are impeded to approach the plasma. For example, the neutral particles in the
cryogenic pumping chamber for NBI system (i.e. VNBI) cannot access to the main plasma.
Hence, VNBI should not be included in VV . The initial peak of bolometry data is proportional
to the number of deuterium atoms in the vessel. Comparing the reproduced bolometry data
with the measured, we could nd the eective vessel volume VV is around 100 [m
3] in JET,
although the total volume of the vacuum vessel is 189 [m3].
Figure 6.14 shows the simulation results with the actual vessel volume i.e. VV = 190 [m
3].
Otherwise identical conditions were used i.e. input data from Table 6.2 except for VV . As a
result, all plasma parameters are signicantly deviated from the measured values. As shown in
Figure 6.13 (b), the initial peak in the bolometry data is due to D radiation. The large initial
peak in the total radiation power loss in the simulation (see Figure 6.14 (b)) implies that D
fuelling from ex-plasma volume is excessive as shown in Figure 6.14 (d). In the simulations, this
results in much smaller electron temperature than the measured (and excessively high plasma
resistance), and the simulated plasma current is signicantly deviated from the JET data (see
Figure 6.14 (a) and (c)).
6.5 Operation space for plasma burn-through in JET
Figure 6.15 compares the Townsend criterion and the criterion for plasma burn-through. The
cyan dashed lines in Figure 6.15 are the minimum electric eld for electron avalanche Eavalanche
for various eective connection lengths Lf in JET, computed analytically by using the Townsend
criterion in Equation (1.22). The Townsend criterion shows that there is an optimum range
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Figure 6.14: DYON simulation results using the vessel volume VV = 190 [m
3].
of the prell gas pressure at which the lowest toroidal electric eld is available for electron
avalanche. However, for successful tokamak start-up, operation space is not only determined
by the Townsend criterion, but also by the criterion for plasma burn-through. The black solid,
red dotted, and blue dashed lines in Figure 6.15 represent the required electric eld for plasma
burn-through EBurn without or with impurities, obtained using DYON simulation results. The
wall-sputtering models described in section 5.3 and 5.4 are used for the DYON simulations.
Plasma parameters assumed for the DYON simulation are indicated in Table 4.1.
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Figure 6.15: The cyan dashed lines show the Townsend criterion at dierent eective connection
lengths, as indicated with 500, 1000, and 2000[m], respectively. The black solid, red dotted, and
blue dashed lines indicate the criterion for plasma burn-through, i.e. the minimum electric eld
for plasma burn-through in the case of a pure deuterium plasma (black solid), beryllium wall
(red dotted), and carbon wall (blue dashed), respectively. The wall-sputtering models described
in section 5.4 are used for the simulations, and the required plasma parameters are given by
Table 4.1. The green chain line indicates the criterion for deuterium burn-through, calculated
analytically by Equation (6.12). The area above both the burn-through criterion and Townsend
criterion represents the operation space available for successful start-up in JET.
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The criterion for plasma burn-through is computed from the numerical simulations using sev-
eral assumptions, subject to wall conditions and operation scenario. However, the simulation
results provide informative insight on the operation space. As shown in Figure 6.15, the re-
quired electric eld for plasma burn-through increases monotonically as prell gas pressure rises
since the RIB is greater at a higher prell gas pressures. This monotonic increase with prell
gas pressure is consistent with Equation (4.13), which is analytically derived for deuterium
burn-through. In order to compare Equation (4.13) quantitatively to the DYON simulation
results, the electron temperature at the RIB, Te(tRIB), is assumed to be 3[eV ], based on DYON
simulation results. The eective vessel volume, major radius, and minor radius of a plasma are
given by the same values assumed in the simulations, i.e. R = 3 and a = 0:9[m]. The corre-
sponding Prad+iz(Te(tRIB)) is obtained from ADAS[25], i.e. Prad+iz(3) = 2:15  10 33[Wm3].
Then, the required electric eld ERIB is calculated as
ERIB = 3:23 10 19  n0D(0): (6.11)
With the assumption of a room temperature( 0:03[eV ]) for deuterium atoms, ERIB is repre-
sented as a function of prell gas pressure p(0),
ERIB = (3:23 10 19) (2:78 1022) p(0)[Torr]
= 8979:4 p(0)[Torr]: (6.12)
The green line in Figure 6.15 indicates ERIB obtained using Equation (6.12). The ERIB obtained
by the analytical derivation shows good agreement with that obtained by DYON simulations
for a pure deuterium plasma at a high prell gas pressure. The discrepancy at a low prell
gas pressure is probably due to the convective transport which is neglected in the analytical
derivation for Equation (6.11).
If the eects of the impurities from the wall are included, the required electric eld for plasma
burn-through increases, thereby reducing the operation space available. As can be seen in
Figure 6.16, the RIB for carbon burn-through is much greater than for deuterium burn-through.
Hence, the required loop voltage for the carbon wall is signicantly higher than for a pure
deuterium plasma. This results in the smaller operation space available in the carbon wall as
shown in Figure 6.15. However, the RIB for beryllium burn-through is not signicant as shown
in Figures 6.16. With the beryllium wall, the critical RIB to be overcome is for deuterium rather
than for beryllium as long as other impurities are not signicant. This implies that lower loop
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Figure 6.16: DYON simulation results for a pure deuterium plasma or with PWI models i.e.
carbon wall or beryllium wall. Each line indicates the electron power losses due to the radia-
tion and ionization: carbon wall(dotted blue), beryllium wall(dashed red), and pure deuterium
plasma(solid black). In the case of a carbon wall, the rst RIB (mainly from deuterium radia-
tion) is much smaller than the second peak, which results from carbon impurities.
voltage can be used for plasma burn-through in the ITER-like wall i.e. larger operation space
available compared to the carbon wall as shown in Figure 6.15.
These predictions are compared to experimental data in Figure 6.17. The majority of the
experimental data points with the C wall (blue circles) and the Be wall (red circles) lie above
(or near) the simulated minimum electric eld required for a C wall (blue line) and a Be wall
(red line) again showing good agreement of the simulations with the experiments, over a wide
range of conditions. It should be noted that in previous studies determining operation space
in tokamaks, only the Townsend criterion was used [4]. Since the Lf can decrease during the
electron avalanche phase due to the eddy current, pessimistic value (200 [m]) and reasonable
value (500 [m]) of Lf are used for Townsend criterion in Figure 6.17. As can be seen in
Figure 6.17, the operation at low prell gas pressure is limted by the Townsend criterion.
However, at high prell gas pressure, the limitation is set by the burn-through criterion rather
than the Townsend criterion.
It was observed that the Be wall tends to absorb the fuel at the wall. This can reduce the prell
gas pressure or initial plasma density, thereby resulting in slow electric avalanche (which is not
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favorable for operation) or run-away electron generation. Hence, the prell gas pressure used
for start-up with the Be wall in JET is higher than that of the C wall as shown in Figure 6.17.
It should be noted that the criterion for plasma burn-through in Figures 6.15 and 6.17 change
with dierent assumptions in the DYON code. That is, the increase in required loop voltage
with increasing prell gas pressure is steeper for higher recycling coecient (or sputtering yield)
or for higher VV =Vp. In tokamaks, the recycling coecients and the sputtering yields vary due
to the eects of deuterium retention and impurity migration in the wall. In addition, the ratio
of the eective vessel volume to the plasma volume, which is related to dynamic neutral gas
fuelling from the ex-plasma volume, is also varying according to the operation scenario. Hence,
to nd the precise operation space using the simulations, the information on the wall conditions
and operation scenario in each shot should be specied.
6.6 Discussion and Conclusion
6.6.1 Discussion
A model validation using the ve subsequent discharges (#77211  77215) has been performed.
The simulations of the radiated power, electron density evolution, and C2+ line emission show
similar agreement with the measured data as shown for #77210 in Figure 6.2 and 6.3. However,
the plasma current rise is slightly overestimated in these discharges. The plasma current after
the burn-through phase depends on the loop voltage available. The time evolution of the loop
voltage available for the plasma current build-up would require detailed information of the
magnetic equilibrium. This is not used in the model (only external measurement is used),
hence the agreement with the measured plasma current rise could be improved.
The investigation of plasma burn-through has been published only with 0D simulations [6][18][19][36].
Since closed ux surfaces (CFSs) are not established yet during the plasma burn-through phase
at low plasma current, a 2D approach of numerical simulation is extremely dicult. Fortu-
nately, the results of DYON simulations (also 0D) show good agreement with JET data. This
implies the assumption of a uniform temperature and density in a numerical simulation is rea-
sonable to compute the gross energy and particle balances during the plasma burn-through
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phase. Probably, this is due to the open eld congurations during the plasma burn-through
phase. With the open magnetic eld lines, the parallel thermal conduction and particle dif-
fusion would be signicant. Quantitative investigations on the prole eects of temperature
and density will be interesting to conrm this. Regarding the prole of plasma current, a at
current prole is assumed i.e. li = 0:5. According to a scan of li with the DYON code, the
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Figure 6.17: Operation space for JET start-up. The green lines indicate the Townsend criterion
for electron avalanche with an eective connection length of 200m (pessimistic) and 500m (rea-
sonable), respectively. The black line is the required electric eld for pure deuteriu burn-through,
computed using the DYON code. The red (Be wall) and blue (C wall) lines are the corresponding
burn-through criterion and including the dierent wall models. The circles correspond the suc-
cessful plasma burn-through in JET experiments with the ITER-like wall (#80239  #82905,
red circles) and the C wall (#70988  #78805, blue circles).
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internal inductance does not have signicant eect on the simulation results since most of the
power is consumed by ohmic heating.
The synthetic PM tube data is not dependent on the initial electron temperature (Te(0)) as-
sumed in the simulations. Te(t) quickly saturates to the same value in a few millisecond
regardless of the assumed value of Te(0). This has been checked in the simulations, starting
with Te(0) = 1, 3, and 5 [eV].
The formula for impact ion energy (i.e. E0 = ikTi+3kTe where i = 2) is good enough for the
scope of this thesis, and the simulation results match well with experimental data. However,
it should be noted that the formula does not include all physical processes for computing the
impact ion energy. Due to the pre-sheath acceleration, the ions at the sheath edge might not
have maxwellian velocity distribution. This results in dierent i depending on the model
assumed (i  1:5  2:93) [53]. For more accurate calculation of i it would be needed to
solve full kinetic equations using the distorted energy distribution of the ions. However, the
calculation has not been well established yet. The pre-sheath energy gain is ignored in the
adopted formula since it is assumed to be small compared to the uncertainty of i and the
sheath energy gain. However, the wall impact energy of impurities can be higher than the
value calculated using the adopted formula if impurity ow velocity is equal to the ion sound
speed Cs (=
q
Te+Ti
mD
). For example, in the case of Be1+ in isothermal plasma (Te = Ti), the
wall impact energy is
EBe
1+
0 = 0:5kTe +
1
2
mBeC
2
s + (2kTi + 3kTe)  10kTe (6.13)
where the rst term is due to pre-sheath acceleration, the second term is due to the sound speed
equilibrium, and the third term is due to temperature equilibration plus sheath-acceleration.
The result is almost twice higher than the formula (E0 = 2kTi+3kTe). Fortunately, the formula
used in the simulations is still valid since the majority of impacting ions are deuterium in the
simulation.
The deuterium recycling coecient has a signicant inuence on plasma burn-through and the
dynamics of deuterium recycling coecient is dierent for the carbon wall and the ITER-like
wall. This probably results from the dierent retention of deuterium at the wall. In the carbon
wall, deuterium is retained especially after disruptions, so that the simulation results using
decay model of Y DD match well with JET data [36]. However, in the ITER-like wall, the DYON
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results using the growing model of Y DD shows good agreement with JET data. This might be
due to the fact that most of attached deuterium, even after disruption event, are easily removed
by pumping between discharges [54] (typically 30  40 minutes in JET).
Deuterium fuelling has a signicant eect, and it should be conrmed for ITER simula-
tions. However, it might not be a critical issue for plasma burn-through if the fuelling is
pre-programmed after the plasma burn-through is completed as shown in Figure 6.12.
As shown in Figure 6.13 (b), the radiation barrier in the ITER-like wall simulations is domi-
nated by deuterium, carbon, and oxygen. The simulation results with 0:5% n0C(0) show good
agreement with experimental data. However, the simulation results with 0% and 1% n0C(0) still
show reasonable agreement in the other plasma paramters, i.e. Ip(t), Te(t), and ne(t). This
implies that, although the radiation barrier is subject to n0C(0), it might not be deleterious to
the energy and particle balances for the plasma. This is consistent with the recent observation
in JET experiments with the ITER-like wall where failures during the plasma burn-through
phase are hardly observed, for a wide range of experimental conditions [12].
Plasma initiation in JET experiments with the ITER-like wall is very reliable. According
to an experimental characterisation of plasma formation with the ITER-like wall [12], the
failures during the plasma burn-through phase, that usually occurred with the carbon wall
(mostly after disruptions), were not observed with the ITER-like wall. This implies that the
plasma parameters during the burn-through phase, including the radiated power losses from
impurities, are not likely to vary signicantly in each shot, even after disruption events. Hence,
the validation of #82003 is representative of plasma burn-through simulations for other shots
with the ITER-like wall.
In ITER, oxidation of beryllium surface might be much less than in JET, due to the much longer
plasma pulses. Also, the initial carbon content would be much reduced if the rst divertor is
made solely of tungsten. On the other hand, due to the use of seeding gases, there should
be various impurities e.g. Ar, Ne, or N. Hence, modelling impurity seeding in the simulations
would be interesting for predictive simulations of ITER. In DYON simulations, RF heating is
not included as no RF heating was used for the simulated pulse (# 82003), but RF-assisted
start-up is planned in ITER. In order to apply the DYON code to such operations, it is required
for development of an RF-heating module.
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6.6.2 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, quantitative validation of the models against the JET data is provided for the
rst time. The simulation results using the PWI models are compared to JET data with the
carbon wall and the ITER-like wall. Good agreement of plasma current and the total radiated
power is shown between the simulation results and JET data.
Due to the uncertainties or errors in the measured data in the early burn-through phase, it is
dicult to compare the simulated electron temperature and density. However, the simulation
result and the measured densities approach the similar value with time, showing reasonable
agreement for the evolution in time. The measured photon emission rate of impurities are
compared with the synthetic data calculated with the simulated plasma parameters. The
peaks of the synthetic data are consistent with the observed peaks in the measured data.
The results of parameter scanning in DYON simulations provide important information for the
ITER-like wall experiments. The deuterium recycling coecient signicantly inuences the
gross energy and particle balance, and the simulation results with the growing model of Y DD
show good agreement. This implies that during the plasma burn-through phase deuterium is
pumped out by the beryllium wall. Second, the physical sputtering model using the BeO layer
erosion model (i.e. transition of a BeO wall to a pure Be wall at erosion) agrees well with the
photomultiplier tube data. Third, the radiation barrier in the ITER-like wall is dominated by
deuterium and other impurities rather than beryllium. The initial carbon content does not
inuence other plasma parameters signicantly in the simulation results. Fourth, in the case of
JET with the ITER-like wall, plasma burn-through is not aected by gas fuelling if the fuelling
is pre-programed after 100 [msec]. Lastly, eective vessel volume should be used for simulations
since not all neutrals are accessible to the plasma.
The required electric eld for deuterium burn-through is calculated by the DYON code as
well as an analytical derivation, and it is compared to the Townsend avalanche criterion. The
limitations set by the burn-through criterion will reduce the operational space with respect to
those only based on the Townsend criterion for an electron avalanche.
The operation space available for JET is computed for the carbon wall and the ITER-like wall.
The impurity eects result in a reduced operation space for the carbon wall compared to a
pure deuterium plasma. However, the RIB in the ITER-like wall is not much higher than in a
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pure deuterium plasma. This results in larger operation space available for successful plasma
initiation in the ITER-like wall than in the carbon wall.
The similarity of the simulation results and JET data implies that the new burn-through models
contain the essential physics in the burn-through phase, and the signicance of the new models
is shown by comparing the simulation results with and without the new models. Based on this,
we suggest that the DYON code can be used to investigate the burn-through criterion in ITER.
Chapter 7
DYON simulations for ITER
7.1 Introduction
Reliable plasma burn-through in ITER is of crucial importance. However, as detailed in chapter
1, the toroidal electric eld available is limited to 0.35 [V/m], which is very small compared to
the value used in current devices e.g. 1 [V/m] in JET. The limitation on toroidal electric eld
also reduces the range of other operation parameters available (e.g. p, Ul, Lf , nI , and PRF ).
For reliable start-up in ITER, additional RF heating is planned to assist plasma burn-through.
In order to ensure the operation scenario for robust start-up, predictive simulations of plasma
burn-through in ITER, including the estimation of the required RF power, are required.
Previously, plasma burn-through simulations for ITER were attempted to evaluate the required
RF power. Simulations of old ITER (major radius R = 10[m] and vessel volume 2000[m3] )
were published in [6], reporting that i) without RF assist, operation parameters are signicantly
restricted; very low prell gas pressure p(0) is required for ohmic plasma burn-through. e.g.
failed ohmic burn-through at n0D(0) = 2  1017[m 3] ( p(0) = 7:2  10 6[Torr] ), ii) 3MW
RF will ensure robust start-up for a broad range of conditions with 5% Be, and iii) however,
in the case of C, low p(0), low error eld, and low carbon content would be required even with
5MW RF power. With the modied ITER size, the ITER physics basis presented plasma
burn-through simulations using the SCENPLINT code [5]. It showed that 2[MW ] of RF power
enables plasma burn-through with the design value of toroidal electric eld at a prell gas
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pressure of 6 10 6 [Torr].
In the previous simulations, constant value or empirical models were used for particle conne-
ment time without considering parallel transport, which is important at open magnetic eld
congurations such as the plasma burn-through phase. In addition, the impurity treatments
were overly simplied in the previous models. In [6], constant impurity fraction was used,
and constants of impurity recycling coecient (i.e. Y II = 1) and impurity recycling time (e.g.
imp = 100[ms]) were assumed. In order to simulate the evolution of impurity fraction, simple
growing fraction model, in which impurity fraction is a exponential function of time, was used
in [5].
This chapter provides predictive simulations for the plasma burn-through phase in ITER using
the DYON code. Despite the previous simulations for ITER, DYON simulations can make
important contributions for ITER due to the facts that;
1. For the rst time, the simulation results and initial conditions (assumptions) used have
been validated using experimental data; the DYON simulation results show good agree-
ment with the JET experiments with the ITER-like wall.
2. The DYON code has been signicantly improved to include key physics aspects in the
plasma burn-through phase.
 The DYON code computes the impurity evolution using self-consistent PWI model
(i.e. Physical sputtering model for a beryllium wall).
 In the DYON simulations, a new connement time model has been developed; Tran-
sonic ambipolar transport along magnetic eld lines using dynamic eective connec-
tion length Lf (t) is used for parallel transport model, and Bohm diusion is adopted
for perpendicular transport model.
 Atomic reaction calculation for all charge states of impurities is sophisticated using
the latest atomic data package, ADAS. ([6] did have calcuation of all charge states,
but it was done assuming constant impurity fraction with old atomic data.)
 Neutral screening eects are taken into account for all impurity charge states; Only
D neutral screenning was used in the previous model [6].
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 The simulations use the modied ITER size and the ITER operation scenario ob-
tained from F4E (Fusion 4 Energy), which is an European Union's organization for
ITER.1
For predictive simulations, the design values of ITER such as toroidal loop voltage and magnetic
elds are used as input data for the circuit system in the DYON code. In section 7.2, the
circuit system used to compute the plasma current is explained. The DYON simulation results
of ohmic (unassisted) plasma burn-through in ITER are given in section 7.3. The simulations
of RF-assisted plasma burn-through and the estimation of the required RF power for successful
burn-through in ITER are presented in section 7.4, followed by the main conclusions and
discussion of the results obtained in section 7.5.
Figure 7.1: Full interactive circuit system.
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7.2 Circuit system for DYON simulations
In tokamaks, the toroidal loop voltage is induced by the change of current in external coils
such as central solenoid and poloidal eld coils. The current swing induces eddy currents in
the passive structure (e.g. vacuum vessel), thereby resulting in shielding eects of the external
magnetic elds. Thus, in order to calculate the toroidal loop voltage on axis in the vessel (i.e.
actual voltage driving plasma current), a full circuit system should be computed using mutual
inductances M , which are a function of geometric structure, e.g. M vesselcoil is determined by the
relative geometry between vessel and external coils.
Figure 7.1 describes a full interactive circuit system. A preprogrammed operation scenario
(evolution of external voltages for the electromagnets in time) determines the currents (or
voltage) in external coils. They induce voltage in vessel and on axis e.g. M vesselcoil
dIcoil
dt
and
Mplasmacoil
dIcoil
dt
, resulting in eddy currents in the vessel Ivessel and a plasma current Ip. They also
induce voltage in each other i.e. interaction between Ivessel and Ip. In addition, the eddy current
contributes to the stray magnetic eld near the axis, reducing the eective connection length,
which is one of the important parameters in the particle balance in the DYON code. Hence,
the circuit equation of eddy current and plasma current should be computed simultaneously.
The full circuit equation system is given by
dIvessel
dt
=
IvesselRvessel +M
vessel
plasma
dIp
dt
+M vesselcoil
dIcoil
dt
 Lvessel
dIp
dt
=
IpRp +M
plasma
vessel
dIvessel
dt
+Mplasmacoil
dIcoil
dt
 Lp :
(7.1)
where L and R indicate a self inductance and electric resistance, respectively. However, the
full circuit equation system requires a signicant amount of eort for coding a 3 dimensional
passive structure, which is very complicated in tokamaks.
The design values of ITER are calculated by F4E using the CREATE code [55]. F4E provided
us with the toroidal loop voltage on axis Vext, calculated using the current in external coils and
the resultant eddy currents in passive structure in ITER,
Vext =M
plasma
vessel
dIvessel
dt
+Mplasmacoil
dIcoil
dt
: (7.2)
1http://www.fusionforenergy.europa.eu/
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In addition, CREATE calculations provided the stray eld on axis Bstray, which is needed to
calculate the eective connection length. Using the design values, the circuit equation of the
DYON simulations for ITER can be simplied as
dIp
dt
=
IpRp(:::; Bstray; :::) + Vext
 Lp : (7.3)
It should be noted that plasma current was not taken into account in the simulations from F4E
when computing Vext and Bstray. In other words, the interaction between eddy current and
plasma current is ignored in the simulations for ITER.
At 0.9 seconds after the start of the ux swing from the ohmic transformer coil, the toroidal
loop voltage reaches a maximum of E = Ul=(2R)  0:35 [V=m] at R = 5:65 [m], which is the
centre of the initial plasma [5]. Thus, the plasma break-down (electron avalanche) is assumed
to occur at 0.9 second, and the DYON simulations also start from 0.9 second when the electric
eld reaches a maximum. The toroidal loop voltage is preprogrammed to decrease after 0.9
second (see Figure 7.7 (a)).
Figure 7.2: Circuit system used in the DYON code for ITER simulations.
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7.3 Ohmic (unassisted) plasma burn-through
Plasma burn-through simulations for ITER have been performed with a PWI model for a Be
wall, including the physical sputtering model as validated with the ITER-like wall in JET. The
design values for ITER are used in DYON simulations; i.e. the toroidal loop voltage Ul(t), the
vertical magnetic eld BV (t) and radial magnetic eld BR(t) which are used for the eective
connection length, the plasma major R(t) and minor radius a(t), and the vessel volume VV . An
overview of the parameters is given in Table 7.1. In these simulations of plasma burn-through
in ITER, initial concentrations of Be (1% of nD(0)), C (0:5% of nD(0)), and O(0:1% of nD(0))
are used, similar to values used for simulations of JET with the ITER-like wall. Other initial
conditions and assumptions e.g. Te(0); Ti(0); Jp(0); Y
D
D ; and li are listed in Table 7.1.
With the given design values, it is found that very low prell gas pressures (7:2 10 6[Torr])
are required to achieve ohmic plasma burn-through (see Figure 7.3 (a)). Higher prell gas
pressures (1:8 10 5[Torr]) used in present day devices (typical p(0) in JET is 5 10 5[Torr])
will result in ITER in a failed burn-through, despite ITER having a connection length of 4000
[m] at the start of the simulation (t = 0:9[s]). The required time to achieve 1[MA] of plasma
current is about 2 seconds (see Figure 7.3 (b)), which is much longer compared to that in JET
(0:5  1 second), due to the low loop voltage available.
Figure 7.3 (d) and (e) show the corresponding Be evolution in the ITER simulations. The
densities for the dierent charge states of Be are computed in the DYON code. In the case of
a successful plasma burn-through, Be4+ becomes the dominant charge state. However, in the
failed case, the initial Be content does not continue the ionization process and the total content
decreases. If plasma burn-through is not successful, plasma temperature does not increase.
This results in the incident ion energy below the threshold energy for physical sputtering i.e.
no further source of Be. This is a dierence with previous simulations where an assumed Be
fraction was used. In the DYON code the PWI process determines the Be erosion; no plasma,
no erosion.
Figure 7.4 shows (a) the electron power loss and (b) the radiation power loss for the successful
simulation of plasma burn-through in ITER simulation. The electron power loss during the
early start-up phase up to 1.5 seconds is dominated by the radiation and ionization power losses
(blue in Figure 7.4 (a)). However, towards the end of the plasma burn-through process, the
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Figure 7.3: Predictive ohmic (No RF assist) plasma burn-through simulations for ITER. Us-
ing design values (VL(t); Bv(t); BR(t); R(t); and a(t)), dierent prell gas pressures are used;
p(0) = 7:2  10 6 [Torr] (Blue) and 1:8  10 5 [Torr] (Red) in (a) Degree of ionization, (b)
Plasma current, and (c) Electron temperature. (d) Evolution of impurity density (Be) in ITER
simulations at p(0) = 7:2 10 6 [Torr], and (e) p(0) = 1:8 10 5 [Torr].
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Plasma parameters Input value
Ul [V ] 11.36 at t = 0:909 [sec] (see Figure 7.7 (a))
PRF [MW ] 0 (Figure 7.3 and 7.4)
4 (Figure 7.7)
Bv [Tesla] 4:4 10 4 at t = 0:909 [sec]
BR [Tesla] 5:1 10 5 at t = 0:909 [sec]
R [m] 5.65
a [m] 1.6
VV [m
3] 1400
B [Tesla] 5.3
p(0) [Torr] 7:2 10 6(Figure 7.3 and 7.4)
1:8 10 5(Figure 7.3)
5 10 5(Figure 7.5 and 7.7)
n0D(0) [m
 3] 2:78 1023  p(0)[Torr]
n0Be(0) [m
 3] 0:01 n0D(0)[m 3]
n0C(0) [m
 3] 0:005 n0D(0)[m 3]
n0O(0) [m
 3] 0:001 n0D(0)[m 3]
Te(0) [eV ] 1
Ti(0) [eV ] 0.03
Jp(0) [Am
 2] 382:5 E[V=m]
Y DD 1
iz(0) 0.002
li 0.5
Table 7.1: Input values given to the DYON code for plasma burn-through simulations of ITER
power loss due to the electron transport dominates. Figure 7.4 (b) shows the corresponding
radiated power. The sources of the radiation are shown by dierent colors. The majority of
the radiated power during the plasma burn-through phase is D radiation (black line). The rst
peak in Be radiation (red line) at the start of the discharge, results from initial Be content,
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Figure 7.4: Simulated power losses for the simulation of ohmic plasma burn-through at
p(0) = 7:2  10 6 [Torr] in Figure 7.3. (a) electron power losses; total electron power loss
(black, Electron power loss due to the radiation and ionization (blue), transport power loss
(red), and equilibration power loss (green)) and (b) radiation power loss; the total radiated
power is indicated by the black dashed line. The contribution to the radiated power are indi-
cated; D(black), Be(red), C(blue), O(green)
which is an assumption validated by JET data. It decreases immediately after the initial
radiation peak. The second increase in the Be radiation around 1.9 second is due to more Be
entering the plasma due to physical sputtering. Until the incident ions have reached sucient
temperature (i.e. the incident energy exceeds the physical sputtering threshold) this second Be
radiation peak is delayed. This evolution (deouble peak) of the Be radiation has been observed
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in experiments with the ITER-like wall [52]. The simulations indicate that C radiation is
comparable to the D radiation for the period 1  1:5 second (see Figure 7.4 (b)). For a higher
initial C content the C radiation will dominate the radiation barrier.
7.4 RF-assisted plasma burn-through
RF power can provide pre-ionization for electron avalanche and additional heating during the
plasma burn-through phase. In ITER, RF power will be used to ensure robust start-up. Using
the DYON code, RF-assisted plasma burn-through has been simulated for ITER. Here, the
RF power is dened as the total absorbed RF power in the plasma i.e. Vp  PRF , and the
RF power in a unit volume PRF [W=m
3] is included in the energy balance as shown below (i.e.
Paux = PRF ).
Pe = Poh + PRF   PRad+Iz   Pequil   Pconv (7.4)
If the given RF power is high enough for full ionization of the plasma and to overcome the
radiation barrier, the plasma current increases. Figure 7.5 shows the DYON simulation results.
There is a critical RF power for plasma burn-through between 3MW and 4MW at prell pressure
of 510 5 [Torr] (with initial conditions given in Table 7.1). The plasma current ramp-up is not
signicantly dierent with higher RF power (6 MW (green) and 8 MW (black) in Figure 7.5).
The slightly faster increase in plasma current is due to the additional heating of the RF power,
which increases electron temperature, thereby reducing the plasma resistance. Once plasma
burn-through is completed, the ramp-up rate of plasma current is mainly determined by the
toroidal loop voltage.
The plasma current keeps increasing even if the RF power is switched o. Figure 7.6 shows
the simulation result when the RF power is deliberately turned o in the simulation at t = 2
seconds. The electron temperature shows a signicant change at t = 2 seconds since the RF
power makes contribution to the total electron heating. In contrast, the electron density does
not show such a change at t = 2 seconds. This is due to the fact that despite the decrease in
electron temperature, it is still high enough for D ionization. Although the electron temperature
determines the plasma resistance, plasma current ramp-up also does not change at t = 2 second;
the self-inductance of the plasma current maintains the ramp-up rate.
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Figure 7.5: Simulated plasma current in RF-assisted plasma burn-through simulations for ITER.
With the same prell gas pressure (p(0) = 5 10 5 [Torr]), the RF power is scanned.
Figure 7.7 shows a DYON simulation of RF-assisted plamsa burn-through in ITER. In this
simulation, constant 4 [MW ] of RF power and the same design values in Table 7.1, including
the toroidal loop voltage (see Figure 7.7 (a)), are used. Although the prell gas pressure used
(510 5[Torr]) is much higher than that for ohmic plasma burn-through (7:210 6[Torr]) in
Figure 7.3, the plasma current and electron temperature are slightly higher in the simulations
of RF-assisted burn-through. Deuterium burn-through is completed instantly as can be seen
by the abrupt increase in electron density in Figure 7.7 (d).
Figure 7.7 (e) shows the particle connement time p. In the DYON simulations, the p is
computed as
1
p
=
1
k
+
1
?
(7.5)
where k is parallel connement time obtained by the transonic ambipolar transport model,
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Figure 7.6: Simulation results when 4 MW of RF power is switched o at t=2 second.
and ? is perpendicular connement time calculated by the Bohm diusion model [36]. At
the beginning of the plasma burn-through phase, where the eective connection length is not
suciently long, particle transport is dominated by the parallel transport along the magnetic
eld lines. As the plasma current increases, the closed magnetic ux surfaces are formed; the
eective connection length approaches innity. This reduces the parallel transport, and the
perpendicular transport becomes dominant (See Figure 7.7 (e)).
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Figure 7.7: Simulation results of RF-assisted plasma burn-through in ITER. (a) toroidal loop
voltage (design value obtained from F4E. Note, at ITER El  Ul=40[m]) and RF power, (b)
plasma current, (c) electron temperature, (d) electron density, and (e) particle connement
time; perpendicular connement time (blue), parallel connement time (red), and the resultant
particle connement time (black).
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Figure 7.8: Estimation of the required RF power using the DYON simulations for successful
plasma burn-through in ITER. (a) initial Be content 1% of nD(0) (b) initial C content 1% of
nD(0).
The required RF power is subject to operation parameters such as prell gas pressure and
initial impurity content. Figure 7.8 gives the DYON estimation of the required RF power in
ITER at various operation parameters, showing the impact of prell gas pressure p(0) and
initial impurity fraction nI(0). Here, we dene successful plasma burn-through as
Ip(3sec) > 100[kA] (7.6)
dIp
dt
(3sec) > 1[kA=sec]: (7.7)
In Figure 7.8(a) a scan of initial C fraction is given and a scan of Be fraction is given in (b).
Fixed initial Be fraction (1% of nD(0)) and initial C fraction (1% of nD(0)) are used in (a) and
(b), respectively. As shown by Figure 7.8 (a) and (b), the initial Be fraction does not impact on
the required RF power, but the initial C content results in signicant dierence in the required
RF power. In both cases, without RF assist, plasma burn-through will be possible only at
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Input p(0)[Torr] 7:2 10 6 1 10 5 1 10 5 5 10 5 5 10 5 5 10 5
n0Be=n
0
D  100[%] 1 1 1 0:1 1 1
n0C=n
0
D  100[%] 1 1 2:3 0:1 0:1 1
Vp  PRF [MW ] 0 0:2 0:4 2:1 2:3 5:3
Output tDBurn   0:909[sec] 0:091 0:051 0:031 0:015 0:071 0:007
tBeBurn   0:909[sec] 1:291 1:101 1:381 1:211 1:651 0:941
tCBurn   0:909[sec] 1:641 1:431 1:681 1:531 1:961 1:201
Table 7.2: Burn-through time of D, Be, and C in DYON simulations for ITER. According to
ITER scenario in F4E, electron avalanche is assumed to occur at 0:909[sec]. The RF power is
the minimum power required at the given prell gas pressure and initial impurity content.
prell gas pressure below 1  10 5 [Torr]. The required RF power increases almost linearly
with the prell gas pressure. This is due to an increase in D atom density which increases
with prell gas pressure. In addition, since we assume here the fraction of the initial impurity
against prell D density, the impurity content is also higher with higher D prell gas pressure.
It is planned to have RF power up to 8 [MW ] available in ITER for burn-through assist. If the
initial C content is smaller than the assumed 1% of prell D atoms nD(0), using the RF assist
power, plasma burn-through in ITER will be available at around 5  10 5 [Torr], which is a
typical prell gas pressure used in present devices including JET. However, it should be noted
that the RF power in this section is the absorbed value. If the RF power is not suciently
absorbed in a plasma, it can result in serious damage to the diagnostic tools in the vessel.
Hence, the absorption eciency of RF power during the plasma burn-through phase should be
evaluated quantitatively.
The required time for burn-through is shown in Table 7.2; burn-through time for D, Be, and C
are tDburn, t
Be
burn, and t
C
burn, respectively. It can be seen that in all cases after D burn-through is
achieved, Be and C are fully ionized in turn. RF power reduces burn-through time signicantly
even if p(0) and initial impurity content are much higher (see (a), (d) and (f)). While an initial
Be content delays the burn-through time (see (d) and (e)), the burn-through time is not much
extended by the initial C, even at high fraction (see (b) and (c)).
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7.5 Summary and Discussion
The DYON code has been used to perform a predictive simulation for ITER. Without RF assist
for plasma burn-through, start-up in ITER will be available only at very low prell gas pressure
(at p(0) < 10 5[Torr]). At JET with the ITER-like wall such lower prell gas pressures are
not used to avoid having a too slow electron avalanche phase or too low initial plasma density
that may cause run-away electrons. However, 4 [MW ] of RF assist will make ITER start-up
available at prell gas pressures up to 5  10 5[Torr], which is in the typical range used at
present devices. The RF assist will result in instant deuterium burn-through. Once plasma
burn-through is completed, the ramp-up rate of plasma current is not signicantly aected by
increasing the RF power.
The required RF power is subject to prell gas pressure and initial impurity content. With
prell gas pressure, the required RF power increases almost linearly. The initial Be content
will not impact on plasma burn-through in ITER, but an initial C content can increase the
radiated power signicantly. Fortunately, in case a full W diverter is installed in ITER, the
initial C content in ITER is expected to be much lower than observed in JET experiments with
the ITER-like wall (0:5  1% of nD(0)).
Chapter 8
Summary and Main Conclusions
8.1 Original scope of thesis
The scope of the thesis is to study the physics and the modelling of the plasma burn-through
phase in tokamaks, including the review of the basic concepts of the electron avalanche phase
(Townsend avalanche theory). The fundamental physics of deuterium burn-through has been
investigated, and the models for the treatment of impurities have been developed including
plasma wall interaction. These key physics acpects are included in a comprehensive numerical
simulator, the DYON code. For the rst time the simulation results have been compared with
data from experiments in JET, to study the inuence of a carbon wall and a beryllium wall
on plasma burn-through. Using the (validated) DYON code, predictive simulations for ITER
have been performed.
8.2 Summary and Conclusions
A gas discharge can be produced by applying an electric eld to a gas. The seed electrons are
accelerated and via collisions they ionize the neutrals producing more electrons and ions. These
new electrons are again accelerated and make further impact ionizations producing an electron
avalanche. Moreover, secondary electrons are generated at the cathode by impacting ions, which
can generate further electrons through the electron avalanche process. This process maintains
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the discharge. The physics of gas discharge formation was rst explained by Townsend, and is
called a Townsend break-down.
At low temperatures, the plasma is not yet fully ionized. Examples of partially ionized dis-
charges can be found in laboratory plasmas as well as during the start-up phase of fusion
devices. Neutrals and partially ionized ions emit line radiation which could result in the loss
of a signicant part of the (ohmic) heating power. The radiated power is proportional to the
product of electron density and neutral density. As ionizations proceed, the electron density
increases and the neutral density decreases, resulting in the maximum of radiated power at
a certain degree of ionization, which is called the radiation barrier. If the heating power ex-
ceeds the radiation barrier, the radiated power loss decreases and the electron temperature can
increase.
In fusion research, the most promising device for magnetic connement is the Tokamak, where
the plasma is conned in a toroidal vacuum vessel and kept away from the solid walls by
magnetic elds. The so-called eective connection length Lf is commonly used as a measure of
the travelling distance of electrons and ions to the surrounding wall; Lf is the average length of
the magnetic eld lines between two contacting points at the vessel wall, and is in the range 100
[m]  1000 [m] (without a plasma current). A toroidal electric eld can be applied to a lling
gas (typically deuterium, with pressure p(0)  510 5 [Torr]) by the variation of the current in
the central solenoid. In present devices the magnitude is of the order of 1 V=m. By this electric
eld, electron avalanche can occur in the prell gas, and a plasma current is generated. (Note,
for air at standard temperature and pressure, the electric eld needed to generate arc between
1 meter gap electrodes is about 3:4 [MV=m].) If ohmic heating of the plasma current is high
enough to overcome the radiation barrier, the ionization process continues, thereby enabling Te
to increase, i.e. plasma burn-through.
The increase in electron temperature is very important for tokamak start-up. The plasma re-
sistance decreases as electron temperature increases. Hence, the plasma current increases with
electron temperature. After plasma burn-through the electron temperature keeps increasing
even with much smaller loop voltage. The build-up of plasma current generates poloidal mag-
netic eld, which makes the magnetic eld lines closed, thereby resulting in innite eective
connection length. When the eective connection length is not long enough, the parallel trans-
port along the magnetic eld lines is the dominant transport mechanism. Thus, the increase
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in plasma current improves the plasma connement in a tokamak.
Plasma burn-through is determined by several parameters: (1) the induced toroidal loop voltage
Ul, (2) the prell gas pressure p(0), (3) the eective connection length Lf , (4) the initial impurity
content of the discharge nI(0), and (5) the ratio of plasma volume Vp to vessel volume VV
(determining the neutrals available to the plasma). Computational simulations are required to
take into account the eects of these parameters.
The energy ow in a plasma is important to simulate the plasma burn-through phase. Free
electrons gain energy from ohmic heating or additional RF power, and lose the energy through
three channels: (1) Transport; as free electrons lose their kinetic energy when they escape
the plasma, (2) Radiation and Ionization; free electrons lose the energy when they collide
with bound electrons in ions or atoms and (3) Equilibration; free electrons lose the energy by
temperature equilibration with ions. Thus, equilibration is a heating channel for ions. The ions
lose energy by transport and charge exchange.
In order to solve this energy balance, one needs to solve the particle balance simultaneously,
since density terms are involved in the energy balance. A prell gas of the vacuum chamber
provides deuterium (D) atoms. The D atoms are ionized, and D ions recombine with free
electrons to return to neutrals. Deuterium ions are also transported to the wall, resulting in
recycling of D atoms or sputtering of impurity atoms. Impurity atoms are ionized, and can
recombine with free electrons reducing their charge state. Impurity ions are also transported to
the wall; the impurity wall-sputtering generates additional impurity atoms. The impurity ions
can accept an electron from other atoms or ions. In the simulations presented here, it is assumed
that only D atoms are an electron donor in charge exchange reactions. All the atomic reactions
are functions of plasma temperature, so energy balance should be solved simultaneously.
The DYON code computes the energy balance equations and particle balance equations to de-
termine the evolution of temperature and density in a plasma during the burn-through phase.
Impurity densities are calculated for all charge states. Using the computed electron tempera-
ture, the plasma resistance is obtained, and a circuit equation calculates plasma current and
the resultant ohmic heating. The ohmic heating is included in the energy balance. From this
coupled dierential equation system, the DYON code computes self-consistent values of the
plasma parameters in time.
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Impurity eects are essential for computing the radiated power. Most of impurities come from
the surrounding wall via Plasma Wall Interactions (PWI) such as sputtering or recycling. A
new all metal wall (called the ITER-like wall) has been installed recently in JET, made of
Beryllium (Be) in the main chamber (e.g. important for break-down physics) and Tungsten
(W) tiles in the lower part of the vessel called divertor. Experiments show a clear dierence
in the measured radiated power during the plasma burn-through phase with the dierent wall
materials in JET; previous experiments with a Carbon (C) wall have much higher radiated
power than the Be wall. The magnitude of radiation barrier was found to be linearly correlated
with the calculated impurity inux from the C wall, while such a relation was not found for
the Be ITER-like wall.
A PWI model has been included in the DYON code. The ion ux to the wall can be calculated
using the plasma volume, the ion density, and the particle connement time. The ion outux
results in D recycling at the wall which is calculated using the recycling coecient Y DD . Based
on experimental data, Y DD can be adjusted. Simulations use a recycling coecient (> 1) during
plasma formation for the C wall, decaying to 1, while for the ILW a recycling coecient (< 1)
was used, increasing towards 1. The ion outux also results in impurity sputtering at the
wall. Impurity sputtering can be calculated by using the corresponding sputtering yield. The
resultant neutral inux to a plasma is computed. In the case of a Be wall, physical sputtering
is dominant due to the low threshold energy. In the case of a carbon wall, chemical sputtering
is dominant due to high chemical reactivity of C, resulting in production of hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide at all impact energies.
From the plasma wall interactions, D and impurities enter the plasma, and are ionized in the
outer part (shell) of the plasma volume. The shell volume is determined by the mean-free-path
for ionization. During the burn-through phase, the mean free path decreases as the electron
temperature increases. If the mean-free-path is longer than the plasma size (minor radius),
the volume occupied by neutrals within the plasma is equal to the whole plasma volume. If
it is shorter than the minor radius, neutrals will be absent in the core. The neutral screening
eect determines the neutral volume within the plasma, which is important when calculating
atomic reactions. As a result, the volume where D atoms exist is somewhat larger than that of
impurity atoms.
Impurity densities in all charge states should be calculated to determine the radiated power.
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Since the densities of the dierent charge states are dependent on each other, they should
be solved in a matrix, also taking into account the impurity inux from the wall and the
neutral screening eects. In addition to impurities entering the plasma via PWI, a (small)
initial impurity fraction nI(0) in the residual gas might be present. A possible source could be
those impurities only weakly attached to the wall after migration during previous experiments.
Starting with these initial impurity fractions, the impurity content during the burn-through
phase is calculated self-consistently by the DYON code, using the plasma wall interaction
models.
The simulation results have been compared with the measured examples of plasma burn-through
obtained in JET experiments with the C wall and Be wall. Input such as toroidal loop voltage
Ul, prell gas pressure p(0), magnetic elds (B and Bv to calculate Lf ), and plasma size (R,
a, and Vp) are obtained from measurement in JET. Initial impurity contents were assumed as
1% nBe(0) and 0:5% nC(0) of nD(0). For the Be wall, the D recycling coecient is assumed
to grow from 0.9 to 1 during the burn-through phase. Since not all neutrals in the vessel are
accessible to the plasma, eective vessel volume is given as 100 m3 (actual vessel volume is 189
m3).
It was found that the simulated synthetic photon emission data for D and impurities (Be1+
and C2+) have the same temporal evolution as those measured by photomultiplier tubes. Also,
the measured total radiation power and temporal evolution is matched well by the DYON
simulations. The electron temperature, density and plasma current from the simulations show
good agreement with the measurements. The good agreement between the simulation results
and the experimental data implies that important physics aspects of plasma burn-through, and
also the dynamics thereof, are well modeled in the simulations.
The DYON code can be used to compute and document the dierences between a C wall and
a Be wall. For the C wall, the radiation barrier is much higher and dominated by C radiation.
However, in the Be wall, the radiation power loss is much smaller and not dominated by the
Be radiation. The radiation barrier in the Be wall is dominated by the D radiation as long as
other impurities are not signicant.
Using the DYON code, the JET operation space for plasma burn-through can be determined.
The required electric eld for a range of prell pressures has been computed. The Townsend
criterion provides a rst estimate for the required electric eld for electron avalanche. The
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DYON simulations provide the required electric eld for a successful plasma burn-through for
a pure D, and in the presence of either a Be or C wall. The resultant operation spaces are
compared. At the range of prell gas pressure above 5 10 5[Torr], the required electric elds
for plasma burn-through (i.e. burn-through criterion) are higher than the Townsend criterion
alone.
With the PWI models, the burn-through criterion increases from that for pure D plasma.
While slightly more toroidal electric eld is required with a Be wall, the burn-through criterion
signicantly increases in the presence of a C wall. These predictions are also compared to
experimental data, and the majority of the experimental data points with the C wall and the
Be wall lie above (or near) the simulated minimum electric eld required, again showing good
agreement of the simulations with the experiments, over a wide range on conditions. It should
be noted that in previous studies determining operation space in tokamaks, only the Townsend
criterion was used. However, at high prell gas pressure, the limitation is set by the burn-
through criterion rather than the Townsend criterion. It was observed that the Be wall tends
to absorb the fuel at the wall. This can reduce the prell gas pressure or initial plasma density,
thereby resulting in slow electric avalanche (which is not favorable for operation) or run-away
electron generation. Hence, the prell gas pressure used for start-up with the Be wall in JET
is higher than that of the C wall.
Previously, plasma burn-through simulations were attempted for International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) using constant impurity fraction or simple exponential function
of the impurity content with time. However, those simulations have never been compared
against experimental data in present devices. The DYON code is a plasma burn-through
simulator developed at JET. It has been validated using JET experiment results.
Predictive simulations for ITER have been performed using the DYON code. The plasma
facing components in ITER will be made of Be and W. ITER is two times larger than JET,
and the use of superconducting coils restricts the toroidal loop voltage available for plasma
initiation. As a result, ITER will have a limitation on toroidal electric eld up to 0.35 V/m.
This is small compared to the typical toroidal electric eld in JET, which is typically 1 [V=m].
This limitation of toroidal electric eld will signicantly reduce the operation window for burn-
through. With the design value of ITER, the requirements for successful ohmic burn-through
have been studied. Without RF assist for plasma burn-through, start-up in ITER will be
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available only at very low prell gas pressure (at p(0) < 10 5[Torr]). At JET with the ITER-
like wall such lower prell gas pressures are not used.
For reliable start-up in ITER, additional RF power is planned. Applying additional RF power
reduces the required toroidal electric eld since it provides seed electrons (i.e. pre-ionization)
needed for the electron avalanche. Furthermore, the additional RF heating can assist plasma
burn-through as shown in tokamak experiments such as AUG and DIII-D. The simulations of
RF-assisted plasma burn-through in ITER are used to estimate the required RF power; 4 [MW ]
of RF assist will make ITER start-up available at prell gas pressures up to 510 5[Torr], which
is in the typical range used at present devices. The RF assist will result in instant deuterium
burn-through. Once plasma burn-through is completed, the ramp-up rate of plasma current
is not signicantly aected by increasing the RF power. The required RF power is subject to
prell gas pressure and initial impurity content. With prell gas pressure, the required RF
power increases almost linearly. The initial Be content will not impact on plasma burn-through
in ITER, but an initial C content can increase the radiated power signicantly. Fortunately,
in case a full W diverter is installed in ITER, the initial C content in ITER is expected to be
much lower than observed in JET experiments with the ITER-like wall (0:5  1% of nD(0)).
8.3 Future Work
The theoretical (simulational) investigation on plasma burn-through has been published only
with 0D simulation i.e. no variation of density or temperature with radius in the plasma. Since
the closed ux surfaces (CFSs) are not established yet during the plasma burn-through phase at
low plasma current, a 2D approach of numerical simulations is extremely dicult. Fortunately,
the results of DYON simulations (also 0D), show good agreement with JET data. This implies
the assumption of a uniform temperature and density in a numerical simulation is reasonable
to compute the gross energy and particle balances during the plasma burn-through phase.
Probably, this is due to the open eld congurations during the plasma burn-through phase.
With the open magnetic eld lines, the parallel thermal conduction and particle diusion would
be signicantly high, so that variation over the plasma radius (prole) will be small enough to
be ignored. Quantitative investigations on the prole eects of temperature and density will
be interesting to conrm this.
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Although the simulational results show good agreement against JET data, including the eect
of plasma proles into the model would be an improvement. This would allow for quantitative
investigation of power balances as both ohmic heating and power losses are functions of plasma
parameters which can be dierent at each position. For more accurate simulations, the prole
eect would be also important in particle balance, due to the particle diusions within a plasma
column. Modelling of such a 1D (or 2D) eect would enable the model to describe the details
of the burn-through physics as a function of the plasma radius, i.e. burn-through shell, as well
as localised heating by microwaves.
For RF-assisted burn-through simulations, we assumed constant absorbed RF power. However,
absorbtion eciency of RF power at low temperature plasma can be small. In that case,
launching excessive RF power can result in serious damage to the diagnostic systems. In
addition, non-inductive tokamak start-up, in which an additional heating power is the only
heating source, is of crucial importance for a commercial fusion power plant. In order to apply
the model to such conditions, there is an urgent need for development of an additional heating
module; with better estimates for the absorbed power as function of plasma parameters.
The two ring model used in the circuit equations in the DYON code is a simplied model
for JET. Assuming the majority of the eddy currents ow in the MK2 structure (mechanical
support ring of divertor in JET), the plasma current can be reproduced showing good agreement
with JET data. However, such an assumption might not be valid for all devices. Furthermore,
in order to apply the DYON code to the optimization of the operation scenario in ITER, the
electromagnetic part, which calculates eddy current in passive structures with given PF coil
current scenario, should be improved by integrating them into the equations.
Modication of the points stated above will enable the potential usage of the DYON code to
be expanded to various dierent experiments, while reducing the assumptions made.
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